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The Pegasus snooping scan-
dal continued to derail the

proceedings of Parliament.
Both Houses on Friday saw slo-
gan-shouting and repeated
adjournments even as the Rajya
Sabha suspended TMC MP
Santanu Sen who on Thursday
snatched a statement read out
by Information Technology
Minister Ashwini Vaishnaw
and tore it off. 

The MP has been sus-
pended for the remaining peri-
od of the ongoing Monsoon
Session. 

The strong action against
Sen took place after a motion
moved by the Government
was passed by the House soon
after it met for the day.
However, the TMC MP refused
to leave the House and kept sit-
ting despite repeated pleas by
Chairman M Venkaiah Naidu
and Deputy Chairman
Harivansh. As a result, the
House could not function and
was adjourned repeatedly.

In a tweet, Sen termed his
suspension as “unparliamen-
tary” and said his party’s voice
and its leader’s voice cannot be
stopped.

The Government made its
intentions clear and soon after
the obituary references and
laying of papers, Minister of
State for Parliamentary Affairs

V Muraleedharan moved a
motion for Sen’s suspension.

“I move that Dr Santanu
Sen, AITC, be suspended from
the services of the House...for
his unruly behaviour, unbe-
coming of a member of the
Rajya Sabha, yesterday...”
Muraleedharan said in his
motion. It was passed by a voice
vote and Naidu asked Sen to
leave the House.

However, the TMC mem-
bers protested and raised objec-
tion to the manner in which the
motion was brought without
listing it in the day’s business.
Sukhendu Sekhar Ray (TMC)
said the moving of the motion
was not mentioned in the
revised list of business.

Naidu said he had
approved the motion to main-
tain the dignity of the House.
Roy’s party colleague Derek
O’Brien claimed a Minister
behaved aggressively after the
House was adjourned on
Thursday. Sensing the mood of
the House, the Chairman
adjourned it till 12.00 pm after
Sen’s suspension. The agitated
members did not allow the
House to run when the House
met again and despite repeat-
ed pleas by Harivansh, Sen did
not go out of the House.  

The Deputy Chairman first
adjourned the House till 12.30
pm and then till 2.30 pm as the
TMC protested. Meanwhile,
the Lok Sabha proceedings

were adjourned for the day fol-
lowing disruptions by
Opposition parties which
raised slogans on the Pegasus
snooping row and the farmers’
issue by gathering in the Well
of the House.

As soon as the House met
for the day at 11 am, some
Opposition members rushed to
the Well but they were pre-
vented from doing so by floor
leaders of their respective par-
ties as Speaker Om Birla want-
ed to make observations on the
Indian squad participating in
the Tokyo Olympics.

Birla extended best wishes
to the Indian contingent on
behalf of the House. The mega
carnival of sports is from
Friday. Members thumped
benches in support of the
Indian squad.

Soon after Birla had made
his observations, several mem-
bers from the Congress, the
Trinamool Congress and the
Shiromani Akali Dal gathered
in the Well of the House rais-
ing slogans and 
holding placards. 

The TMC shouted slogans
demanding details of the
money allegedly spent by the
Government on Pegasus spy-
ware. Congress members had
placards demanding a Supreme
Court monitored judicial probe
into the Pegasus allegations. 

Continued on Page 11
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Amid continuous mud-
slinging against each other

by the BJP and the Congress
over the Pegasus spyware
phone-tapping controversy,
former Congress president
Rahul Gandhi on Friday sought
a judicial enquiry, claiming he
is not a potential target but
“every single phone of his is
definitely tapped”. 

The BJP hit back and dared
the Congress leader to 
submit his phone for 
investigation if he believed it
was tapped.

Addressing the media out-
side the Parliament complex,
Rahul said, “I get phone calls
from IB [Intelligence Bureau]
people who tap my phone.
They call me up and say beware
we are tapping you. My secu-
rity people tell me that they
have to debrief what I say to
their seniors.”

Rahul quipped that only
those who are “thieves or cor-
rupt will get scared of 
Narendra Modi”.

“Pegasus is classified by the
Israeli State as a weapon and
that weapon is supposed to be
used against terrorists. The
Prime Minister and the Home
Minister has used this weapon
against the Indian State,” 
he said. “They have used it
politically, they have used in
Karnataka, they have used to
scuttle probes, they have used

it against the Supreme Court,
against all the institutions. The
only word for this is treason.
There is no other word for this
and the Home Minister should
resign,” Rahul said. 

Continued on Page 11
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At least 100 people were
killed and several others

feared trapped under the debris
in landslides and monsoon-
related incidents like house
crashes and incidents of
drowning in Maharashtra on
Friday as heavy rain pounded
many parts of the State for the
fifth consecutive day.

In what is being described
heaviest-ever rain witnessed
in the State during the last four
decades in Maharashtra, a
major landslide at Tali village
in Mahad taluka of Raigad
district in Konkan region
claimed at least 50 lives, while
several others were still feared
trapped under the debris.

“At least 50 bodies have
been recovered from the Taliye-

Madhiliwadi landslide site.
Several more are feared trapped
under the debris,” 
senior NCP leader and former
Minister Sunil Tatkare said,
while apprehending the toll
may go up. There were also sev-
eral rain-related incidents
involving casualties in coastal
Konkan region, western
Maharashtra and Mumbai. 

Continued on Page 11
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Astudy conducted by the
Council of Scientific and

Industrial Research (CSIR)
indicates that coronavirus
could be detected up to 10 feet
or 3.048 metres in the air
around an infected individual,
Parliament was told on Friday. 

In a written response to a
question in the Lok Sabha,
Science and Technology
Minister Jitendra Singh said the
results of the CSIR study 
have been posted on a pre-print
server. “The study conducted
by the Council of Scientific &
Industrial Research (CSIR)
indicates that the coronavirus
could be detected up to 10 feet
(3.048 metres) distance in the
air around an infected indi-
vidual. However, with direc-
tional air flow, the possibility of
virus riding on aerosols to
long distance cannot be
denied,” Singh said. 

As a precautionary mea-
sure, wearing mask can help in
significantly reducing the risk
of catching the infection
through air, he cautioned. 

He said according to the
ICMR database, there are
1,88,26,913 individuals regis-
tered as Covid-19 positive
between December 20 to 
July 19 2021.

Continued on Page 11
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The Olympics like no other
opened here on Friday sans

the customary razzmatazz, the
toned-down ceremony show-
casing Japan’s grandeur, rich
culture and heritage while
reflecting the sombre mood of
a world ravaged by an unre-
lenting pandemic.

Japanese emperor
Naruhito declared the Games
open, a month after voicing
concerns over the possible
spread of coronavirus during
the Olympics, becoming the
third member from his family
to do the honours.

It was ironical that the
locals milling around the
majestic National Stadium were
not allowed entry due 
to the ban on crowds, 
even as visitors, including ath-
letes and dignitaries, from
across the world participated in
the opening ceremony of the
Games projected to cost USD
28 billion.

Fewer athletes across con-

tingents took part, some to stay
focussed on their events on
Saturday, a lot others out of the
fear of catching the infection

that has already found its way
into the Games village.

Around 950 VIPs and
world leaders were in atten-

dance inside the arena that has
a capacity of 68,000. 

Despite the ban on crowd,
the stadium was occupied by

over 10,000 individuals per-
forming different roles.

International Olympic
Committee (IOC) president
Thomas Bach, without whose
steely resolve and stubbornness
the Tokyo Games wouldn’t
have seen the light of the day,
acknowledged that it 
will be different from the ones

in the past. “Today, the
Olympic athletes are sending a
resounding message of hope to
our fragile world. The Opening
Ceremony will highlight this
Olympic message of resilience,
solidarity and unity of all
humankind in overcoming the
pandemic,” Bach said.

Continued on Page 11
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Several political leaders, sep-
aratists and journalists from

Kashmir, including then Chief
Minister Mehbooba Mufti’s
two relatives, may have been
targeted for telephone snoop-
ing between 2017 and  2019. 

According to the report
published by The Wire, even
journalists working in Delhi
but belonging to Kashmir were
under surveillance using

Pegasus spyware.   
“Others on the leaked

database include at least two
members of People’s
Democratic party (PDP) chief
and former Chief Minister of
J&K Mehbooba Mufti’s family.
Their selection as potential
targets of surveillance hap-
pened when Mehbooba was
still Chief Minister of the erst-
while State and in a coalition
with the BJP. In fact, Mufti’s
family members were chosen

for potential surveillance just
months before the Government
collapsed as the BJP 
pulled out of the coalition in
June 2018,” The Wire reported
on Friday. However, Mehbooba
said that surveillance, as a con-
cept, for Kashmiris is not new.
“People are used to having
their thoughts, ideas not only
intercepted but even being
punished for them,” the former
J&K CM said. 

Continued on Page 11
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Cricketer-turned-politician
Navjot Singh Sidhu on

Friday made it clear that he was
in full form for playing his new
innings as the Punjab Congress
chief by executing a bat stroke
with the flourish of his arms in
the air before making his way
to the podium — giving a
glimpse of his cricketing days
when he was popularly known
as “sixer Sidhu”.

Starting his new inning as
the Punjab Pradesh Congress
Committee (PPCC) president
in the presence of Chief
Minister Capt Amarinder
Singh, Sidhu’s blitzkrieg speech
virtually placed his own party’s
Government in dock over the
issues of sacrilege, drugs, cost-
ly power, among others.

“Punjab poochhda hai,
sawaal karda hai (Punjab is
asking, it is questioning),” said
Sidhu while insisting that we
need to act on these issues.

Raking up the issues of
“guru di beadbi” (sacrilege inci-
dents), and deaths due to drugs,
Sidhu maintained that the

Government needs to act
against those who are guilty and
responsible for these. Without
naming anyone, Sidhu, speak-
ing in Punjabi in a spirited dis-
play of aggression and rhetoric,
said, “Jija-saala rehn nahi dena,
kothe te totta behn ni dena
(loosely translated that Jija-
Saala duo will not be spared.”

Also raising the issue of
costly power in Punjab, Sidhu
questioned why the State would
buy power at �18, “Why the
truth behind these pacts not
come out...choraan di chori
kyun nahi fadi jaani chahidi,”
hinting at cancelling the con-
tentious power purchase
agreements signed by the
erstwhile Badal-led
Government.

“CM sahib, issues have
to be resolved…,” said
Sidhu, while gesturing
towards Capt
Amarinder during his
speech.

“The purpose of
this PPCC chief ’s post
for me is to resolve the
people’s issues. And if
these are not resolved, it 
counts for nothing,” 
Sidhu said.

At the same time,
Sidhu made an attempt to

bypass his run-ins with the
Chief Minister by making it
clear that his focus areas are the
farmers protesting in Delhi, the
problems of doctors and nurs-
es and teachers, drivers and
conductors, who were protest-
ing on roads.

At the same time, he
declared that he has

no ego issues

and will take everyone along and
work shoulder-to-shoulder.
“The Congress party is united
today, contrary to what our
Opposition is saying,” he said, in
presence of former PPCC pres-
idents, including his predecessor
Sunil Jakhar, Cabinet Ministers,
party MPs and MLAs, among
other senior leadership.

Declaring that he got
“thick-skinned” and cares for
nothing more than Punjab’s
well-being, Sidhu maintained
that those opposing him were
only helping him to be better
while those supporting 
him, are his suraksha kavach
(security cover).

He named Cabinet
Minister Sukhbinder Singh

Sarkaria, Sukhjinder Singh
Randhawa — who were

once considered to be
Capt Amarinder’s loy-
alists, and also “Bibi”
Rajinder Kaur
Bhattal — the for-
mer Chief Minister-
among those sup-
porting him.

“There is no dif-
ference between an

ordinary party worker and the
state unit chief. Every Congress
worker in Punjab has become
the chief of the party’s State unit

from today,” declared the for-
mer swashbuckling Indian
cricketer in his opening
remarks to an elated crowd that
gave him a roaring round of
applause and cheers in return.

“There is no party without
workers...We are incomplete
without the power of our work-
ers, who are the party’s soul...I
will only work for Punjab. This
is just not an address, but my
soul talking. Workers are the
soul of the party,” said Sidhu,
adding that his main aim is to
make these workers a bridge in
our “haq and sach di ladayi” (the
fight of rights and the truth).

“All will be Sikander,” he
added.

WILL SET UP MY BISTAR
IN CONGRESS BHAVAN

FROM AUG 15
In an apparent attempt to

send across the signal that he
would be accessible to all party
leaders and workers round-the-
clock, Sidhu declared that he
would stay put at Punjab
Congress Bhawan from 
August 15.

At the same time, he asked
the Cabinet Ministers to ded-
icate some time to the party
workers and sit at Congress
Bhawan to listen to their griev-

ances. “15 August ton mera bis-
tar Congress Bhawan vich lage-
ga...if Ministers can also come
here and give their 
time to the workers,” he said,
adding he could only give
them a suggestion.

‘POST IS NOT AN ISSUE,
BUT PROTESTING 

FARMERS, TEACHERS’ ARE’
Making it clear that posts

or positions never matter to
him, Sidhu asserted that the
real issue for him are the
protesting farmers, teachers,
doctors and nurses.

“My fight is not the issue,
farmers sitting in Delhi,
protesting TET qualified teach-
ers, the problems of doctors
and nurses are the real issues,”
he said, adding that he never
cared for posts. “I have thrown
away the posts...I gave up the
Cabinet berth too,” he said,
adding that if he could not
resolve Punjab’s issues, the
president’s post is of no good to
him. Sidhu also urged the farm-
ers to give him time to meet. “I
want to meet you...I want to dis-
cuss what could be the resolu-
tion to the problem...how the
Government can come to your
help,” he said to the farmers.

Continued on Page 11
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Uttar Pradesh Chief
Minister Yogi Adityanath

said that the Central govern-
ment had proposed to open
100 new Sainik Schools in the
country in this budget.

He said taking this chain
forward, the state government
was working expeditiously on
the plan to open Sainik Schools
in every divisional headquar-
ters in the state.

"Sainik School is going to
be opened in Gorakhpur to
provide the best education
along with military training to
the students of eastern UP,” the
chief minister said after laying
the foundation stone of Sainik
School along with Deputy
Chief Minister Dinesh Sharma
in Gorakhpur fertilizer factory
premises on Friday.

The chief minister
announced that the govern-
ment would also open a big
centre for skill development in
the fertiliser factory complex of
Gorakhpur. After getting train-
ing here, employment will be
available in the country and
anywhere in the world on bet-
ter terms.

After laying the foundation
stone of the school after per-
forming bhoomi puja amidst
Vedic chants, Chief Minister
Yogi Adityanath said that the
Sainik School was a big
achievement as students study-
ing there would get an oppor-
tunity to advance in many
areas, serve in high positions.
He said state-of-the-art facili-
ties would be available in the
Sainik School here.

The chief minister said
that Sainik Schools had their
own history. He said the first
Sainik School in the state was

established in 1960 in Lucknow
and martyr Manoj Pandey,
Param Vir Chakra winner who
played an important role in the
Kargil victory, also received
education from this Sainik
School.  He said when the BJP
government assumed office in
UP in 2017, it renamed
Lucknow Sainik School after
martyred Captain Manoj
Pandey. The Gorakhpur Sainik
school will be built on 50 acres
at a cost of Rs 154 crore.

Yogi said that after the
closure of the fertiliser factory
in 1990, the Central and previ-
ous state governments did not
take care of the fertiliser facto-
ry here for 26 years. He said in
2016, Prime Minister Narendra
Modi laid its foundation afresh
and when the BJP government
came to power in UP in 2017,
the fertiliser factory complex

became the center of develop-
ment activities. He said the
compost factory was getting
ready and it would be dedicat-

ed to the people by October
next.

“This factory will give jobs
to the youth and cheap fertilis-
ers to the farmers,” he added.

The Sainik School is being

built in the same premises
while in this complex there is
the headquarters of the SSB.
There is also a Kendriya

Vidyalaya, and a women’s bat-
talion of PAC is being estab-
lished.

Yogi Adityanath said that
there was no alternative to
development.

“This is the reason that we
did not allow any lack of con-
tinuity in development activi-
ties even in the COVID-19
period. Following the Covid
protocol, the development
work continued because devel-
opment work is the basis of
prosperity," Yogi said and
added that the work of UP was
excellent in the management of
the coronavirus pandemic.

Yogi said that once the
only medical college in eastern
Uttar Pradesh was BRD
Medical College but his gov-
ernment had opened medical
colleges in Deoria, Kushinagar,
Basti, Siddharthnagar and in
the remaining districts, medical
colleges would soon be opened
on PPP model. He said by the
completion of five years of the
state government, all 75 dis-
tricts of the state would have

medical colleges. 
The CM announced that

the Gorakhpur AIIMS will be
inaugurated by Prime Minister
Narendra Modi in October.

In his address, Yogi also
mentioned about the develop-
ment of infrastructure through
the expressway being built in
the state. He said that industri-
al clusters would be set up
along the Purvanchal
Expressway, Bundelkhand
Expressway, Ganga Expressway,
Gorakhpur Link Expressway,
Ballia Link Expressway etc. 

Yogi said that 4.5 lakh
youths had got government
jobs in four and a half years and
more than 1.20 lakh had been
appointed in the Basic
Education department itself
and more than one lakh youth
had been recruited in the
police.

Lucknow (PNS): The Uttar
Pradesh government said that
besides multinational compa-
nies, non-resident Indians
(NRIs) were willing to set up
their industrial units across
the state. 

More than 50 NRIs have
taken the initiative to set up
industries in the state of which
32 are in touch with the state
government to invest about Rs
1,045 crore in Noida-Greater
Noida, Lucknow, Kanpur,
Gorakhpur and Prayagraj.
These NRIs have shown inter-
est in investing in 15 sectors,
including agriculture, health,
IT, manufacturing and solar
energy. 

UP has become a favourite
destination for both NRIs as
well as foreign investors. The
interest among NRI investors
has increased in the last couple
of years, after the launch of the
website by Chief Minister Yogi
Adityanath last year. The NRI
section of the website has been
screened by over 500 non-res-
ident Indians for investing in
UP while NRI cards have been
issued to 540 of them.

It is the result of the Yogi
government's activism that 32
NRIs staying in 18 countries,
including the USA, UAE,
Oman, Singapore, Australia,
Germany, Ghana, New
Zealand, Russia, England etc.,
have sent their proposals to the
state government to invest in
the UP.

According to officials, four
US-based Indians as well as
eight residing in the UAE and
two Indians each living in
Oman, Singapore and England
have sent their proposals to the
government to invest in UP.

As many as 13 of these NRI
investors already have business-
es in the countries of their res-
idences and now they want to
expand it to UP as well.
Besides, 19 Indians working in
responsible positions in major
companies abroad are now
moving to set up their enter-
prises in UP.

The state government, on
its part, is making concrete
efforts to expedite provision of
land to these prospective
investors. It is also in constant
touch with NRIs to help them
establish their firms. Once
operational, these ventures of
NRIs will provide employment
to thousands of people of the
state. Officials further said that
seven NRIs had expressed their
willingness to set up their
enterprises in agriculture, four
each in the health and the man-
ufacturing sectors, three each
in the IT and energy and solar
energy sectors and two each in
the education and food pro-
cessing sectors. Some NRIs
from the UAE have proposed
to build a grand hospital at an
estimated cost of Rs 400 crore
in Uttar Pradesh.

Similarly, Russia based NRI
Dr S Singh will invest Rs 300
crore in a renewable energy
project. NRIs residing in
Kuwait have proposed to invest
Rs 100 crore in the automotive
sector while NRIs in Ghana
and New Zealand have made
investment proposals worth
Rs 150 crore in the agriculture
sector. The chief minister has
directed the officials to contact
these willing NRIs and expedite
procedures to help their pro-
jects get off the ground as
soon as possible.
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With the start of the 2020 Tokyo
Olympics on Friday, Chief

Minister Yogi Adityanath declared that
certain posts would be reserved for
sportspersons in all government depart-
ments of Uttar Pradesh and players
would be appointed on these posts as per
merit.

At a high-level meeting in Lucknow,
Yogi said that the state government was
making all efforts for the promotion of
sports and sportspersons. “There are
posts in various departments under the
sports quota but due to the policies of
the previous governments, qualified
sports persons were not appointed to
these posts. Due to this there is disap-

pointment among the players and ath-
letes of the state,” he said.

“Now, a positive atmosphere has
been created in the state regarding
sports. A sports university is being
established in Meerut, and open gym-
nasiums and sports grounds are being
built even in villages. In such a situation
it is necessary that appointments should
be made under sports quota in all
departments,” Yogi added.

Referring to the police department,
the chief minister said that Uttar Pradesh
Police was one of the largest civil police
forces in the world and it would be use-
ful to take the services of talented play-
ers under sports quota and eligible
sports persons should be appointed on
suitable posts by creating sports quotas

in the department.
“Similarly, appointments should be

made on the vacant posts under sports
quota in all other departments of the
state as soon as possible. Instructions
have been issued to prepare a new pol-
icy in this regard,” he said. The chief min-
ister wished all 10 players of UP partic-
ipating in the Tokyo Olympics the best
of luck and urged them to come up with
their best performance.

Earlier, he had interacted with these
players and sought their suggestions for
expansion of sports facilities in the state.

He again reiterated that all facilities
required by the players would be provid-
ed to prepare them for competitions like
Asian Games, Commonwealth Games
and Olympics.
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The Uttar Pradesh govern-
ment transferred seven

IPS officers late Thursday
night, changing the superin-
tendents of police of four dis-
tricts. New district police
chiefs were posted in Jalaun,
Siddharthnagar, Kasganj and
Hamirpur. As per reports,
Yashveer Singh, a 2013 batch
IPS officer, was sent from
Jalaun to Siddharthnagar as
district police chief while Ravi
Kumar, a 2015 batch officer
posted as deputy commis-
sioner in Lucknow police
commissionerate, was posted
as SP of Jalaun.

Botre Rohan Pramod, a
2016 batch IPS officer posted
as SP (City) in Agra, was
shifted as SP in Kasganj while
SP, Regional Intelligence,
Gorakhpur, Kamlesh Kumar
Dixit, was transferred to
Hamirpur as SP.

Similarly, former SP of
Siddharthnagar, Ram
Abhilash Tripathi, was trans-
ferred as SP of Regional
Intelligence in Gorakhpur. SP
of Kasganj, Manoj Sonkar,
was transferred as
Commandant of PAC
Battalion in Fatehpur while SP
of Hamirpur, Narendra
Kumar, was transferred as
Commandant of PAC
Battalion in Agra.
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Bahujan Samaj Party on Friday
kicked off its poll campaign by

holding the first of its seven Brahmin
Sammelans at Ayodhya. The UP
Assembly elections are due in 2022
and the BSP is struggling to win the
confidence of the electorally influen-
tial Brahmin community.

BSP supremo Mayawati on July
18 had announced to hold Brahmin
Sammelan to woo the Brahmin com-
munity ahead of UP Assembly elec-
tions from Ayodhya from July 23.
Mayawati had entrusted the respon-
sibility of the event on party nation-
al general secretary Satish Chandra
Mishra.

Addressing the meeting, Mishra,
said that his party had made a pre-
poll alliance with the public rather
than with any political party. The BSP
leader first visited the Hanuman
Garhi and Shri Ram Lalla
Janmabhoomi temples in Ayodhya
for darshan.

He said that the BSP had made
the biggest alliance with the people
of the state for the 2022 Assembly
elections in Uttar Pradesh.  

Mishra said that Bhagwan
Shri Ram belonged to everyone and

“we have also come to seek His bless-
ings”.

He said Brahmins were safe dur-
ing the BSP regime and they were
honoured and respected whenever
BSP was in power. Raising the
issue of bail of Khushi Dubey, wife
of                    Vikas Dubey's nephew
Amar Dubey, in the Bikru case of
Kanpur, Mishra said, “We will do
everything possible to help Khushi
Dubey who is lodged in Barabanki
jail. Bahujan Samaj Party has made
up its mind to fight a legal battle to
get bail for the minor widow of Amar
Dubey.”

He said the Brahmin communi-
ty would join BSP again and form a
popular government in the state
for their dignity, security and
progress.

“The Brahmin community is
being exploited in the name of caste
and religious hatred which has
immensely damaged the interests of
the enlightened class,” the BSP leader
said. He said that at present the BSP
had finalised the programme for
holding such meetings till July 29.
Mishra said a large number of peo-
ple would be connected with the
party by conducting seminars in
every district of the state.

The BSP termed this sammelan
as an intellectual class meeting
instead of Brahmin sammelan to
avoid any legal issue.

Earlier, the BSP leader was wel-
comed in Hanuman Garhi, Ayodhya,
by Sanjay Das, the successor of
Mahant Gyandas, former president of
the Akhara Parishad. Mahant Sanjay
Das said, “Hanuman Garhi belongs
to all the devotees. We welcome
everyone who comes here. We have
nothing to do with politics.”

BSP's intellectual class conference
will be held on July 24-25 in
Ambedkar Nagar, July 26 in
Prayagraj, July 27 in Kaushambi, July
28 in Pratapgarh and July 29 in
Sultanpur.

Meanwhile, the state govern-
ment imposed curbs on the much-
publicised Brahmin Sammelans of
the Bahujan Samaj Party. These sam-
melans (gatherings) have now been
renamed as Prabuddha Varg Samman
Sammelan to avoid the casteist tag to
the event.

The district administration of
Ayodhya, citing Covid protocols,
allowed a congregation of only 50
participants at the conclave which
was held on the outskirts of the city
instead of Ayodhya.
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The Uttar Pradesh government has decid-
ed to name the new medical college at

Pratapgarh as Dr Sonelal Patel State Medical
College after Apna Dal founder Dr Sonelal
Patel.

This was announced by Chief Minister
Yogi Adityanath in Lucknow on Friday.
Apna Dal (Sonelal) national president and
Union Minister of State for Commerce
and Industry, Anupriya Patel, expressed hap-
piness over the chief minister’s decision
and thanked Prime Minister Narendra Modi
and Union Home Minister Amit Shah for the
move.

Earlier, Anupriya Patel had written to the
chief minister in this regard after meeting
Prime Minister Narendra Modi on June 16 last
month. Apna Dal working president and
Legislative Council member Ashish Patel and
party's state president Jamuna Prasad Saroj too
expressed happiness over the decision of the
chief minister.

Apna Dal national spokesperson Rajesh
Patel said that Pratapgarh had been the work
place of party founder Dr Sonelal Patel where
he struggled for a long time for the uplift of
the poor and downtrodden.
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The construction of Bundelkhand
Expressway in Uttar Pradesh is

progressing rapidly and about 210
kilometres of the 296 kilometres of the
expressway, constituting 67 per cent
of its total length, has been complet-
ed. Presently, construction of bridges
on Yamuna and Betwa rivers are
underway at a fast pace.

UP Expressway Industrial

Development Authority (UPEIDA)
Chief Executive Officer Awanish
Kumar Awasthi, who held a review
meeting of the construction work of
Bundelkhand Expressway, directed
officials to expedite the remaining
construction of ROB, RE panels,
structures and toll plazas and ensure
quality. 

He also instructed the technical
auditors, UPEIDA engineers and
PIUs to monitor the quality of work

regularly.
The Bundelkhand Expressway

along with the Defence Industrial
Corridor are expected to give a fillip
to the development of the region. The
new expressway which starts near
Bharatkoop in Chitrakoot and after
meandering through Banda,
Hamirpur, Mahoba and Auraiya, will
connect with Yamuna Expressway
near Kudrail village of Etawah.

Due to its connectivity with the

Agra-Lucknow and Yamuna
Expressway, the Bundelkhand
Expressway will ease traffic up to
Delhi. As a result, it will boost agri-
culture, commerce and tourism in the
covered areas. 

The state government intends to
build an industrial corridor along
every expressway.

Bundelkhand is one of the most
backward regions of UP and
Chitrakoot is one of the eight UP

districts selected by NITI Aayog for
rejuvenation. Incidentally, the
expressway has also started from
Chitrakoot.

Chief Minister Yogi Adityanath
has often said that Bundelkhand, the
land of valour and rich culture and
traditions, would become the heaven
of UP in the coming times and the
proposed Defence Industrial Corridor
and Bundelkhand Expressway would
play an important role in this.
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The Recruitment Rally for Soldier General Duty (Women Military

Police) was held at AMC Centre and College in Lucknow from January
18 to 20 for all districts of Uttar Pradesh and Uttarakhand. The
Common Entrance Exam (CEE) for successful candidates of this
Recruitment Rally, scheduled for July 25 at AMC Centre and College,
Lucknow, stands cancelled. Fresh date, modalities and instructions
will be issued subsequently.
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Varnika Srivastava, a primary

student of City Montessori School,
Aliganj Campus II, bagged the gold
medal in a national level quiz com-
petition, which was organised under
Planet Quest 2021. It was organised
by educational organisation ‘Purple
Wings’. Varnika answered the ques-
tions rapidly with clarity showcasing
her knowledge, argumentative skills
and confidence. The organisers
praised Varnika for her knowledge
and rewarded her with a gold medal
and certificate.
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NOTICE

I, Dinesh Chandra Army No.
6485552F Son name is PRAB-
HAT KUMAR as per Service
Documents & Discharge book
but in Educational records
PRABHAT KUMAR SHUKLA
both name PRABHAT KUMAR
& PRABHAT KUMAR SHUKLA
pertain to one and the same
person vide Affidavit Dt.
22.07.2021

NOTICE
To, The General Public

This is to inform that Sanjay
Barnwal s/o Munshi Modi applied for the
Home Loan Loan facility from my client
Hero Housing Finance Ltd. Lucknow for
purchasing the property. House
Constructed on plot No. 3 area 500 sq
fit part of Khasra No. 270 at Naubasta
Kurd word Faizullahganj Lucknow.

The plot No. 3 of the said house
was purchased by Anil Verma S/o
Shivraj Verma thought registered sale
deed dated 13/2/2018 the smt. Shiv
Devi D/o Naumilal w/o Hira Lal, where
Smt. Shivdevi w/o Hira Lal purchased
the said property from Mohd. Shakeel
s/o Kadir Baksh thought registered sale
deed duly registered in the office of sub
Registrar IV Lko, at wide book No. 1 wild
No. 4863 on pages 225/252 at sereal
No. 3642 Dated 27/03/2008 wheres the
after said sale deed dated 27/03/2008
is lost to the was today of Amit Verma
s/o Shivraj Verma the F.l.R./L.R.A. of the
same is registered on 01/07/2021 hev-
ing LAR No. 20210000055633.

That any person on institution is
having any type of objective regarding
the aforesaid property any contract me
within 7 day from the date of publica-
tion of this notice failing which my client
Hero Housing Finance Ltd. will have the
cherge our the aforesaid property.

Vishal Yadav (Advocate)
Mob No. 9415164653
Resi/Chamber :- 101/148, K.B.

Road, Barooni Khandak Model House
Lucknow.

NOTICE

In the  army service Record of
my Ajit kumar maurya wife 's
Name is sarita kushwaha and
D.O.B-19/09/1988,which is
wrong in Army educational cer-
tificate and Adhar card name is
Sarita singh Kuswaha and
D.O.B-12/09/1990, which is
correct. Please enter correct
name. R/o.village-Banka khas
post-Bahadurganj Ghazipur U.P

NOTICE

I No 15446858P Rank
Sep/Amb Asst Name
Rajkumar Sahu of AMC
Records my brother name in
service documents is Rajeev
Kumar Sahu where as his cor-
rect name is Rajeev Sahu (as
per civil cert).

EDUCATIONAL
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Chief Minister Yogi
Adityanath said that due to

the strategy and continuous
efforts of his government, novel
coronavirus infection was
under control in the state but
warned that the viral infection
was not over yet and therefore
even a little carelessness on its
prevention could be disastrous.
The chief minister was review-
ing the Covid situation across
the state at a high level meet-
ing convened at Lok Bhawan in
Lucknow on Friday.

In the meeting, the chief
minister was apprised that 61
new cases of coronavirus infec-
tion were reported across the
state in the last 24 hours while
in the corresponding period, 86
COVID-19 patients had recov-
ered.

At present, the number of
active coronavirus cases in the
state stands at 994. Besides, the
recovery rate of coronavirus

infection in the state is 98.6 per
cent. The heartening news is
that not a single COVID-19
patient has been reported in
Aligarh, Balrampur, Basti, Etah,
Mahoba, Hathras and Shravasti
districts.

The chief minister said
that vaccination was an impor-
tant safeguard in preventing the
spread of coronavirus and vac-
cination should be done with
the goal of giving jabs to more
and more people of the target-
ed age group at the earliest. He
said that the free registration
facility being provided for
Covid vaccination through
Common Service Centres in
villages should be given wide
publicity.

It was informed in the
meeting that till July 22, over
4,27 crore vaccine doses had
been administered. The chief
minister was also informed
that 211 samples were tested in
KGMU, Lucknow and BHU,
Varanasi in the last days for the

purpose of intensive study and
testing regarding the new Delta
variant of novel coronavirus
but not a single sample con-
firmed the dangerous variant.

Yogi said that the work of
setting up oxygen plants in the
state should be carried out at
full throttle and directed offi-
cials to complete the process by
August 15. He said that a min-
imum of two technicians
should be deployed at each
oxygen plant.

It was informed in the
meeting that so far 548 oxygen
plants had been approved in
the state while 214 oxygen
plants had become functional
and so far 280 technicians had
been trained. The chief minis-
ter directed that all dues should
be paid without delay to the
dependents of the people dying
of COVID-19 and along with
this, the job announced for the
dependents of the deceased
should also be provided at the
earliest.
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Distributing appointment
letters to 6,696 assistant

teachers out of a total vacancy
of 69,000 thereby completing
the much-awaited process in
Lucknow on Friday, Chief
Minister Yogi Adityanath
warned of strict action against
those spreading canards against
the transparent recruitment
system adopted by the Uttar
Pradesh government.

He asserted that the gov-
ernment had already vacated
jails for such unscrupulous
elements. Referring to the
upcoming examination for
PET, the chief minister said,
“We are going to conduct the
country's largest examination
in which the number of exam-
inees will be over 30 lakh.”

At a function held at Lok
Bhawan in Lucknow, Yogi per-
sonally handed over appoint-
ment letters to 10 appointees
while 240 newly-appointed
teachers were present on the
occasion. The rest of the suc-
cessful candidates will be hand-
ed over appointment letters in
their respective districts. These
assistant teachers were recruit-
ed in government schools
against the 69,000 vacant posts
under the Basic Education
Council.

Congratulating the newly-
appointed assistant teachers,
the chief minister said that the
government and its depart-
ment had completed the
recruitment process with sin-
cerity and fairness which
proved to be helpful for youths
in achieving their goals.

“In case someone tries to
corrupt the process, our agen-
cies are alert. We have also
vacated the jails for such peo-
ple trying to play with the
future of youths in Uttar
Pradesh by tarnishing the
process of recruitment. We
have already taken strict action
against all of them and the state

is already witnessing positive
results.” Launching a scathing
attack at the previous govern-
ments in the state, Yogi said
that the performance of prima-
ry schools of Uttar Pradesh was
very high on the national stan-
dards of grading but some
people did not like it. Before
2017, there were 1,35,000 Basic
Education Council schools but
their pathetic condition was
common knowledge. The
buildings of these schools were
in dilapidated condition and if
there were buildings, they were
without teachers. Furthermore,
if there were teachers, students
were missing. The students
did not have uniforms and chil-
dren used to go to school bare-
foot. The entire department
was just engaged in transfer
and posting. Now when the
process is transparent and the
condition of government
schools has improved to a large
extent due to Operation
Kayakalp, they (opposition par-
ties) do not like it,” Yogi said.

The chief minister further
said they (opposition) could

not digest the fact that the chil-
dren of the poor were attend-
ing schools and were getting
quality education. “They know
that if the children of the poor
can read and write then their
casteist-dynastic politics will
stop. Our schools are giving
education at par with the pub-
lic and convent schools,” he
said. 

Expressing satisfaction on
the fairness of recruitments,
Yogi said, “I am happy to
inform you that our govern-
ment has completed 52 months
of its tenure and during this
time, it has provided jobs to
more than 4.5 lakh youth in
Uttar Pradesh. And no one can
raise any questions on a single
job as the recruitment was
done in a transparent manner,
with sincerity and with integri-
ty.” In his address, Deputy
Chief Minister Dinesh Sharma
congratulated the youth on
their appointment and said
that the standard of govern-
ment schools had been raised
by the present government.

“Studying in a government

school is no more ‘sarcasm’,
rather the schools are now
having good buildings, good
arrangements, and cheap books
for which the Yogi government
deserves credit. There has been
a massive change in the educa-
tion system,” he said.

Minister of State for Basic
Education (Independent
charge) Satish Dwivedi said
that it was a historic occasion
for the state when more than
65,000 youths were achieving
their aims.

“Ever since the Bharatiya
Janata Party government was
formed in 2017, its priority has
been rapid development of UP,
employment to the youths,
better law and order and bet-
ter infrastructure like roads,
electricity, hospitals, schools,
etc.,” he said.

In the function, Principal
Secretary (Basic Education)
Deepak Kumar presented a
brief description of the depart-
mental activities, while the
vote of thanks was proposed by
department’s Secretary
Anamika Singh.
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Aleopard has been sighted in
Gosainganj area of

Lucknow. Chief Wildlife
Warden PK Sharma said teams
have been carrying out surveil-
lance and there is no cause of
concern. “Leopard sightings
have become frequent and
these animals are also well-
versed in  coexisting in human
habitat along the banks of the
river,” he said.

He said that the sightings
of leopards have increased
because the tiger population
has increased in the state. “This
increasing tiger population has
pushed the leopards out of the
forest and they can be seen in
the sugarcane fields and other
areas,” he added. It may be
noted that man-animal con-
flicts have been quite common
recently with several incidents
having been witnessed in the
Lucknow district in the past
few years.
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Lucknow (PNS): The health
condition of former chief min-
ister of Uttar Pradesh, Kalyan
Singh, was stated to be critical
in a health bulletin issued by
Sanjay Gandhi Post-Graduate
Institute of Medical Sciences in
Lucknow on Friday evening.

Singh, also the former
Governor of Rajasthan, was
admitted in the critical care
unit of SGPGIMS in a serious
condition on July 4 and his
condition improved gradually.

But on the evening of July
17, Singh was put on non-inva-
sive ventilation due to worsen-
ing of respiratory system. With
further deterioration in the
condition, he was put on a life-
saving support system and his
clinical parameters were being
closely monitored by expert
consultants. Senior faculties of
Cardiology, Nephrology,
Neurology and Endocrinology
are keeping close tabs on all
aspects related to Singh’s health.

Several senior BJP leaders
have been visiting SGPGIMS
regularly to enquire about the
health of the former CM.
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Ameeting of all the private
school associations of Uttar

Pradesh was held on Friday to
address various problems like
continuous closure of schools for
almost 500 days, various discrep-
ancies of the RTE Act, the pro-
posal of bringing private schools
under RTI Act among others.
The participants discussed these
issues and called upon the state
government to consider their
demands. 

Representatives of all private
school associations of UP from
Lucknow, Varanasi, Aligarh,
Kanpur, Moradabad,
Muzaffarnagar, Gonda and var-
ious other districts of UP took
part in the meeting held at
CMS, Kanpur Road, auditorium
on Friday and demanded
reopening all the schools in the
wake of constantly decreasing

cases of Covid-19. They also
opposed the proposal of bring-
ing all private schools under the
Right to Information (RTI) Act,
terming it arbitrary and uncon-
stitutional.

Drawing attention towards
all the discrepancies in the Act,
they demanded immediate
redressal from the state govern-
ment. President of National
Independent Schools Alliance
(NISA) Kulbhushan Sharma
said Uttar Pradesh has been a
pioneer in dealing with Covid
but while states like Bihar, Punjab
and Haryana have opened their
schools, it is ironic that schools
in UP are still closed.

President of Unaided
Schools’ Association Anil
Agarwal said discussions can
solve the most complex of prob-
lems. “We want to convince the
authorities about our problems
and issues in a peaceful and

democratic manner,” he added.
President of Confederation

of Independent Schools, Meerut,
Vishal Jain said that closure of
schools is not a loss of individ-
uals but of the nation.

CMS founder Jagdish
Gandhi appealed to the school
managers to create a public
opinion about their problems to
make a positive impact on the
government.

At the end of the meeting, all
the participants unanimously
called for reopening of schools
without further delay. They said
children must not face any fur-
ther loss of education which is
hampering their overall growth.

“The number of fresh Covid
cases is rapidly decreasing in UP
and in the next few days, the fig-
ures will likely reach zero. In such
a situation, schools should open
immediately,” they said while
addressing mediapersons.
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The results of Class X (ICSE)
and Class XII (ISC) exami-

nations will be declared on
Saturday. The results will be
made available on the website of
the Council for the Indian
School Certificate Examinations
and through SMS.

Chief executive of the
Council Gerry Arathoon said
that tabulation registers would
be made available for schools
through the Careers Portal.
“The schools can access the

results by logging into the
Careers Portal of the Council
using the principal’s login ID
and password. Individual candi-
dates can access the results by
visiting the Council’s website -
www.cisce.org or
www.results.cisce.org,” he said. 

The results of individual
candidates can also be received
through SMS. He said that the
recheck of answer scripts is not
applicable for the ICSE, ISC year
2021 examinations as the candi-
dates have been awarded imput-
ed marks. “In the event a candi-

date has objections regarding
computation of marks in the
result, they may make a written
application to the school, stating
the objection in detail along with
reasons thereof. The schools
are required to review all such
applications and only upon
being satisfied with the con-
tentions made therein, forward
the same to the CISCE along
with comments, remarks
endorsing the contentions made
and documents supporting the
opinion regarding the computa-
tion of marks,” he added.
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Legislators in Uttar Pradesh
came together to pledge

their commitment towards
Covid-affected children dur-
ing an online discussion host-
ed by UNICEF on Thursday.
The discussion was chaired by
UP Assembly Chairperson
Hriday Narayan Dikshit and
nearly 20 members from Uttar
Pradesh Vidhan Sabha partic-
ipated in it. 

The discussion began with
a tribute to the legislators who
died due to COVID-19.  “Uttar
Pradesh government has been
very sensitive towards Covid-
affected children.
Mukhyamantri Baal Sewa
Yojana has been launched in
the state to reach out to chil-
dren who have lost their par-
ents during the pandemic and
ensure them the desired help,”
Dikshit said.

“The legislators have been
carrying out relief works.
From adopting hospitals in
their constituencies to initiat-
ing mask and food distribu-
tions and creating awareness
around COVID-19, the mem-
bers have done their bit very

responsibly,” he added. 
Some Covid-affected chil-

dren also narrated their per-
sonal experiences during the
meeting which was followed
by a discussion by the  mem-
bers of the UP Assembly on
the role of legislators for pro-
tection of child rights. 

Jewar MLA Direndra
Singh emphasised on improv-
ing facilities in rural areas for
the third wave.  

Bareil ly MLA Arun
Kumar said: “Covid-hit chil-
dren are our responsibility
and we will ensure that all such
children in our constituency
are linked to the Chief
Minister’s Baal Sewa Yojana.”
He also emphasised on Covid
vaccination to stay protected. 

MLA from Modinagar
(Ghaziabad) Dr Manju Siwach
said, “We are prepared for the
third wave. Ensuring the
health and nutrition of chil-
dren is our priority.”

Chief of field office for
UNICEF, Uttar Pradesh, Ruth
Leano said, “Over the past few
years, we have tried to consis-
tently work with the hon-
ourable members on child
rights and other child-related

issues. The pandemic has dis-
rupted decades of progress
that we have made globally.
Millions have been pushed
towards poverty, millions are
facing food shortages and loss
of employment, and millions
of children are out of school
and may never return to
school. Health services are
under tremendous strain –
immunisation, institutional
deliveries, neonatal care – all
are being affected.”

Leano appealed to the
members to take stock of the
impact on children in their
constituencies and connect
them to the government
resources that would help
them tide through this chal-
lenge. 

Programme manager,
UNICEF, Uttar Pradesh,  Amit
Mehrotra discussed how the
pandemic affected children’s
physical and mental well-being
and required attention of one
and all. Health specialist  Dr
Kanupriya Singhal talked
about the concerns related to
the third wave and answered
queries of the members relat-
ed to new variants, vaccination
and related issues.

Lucknow (PNS): Head of the
department of Respiratory
Medicine, King George’s
Medical University, Dr Surya
Kant has been selected  for the
fellowship of Asian Pacific
Society of Respirology. 

Dr Surya Kant said the
Asian Pacific Society of
Respirology is an organisation
dedicated to research, education
and improvement of medicine
primarily in Asia and the Pacific
region and around the world. 

“Throughout its history,
the institute has consistently
provided advice and suggestions
at the international level in var-

ious medical and health-related
matters,” he said. The Asian
Pacific Society of Respirology
has elected Dr Surya Kant for
fellowship after assessing his
expertise in the field of respira-
tory medicine and efforts in the
field of public healthcare. 

“I will always strive through
this institution to make the
knowledge of my medical sci-
ences accessible among the
poor and weaker sections of the
patients,” Dr Surya Kant said.

KGMU Vice-Chancellor Dr
Bipin Puri and other doctors
expressed happiness and termed
it a big  achievement.
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Lucknow (PNS): Mayor
Sanyukta Bhatia inspected the
Shiva temples  in view of the
first Monday of Shravan. The
mayor visited Buddheshwar
Mahadev, Koneshwar Mahadev
and Mankameshwar temples.

She took stock of cleanli-
ness in the area and checked if
sanitisation was being carried
out at the temples. The mayor
said the Shiva temples witness
the rush of devotees during
Shravan and Nagar Nigam is
geared up to see that devotees
do not face any problem. She
said she has directed the offi-
cials concerned to ensure that
there are proper lighting
arrangements. She also
appealed for adherence to
Covid protocols and for no
crowd inside or outside the
temples.
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Aishbagh and its surround-
ing areas recorded mini-

mum Covid cases as com-
pared to areas under other
CHCs during the second
Covid wave. However, the
Aishbagh CHC is gearing up to
tackle the third wave with
focus on testing in market
areas. The area recorded 91
cases in March, 2,069 cases in
April, 395 cases in May and 19
cases in June, thus having a
total of 2,574 cases. The pop-
ulation covered under the
CHC is 2.14 lakh.

Superintendent, Aishbagh
CHC, Dr Manju Chaurasia
said they had the least number
of cases during the second
wave. “The extensive surveil-
lance work with the help of
ANMs and ASHA workers
may have made a difference.
Along with the supervisors of
Nagar Nigam, the surveillance
team created awareness
amongst the residents. We
were particular about the

hygiene factor and held demos
at various places on how to
wash hands to avoid the infec-
tion. We also stressed on
hygiene as we talked to patients
coming to the hospital,” she
said. Paediatrician Dr
Abhishek Srivastava said the
hotspots which they identified
in Aishbagh  were the same in
the first and second waves.

“These are market areas
where our focus lies and we are
carrying out 900-1,000 tests in
a day, including 300-350
through RT-PCR. We have
plans to visit the high caseload
areas and spread awareness on
Covid-appropriate behaviour.
We have asked Naka PHC
authorities to hold orienta-
tion programmes. Also, with
the help of the administrative
nodal officers, we will  be vis-
iting the market areas and
talking to people about the
importance of wearing masks
and practising social distanc-
ing,” he said.

The four hotspot areas in
Aishbagh include Naka,
Rajendranagar, Mawaiya and

Garhi Kanaura. “The probable
reason for the spread of cases
in this region was Holi, exten-
sive travelling and people
attending marriages. There are
extensive market areas which
people visit with their families.
All of these may have led to the
spread of infection in the sec-
ond wave,” Dr Srivastava said.

“We had very few cases in
comparison to other CHCs
and the maximum figures went
up to 200 in a single day,” he
said. He said that vaccination
was going on at a rapid pace.

He added that they have
been provided with oxygen
concentrators but there is no
paediatric ICU,” he added.

Meanwhile, District
Magistrate Abhishek Prakash
issued directions for effective
management of the third wave,
whenever it strikes. He said
vaccination should be raised to
30,000 per day because it is the
only way through which the
third wave could be prevented.

The DM said all the con-
trol rooms should be activat-
ed and helplines be publi-

cised. He said that the public
address systems spreading the
message of Covid-appropri-
ate behaviour should also be
activated.

The DM said all the CHCs
and PHCs should have an ade-
quate stock of medicines and
they should be prepared in case
of emergency. He added that
medicines should be distrib-
uted  amongst people through
surveillance and rapid
response teams.

The DM said that contact
tracing should be strengthened
and all those coming from out-
side should be necessarily test-
ed. He said the bigger CHCs
should make arrangements for
15 oxygen beds while the
smaller CHCs should make
arrangements for five beds.

“All the private hospitals,
especially those having the
facility of dialysis, and those
associated with female doctors
should have flu clinics. The
hospitals which have more
than 50 beds should have
arrangements for a triage area,”
the DM said.
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An important meeting
between the administrative

officers and the representa-
tives of Chandravanshi Gop
Seva Samiti was held here on
Friday in which they reached a
consensus that in view of pre-
vailing corona pandemic con-
ditions, only 11 representa-
tives of Yadav bandhus carry-
ing the brass flags and damrus
of the samiti would continue
the tradition of 1932 on the
auspicious occasion of the first
Monday of Shravan.Ni
Meanwhile, the preparations
are going on in full swing both
inside and outside the Kashi

Vishwanath temple premises
and to check the rush of devo-
tees, barricades are being
installed.

As per the long tradition,
Yadav bandhus take out their
tradition procession on the
first Monday of Shravan during
which they offer jalabhishek at
nine famous Shiv temples of
the city including one of the
Dwadash jyotirlinga Kashi
Vishwanath temple. They start
their traditional procession
from Kedar Ghat and after
offering prayer at Gauri
Kedareshwar Mahadev, Teel
Bhandeshwar Mahadev and
reach Kashi Vishwanath tem-
ple. From there, they also con-

tinue their procession to visit
several other temples.  

During the meeting, the
samiti members demanded
proper cleanliness and repair of
roads. They said that the main
objective of this year’s jalab-
hishek is to seek the blessings
from the Almighty to make the
country corona-free and bring
prosperity. 

They said that as per the
teachings of Lord Krishna, the
samiti always works for mak-
ing the society united.
According to them, in 1932
when the country was facing a
severe famine and even animals
and birds were dying without
water, the first procession of

Yadav bandhus was taken out
under the leadership of Bhola
Sardar and Chunni Sardar in
order to please the Lord Shiva
to help the people overcome
from famine.

According to them, the
procession would be lead by
samiti’s president Lalji Yadav,
son of late Bhola Sardar. The
meeting was also attended by
ADM (City), SP (City), COs
Dashashwamedh and Kotwali
and in-charges of many police
stations, Shalini Yadav, Durga
Sardar, Bale Sardar, Raju Yadav,
Manoj Yadav, Bali Sardar, Vinay
Yadav, Manoj Yadav, Manish
Yadav, Ayushman Yadav and
Anil Yadav.
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In view of the monsoon, the
11th Battalion of National

Disaster Response Force
(NDRF) has made ‘Preposition
Deployment’ in a few districts
by making coordination with
the State Government, SDMA
and Relief Commissioner,
SDRF to face any situation of
flood if it arises.

The monsoon has
knocked the door in UP and
keeping this in mind, the 11th
Battalion of NDRF is in con-
stant touch with the agencies
such as IMD, CWC, Irrigation
Department, Nepal
Hydrology, etc and also keep-
ing a close watch on rainy sea-
son, the Commandant of the
Battalion, Manoj Kumar
Sharma informed while talk-
ing to newsmen on Friday at
its head quarters here.

The Battalion has also
made ‘Preposition
Deployment’ by making coor-
dination with the state govern-
ment, SDMA and Relief

Commissioner, SDRF under
which one team each has been
deployed in Shravasti,
Bahraich and Siddharthnagar
while two teams each have
been deployed in Lucknow,
Gorakhpur and Bhopal, he
informed adding the other
teams are ready with their
resources at headquarter and
go to anywhere to conduct res-
cue and relief operation.

Two teams of Battalion
have been kept in reserve with
their resources at the head-
quarter to conduct relief and
rescue operation in Varanasi
and adjoining districts, he
informed adding, one team
has already been deployed at
Dashaswamedh Ghat for the
flood emergency and drown-
ing incident and in Puccka
Mahal for the CSSR operation.

The Battalion is also in an
alert mode in view of the pos-
sible the third wave of
COVID-19, Sharma said and
added each team of NDRF is
capable in Covid safety, decon-
tamination, sanitization, etc as

each team comprised trained
nursing assistants and medical
staff. The NDRF teams dis-
charged their duty sincerely
and effectively during the first
and second waves of the pan-
demic. Under the FAMEX,
the NDRF prepares data, haz-
ard mapping and vulnerabili-
ty profile of the districts where
there are the possibilities of
disaster and mishap so that it
remains updated and con-
ducts relief and rescue opera-
tions smoothly, he added.
Sharma informed that the
NDRF runs various pro-
grammes during the non-
operation period such as
Community Awareness
Programme (CAP) to generate
awareness among common
people about disaster, Capacity
Building Programme (CBP) to
enhance the capability and
works skill of administrative
units and organisations and
School Safety Programme
(SSP) to impart training to stu-
dents, teachers and staff of
schools to save them from dis-

aster. The Battalion was
formed on September 15 in
2015 and the headquarter is a
cultural complex in
Chowkaghat here and it con-
ducts rescue and relief opera-
tion in 57 districts of UP and
52 districts of MP. During a
short period the 18 teams of
Battalion discharged its duty
effectively as the team mem-
bers successfully rescued three
persons in a fly-over incident
in Lahartara of the city in 2018
and they also rescued 26 per-
sons when they were drown-
ing in a river in Prayagraj in
2019, he informed. 

The NDRF discharges
duty in the disasters related to
medical f irst responder
(MFR), collapse structure
search & rescue (CSSR),
chemical biological radiolog-
ical & nuclear (CBRN), rope
rescue and flood rescue &
water emergency, he informed.
An exhibition was also held at
it’s headquarter, here display-
ing the instruments used in
relief and rescue operations. 
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As many as 22 teachers of
the district got their

appointment letters at a func-
tion held at Divisional
Commissioner’s auditorium
here on Friday. An appoint-
ment letter distribution cere-
mony was held in Lucknow by
which the entire state including
Varanasi was linked through a
virtual platform in which the
Chief Minister (CM) Yogi
Adityanath presented job letters
to the remaining 6,696 teach-
ers of basic education. It was
the last phase of the recruit-
ment process of 69,000 teach-
ers in the state.

In his address through the
virtual platform, the CM said
that the recruitment of the
teachers has been done by the
present government maintain-
ing full transparency and hon-
esty. “One-and-a-half-lakh
teachers have been recruited in
the Education department in
the last four years and four
months. During this period,
the government has given gov-
ernment jobs to 4.5 lakh
youths. In the entire recruit-
ment process, honest and
transparent procedures were
maintained,” he said, adding
that the budget of basic educa-
tion is more than Rs 53,000
crore for the year and the state
should get full benefit of this.

According to Yogi, a pri-

mary school will not be less
than any private convent school
in the state. 

The Kayakalp programme
has improved the condition of
primary schools. “Now the
poor child wears a good uni-
form with shoes-stockings,
sweaters, pants, shirts. UP is the
state with the largest popula-
tion and lowest unemploy-
ment,” he added. 

Deputy Chief Minister
Dinesh Sharma, Basic
Education Minister Dr Satish

Chandra Dwivedi also
expressed their views on the
qualitative development of edu-
cation in the state.

MLAs Saurabh Srivastava
and Surendra Narayan Singh,
city BJP president Vidyasagar
Rai and others gave away
appointment letters to 22 teach-
ers including Vishnu Prakash
Mishra, Mohana Gujarati, Ritu
Mishra, Divya Mishra,
Rajneesh Mani, Anoop Tiwari,
Vinay Choubey, Anand Kumar
Dwivedi, Sumant Kumar Rai,

Madan Gopal Agrahari, Ram
Chander Patel, Vikas Kumar
Patel, Raghubir Yadav, Shashi
Prakash, Shyam Babu Jaiswal,
Atul Kumar Maurya, Manish
Kumar Srivastava, Prakash
Dubey, Meenakshi, Pratima
Bharti, Kumari Neelam Devi
and Virendra Kumar. District
Development Officer, District
Basic Shiksha Adhikari
along with other officers
of the Education department
and  teachers  were  also
present.
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Scores of Aam Aadmi Party
(AAP) workers staged a

protest at the district headquar-
ters here on Friday over the
manner the Central and state
governments are allegedly
attacking some sections of the
media. They strongly con-
demned the manner in which
Income Tax raids were con-
ducted at the offices of some
news channels and newspapers
and later on they handed over
a memorandum to the district
administration for forwarding
the same to the governor.

Leading the protest, district
president of AAP Kailash Patel
said that in the manner the
raids were conducted on some
media houses and their jour-
nalists, it was an attempt by the
government to crush the voic-

es of the press. He alleged that
the action was taken against
those who tried to expose the
government by highlighting
their failures in handling the
Covid pandemic. According
to him, the government’s action
was an open violation of Article
19(1). He said that the action
was taken against those media
houses which exposed the gov-
ernment in the manner the
people lost lives due to oxygen
crisis. District spokesman
Ghanshyam Pandey said that
due to exposing the reality
behind the tall claims on devel-
opment issues, the govern-
ment lost its cool and started
taking action against the media
houses. He said that the AAP
workers were opposing the
government action across the
state. The protest was attended
by several other office-bearers
of the party.

WOMEN RAISE VOICES
AGAIN ON PRICE RISE: The
women's wing of Varanasi
Vyapar Mandal took out a
procession in protest against
inflation and price rise from
Shaheed Udyan to Bharat Sewa
Sangh in Sigra area here on
Friday. According to the
protesting women, the rising
inflation has disturbed all sec-
tions of the society and women
have been the worst sufferers.

The women were carrying
empty pots and placards. They
also raised strong voices on the
failures of the government in
controlling the soaring prices of
petrol and diesel. According to
them, if the government can-
not handle the rising inflation,
what should we expect from it.
They said that due to rising
petrol prices, freight and fares
are also increasing. Besides,
they also expressed their con-

cern over the sharp hike in
prices of edible oils, grains
and other essential items.

Varanasi Vyapar Mandal
president Ajit Singh Bagga
demanded that efforts should
be made to control inflation
without any delay so that the
anger prevailing in the society
could be reduced. Mahila
Mandal president Sunita Soni
said that under such failures of
the government, the women
cannot sit in their houses. She
said that afterall, someone has
to make an effort when the
administration is sleeping, and
women would have to raise
their voice. IT Cell chief
Santosh Singh said that the
organisation would intensify its
agitation against the inflation
and price rise. Among those
who were also present were
Pramod Agrahari, Aarti
Sharma, Pramila Jaiswal.
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Deputy Chief Minister
Keshav Prasad Maurya

reached Amar Shaheed
Chandrashekhar Azad Park
here on Friday to lay a wreath
on the  statue of great revolu-
tionary Chandra Shekhar Azad
on the occasion of his 115th
birth anniversary. He said that
Azad’s work will always be
inspiring. â€œHe is the role
model of the youth of the
country, not only the state. He
has irrigated the land of
Prayagraj with his blood to free
it from the suzerainty of the
British,â€  he added.

Maurya said that due to the
sacrifice of all the brave free-
dom fighters, we are able to
breathe freely. The Deputy CM
called upon people belonging
to all sections of society to take
inspiration from Azad and
resolve that India will never be
under any foreign invader. He
asked all the citizens to be unit-
ed in this regard.

The Deputy Chief Minister
also paid tributes to Bal
Gangadhar Tilak as it was his
birth anniversary too. â€œHe
had said that Swaraj is our
birthright, we will have it.
Resolve that we will take the
country to a height that no
other country in the world can
match,â€  Maurya said. During
the programme, the police

band gave salute and patriotic
songs were also played.

Maurya also garlanded the
statue of Chandra Shekhar
Azad in the Circuit House.
When Vande Mataram was
sung, the supporters also raised
slogans of ‘Azad Amar Rahe’. In

his address, Maurya said that
now India will never be under
the control of any foreign
invader. â€œWe are all com-
mitted to it. 

Presently, the reins of the
country are in the hands of
Prime Minister Narendra Modi

who has a 56-inch chest. He is
engaged day and night in tak-
ing the nation towards the
ultimate glory. The whole
world is looking at us with
hopeful eyes. We are all mov-
ing towards development,â€ 
Maurya added.
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Secret documents related to
Chandra Shekhar Azad

should be made public to let
people know as to who
informed the British Police
about the presence of Azad in
Alfred Park (now Chandra
Shekhar Azad Park) on the day
he attained martyrdom. The
demand was raised by the
Allahabad Heritage Society on
the occasion of the 115th birth
anniversary of Azad.

On behalf of the Allahabad
Heritage Society, former Head

of Medieval and Modern
History department, Allahabad
University, Prof Yogeshwar
Tiwari said that a confidential
file of the then superintendent
of police John Nott Bower is
lying with the CID office in
Lucknow. This file is about the
encounter at Alfred Park where
Chandra Shekhar Azad, after
shooting several policemen,
had shot himself with the last
bullet of his gun to stick to his
words that the British Police
could not arrest Azad. It is said
that the SP had made mention
of the name of the traitor who

had informed the police that
Azad would be at Alfred Park
at that particular time.

Prof Tiwari said that the
contents of John Nott Bower
file should be made public to let
people know the name of the
police informer who was
responsible for the whole
episode, which claimed the
life of Azad.

The Allahabad Heritage
Society also demanded that all
documents related to Azad
should be brought to Prayagraj
and handed over to Allahabad
Museum, situated within Azad

Park. Allahabad Museum,
which has preserved the
mouser of Azad and has put it
on display, is developing an
exclusive Azad Gallery, so all
government documents relat-
ed to Chandra Shekhar Azad,
including the confidential file
of the then police SP, should be
brought here from all over
India and abroad, and handed
over to Allahabad Museum
for preservation and public
display. This will be the most
befitting tribute to Azad and all
the members of the Garam Dal
of freedom fighters.
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Cabinet Minister Nand
Gopal Gupta Nandi said

that everyone’s honour would
be protected. Everyone will
get their rights as BJP is con-
tinuously growing on the prin-
ciple of â€˜Sab Ka Saath Sab Ka
Vikas, Sab Ka Vishwasâ€™, he
said.

He said that on the appli-
cation within three months of
the death of a democracy fight-

er, the successor would be
given honour money and other
facilities from the very next day
itself. 

He further said that in the
last several departmental meet-
ings, it had come to the fore
that after the death of a democ-
racy fighter, there was a delay
in getting the honour money to
his dependents.

Now concrete steps are
being taken in this direction.
The proposal in this regard was

placed before the cabinet,
which has been approved by
Chief Minister Yogi
Adityanath. Now no one will
have to wander or fiddle with
the files.

The state government is
working on the principle of
Antyodaya. Nandi said that
the government is determined
to provide benefits of the
schemes to the people standing
on the last rung of the society.
Along with the government,

party workers are also making
efforts in this direction from
their level. Their endeavor is to
help every needy.

BJP workers and office-
bearers are contacting people at
the booth level. Now Panna
pramukhs are also being acti-
vated. 

They will also know the
major problems of the area. For
their solution, they will talk to
the competent officials, minis-
ters.
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Indian Railways is committed
to the use of non-conven-

tional energy sources and eco-
logical balance. To realise this
concept, Prayagraj Division of
North Central Railway is set-
ting up solar power plants
playing a leading role in Indian
Railways.

So far, a solar power plant
of 3.629 MW peak capacity has
been installed in Prayagraj
division. In which 120 KW
peak capacity by the Railways
itself and 3.509 MW peak
capacity solar power plant by
external sources has been
installed in PPP mode. No
expenditure of railway rev-
enue is being incurred in its
installation and maintenance.

With its help, 33.91 lakh
units of green energy has been
generated in the financial year
2020-21, resulting in saving of
railway revenue of about Rs
1.09 crore. Due to the green
energy generated from the said
plant, there has been a reduc-
tion in carbon emissions from
the environment by about 2.71
kilotons.

Similarly, in the financial
year 2019-20, 34.09 lakh units
of green energy has been gen-
erated, resulting in saving of
railway revenue of about Rs
1.08 crore and reduction in car-
bon emissions of about 2.72
kilotons from the environ-
ment. About 5 percent of the

total non-traction power con-
sumption of Prayagraj division
is met by solar power.

A solar power plant of
1396 kW peak capacity has
been installed by the Railways
in PPP mode at Prayagraj sta-
tion and in the region. In
which a power plant of 110 kW
peak capacity has been installed
by the Railways itself. Due to
which 1.52 lakh units of green
energy has been generated in
the last financial year 2020-21,
resulting in saving of railway
revenue of about Rs 53.98 lakh
and reduction in carbon emis-
sions from the environment by
about 1.22 kilotons.

In the current financial
year 2021-2022 till the month
of June, 4.53 lakh units of
green energy have been gener-
ated resulting in saving of rail-
way revenue of about Rs.016.31
lakh.

AT LEAST 18 DIE BY
SUICIDE IN 22 DAYS: At
least 18 persons died by suicide
in just 22 days in the month of
July. So many lives were lost not
in accidents but because of the
feeling of despair in the minds.
On Tuesday night, members of
five families living in different
parts of the city committed sui-
cide. These incidents which
happened in a single night
shocked people of the city. In
such a situation, it is believed
that corona and its increasing
problems have pushed stu-
dents, shopkeepers, domestic

women and employed people
into depression. People, instead
of facing difficulties and strug-
gles in life, are embracing
death. If we look at the police
figures, 18 people have com-
mitted suicide in the last 22
days. There were also some
incidents which were not
reported to the police. Due to
not getting any job, some ended
his life due to financial con-
straints. The surprising thing is
that most of the suicides are
from the youth group. It has
many male and female stu-
dents. Some wrote suicide
notes giving reasons for taking
the extreme step. The family
members of some gave reasons,
but for many it was not clear as
to why they took such extreme
steps. Experts blame social
change and other problems
behind such incidents. July 10:
Student Niti, youth Abhishek
Jaiswal, Arun Kumar, Sunil
Mishra and Alka Khanna com-
mitted suicide. July 19: Pooja,
a competitive student in
Shivkuti, Pradeep, a driver in
Civil Lines, hanged themselves.
July 18: Student Neha commit-
ed suicide in Sivakuti. July 17:
Neha, a BA student, embraced
death in Muthiganj. July 13:
Competitive student Vikas
Kumar hanged himself after
failing to get a government job
in Shivkuti area.

COVID-19 VACCINA-
TION: Prayagraj has reached
two major milestones in Covid-

19 vaccination at an ever-
increasing pace. One, so far the
maximum number of 22157
vaccines have been adminis-
tered, while with this figure,
Prayagraj remained on top in
the state on Friday. The Health
department’s hopes also blos-
somed with this double success.
Due to the receipt of a large
consignment of vaccines and
the resumption of vaccination
in six development blocks, the
department made record-
breaking vaccination. This
week, the vaccination is expect-
ed to be running at full speed.
All the 44 daily vaccination
centres and six cluster centres
started at the block level
remained full with beneficia-
ries. There was enthusiasm
among the beneficiaries.
According to the Health
department, 22157 people were
vaccinated. As many as 18,988
people reached for the first
dose while 3169 people got the
second dose. So far
1099968people have been vac-
cinated against corona in the
district. District Immunization
Officer Dr Tirathlal informed
that the maximum vaccination
was done in Prayagraj in the
state on Friday. Ghaziabad was
on second number and Meerut
on third. He said that maxi-
mum beneficiaries reached the
medical college campus where
1298 people were vaccinated.
Vaccines were administered to
186 women at the Pink Booth.
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For the proper preparation of
candidates from  Northern

Coalfields Limited (NCL)
appearing in the departmen-
tal examination of welfare
officer  trainee to be held
under the aegis of NCL’s hold-
ing company Coal India
Limited (CIL) on July 31, a
seven-day-long coaching
camp started at CETI located
at NCL headquarters from
Wednesday. Classes have been
organised from July 21 to 27
for the candidates of this
examination. During the week-
long classes, the subject experts

of NCL and welfare officers
selected earlier will guide the
examination candidates. NCL

Director (Personnel) Bimlendu
Kumar, who was present as the

chief guest at the inauguration
of the coaching camp on
Wednesday, called upon all

the candidates to take
maximum benefit from
the classes. Kumar moti-
vated everyone to capi-
talise on this golden
opportunity by preparing
diligently and expressed
confidence that maxi-
mum participants of NCL
will be successful in this
examination. General
Manager (Personnel)
Charles Juster, General
Manager (HRD) Dinesh

Mishra and others were present
on the occasion.
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Under the chairmanship of
Divisional Railway

Manager (DRM) Vijay Kumar
Panjiar the second phase of
65th Railway Week and Award
Distribution Function-2020
was organised recently in
Premchand audito-
rium hall of divi-
sional office with
simplicity and fol-
lowing Coronavirus
prevention guide-
lines. The DRM
honoured 57
employees of the
division by present-
ing them medals,
cash prizes and cer-
tificates for their
remarkable and out-
standing service.
Among the award
recipients were 13 employees
of Railway Protection Force
(RPF), 14 of Signal and
Telecommunication depart-
ment, 18 of Electric Traction
(TRD) department and 12
employees of General
Electrical department, whose
excellent and dedicated service
has led to a significant
improvement in the function-

ing of the Railway and has
improved the image of the
division. Congratulating them
on the occasion DRM said
under the Railway Week the
employees who have done
excellent work are rewarded
and honoured at the function
and their contribution is appre-

ciated. He said that since last
year till now the employees of
the division have discharged
their responsibilities well by
completely following the Covid
protocol during the coron-
avirus period.  On the occasion
Additional Divisional Railway
Manager (ADRM-Infra)
Praveen Kumar, Additional
Divisional Railway Manager

(Operations) SPS Yadav, Senior
Divisional Safety
Commissioner (SDSC) Dr
Abhishek, Senior Divisional
Personnel Officer (SDPO)
Sameer Paul, Senior Divisional
Electrical Engineer (General) AK
Singh, Senior Divisional Electrical
Engineer (TRD) Pankaj

Keshar wani ,
D i v i s i o n a l
P e r s o n n e l
Officer (DPO)
Vivek Mishra
and a limited
number of divi-
sional employ-
ees were pre-
sent. For the
compliance of
Covid-19 pre-
vention guide-
lines and for
ensuring the
safety of

employees, the 65th Railway
Week and the award ceremony
at the divisional level is being
organised in five phases. After
the completion of two phases,
this award distribution pro-
gramme will be organised in
three phases i.e. on July 26,  27
and 28 from 15:00 to 16:00 hrs.
The vote of thanks was pro-
posed by SDPO Sameer Paul. 
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Superintendent of Police (SP)
Ajay Kumar Singh con-

ducted combing operation in
the Naxal-affected area in
Terhia forest under Chunar

police station on Thursday.
During the combing the SP
launched the search at possible
hideouts of Naxalites and gath-
ered ground-level information
from the locals as well as the
cops. On the occasion he
directed the cops to give a mes-
sage to the locals that the
police was with them and earn
their trust. He asked the cops
too to ensure that nobody
was harassed on the pretext of
Naxal activities. He said it was
our duty to make locals aware
about Naxalism and connect
them with the welfare
schemes of the government
and help them in availing
themselves of them. On the
occasion the SP was accom-
panied by Additional
Superintendent of Police

(Operation) Mahesh Singh
Atri,  Circle Officer (CO)
C hu n ar  Su s h i l  Ku m ar
Ya d av,  S t at i on  Hou s e
O f f i c e r (SHO) Chunar,
incharge Sakteshgarh police
outpost and heavy force.

FUNCTION ORGAN-
ISED: Uttar Pradesh Minister
of State for Energy Rama
Shankar Singh Patel at a func-
tion organised under UP
Mukhyamantri  Bal Seva
Yojana at Zila Panchayat on
Thursday said at the initial
stage the government was
providing �4,000 per month
to each child. The government
had decided to take their full
responsibility even for higher
education.   On the occasion
MLA Ratnakar Mishra eulo-
gised the sensitive approach of
the Chief Minister. MLA
Majhawaan Shuchismita
Maurya also spoke on the
occasion. In his address
District Magistrate Praveen
Kumar Laxkar said out of 31
eligible  children formalities of

22 had been completed till date
and they were being benefitted
while for the rest the process
was on. Probation Officer
Shakti Tripathi said that the
initiative of the government
had proved to be a boon for
the eligible children. She fur-
ther said that the government
was keen for the overall devel-
opment of such children.
Prominent among those who
also present during the pro-
gramme were Chief
Development Officer (CDO),
Srilaxmi VS, Superintendent
of Police Ajay Kumar Singh,
Chief Medical Officer (CMO)
Dr PD Gupta, Social Welfare
Officer (SWO) Girish Dubey
and others.

VOCATIONAL TRAIN-
ING CENTRE: With the pur-
pose of making women self-
reliant the Innerwheel Club
Mirzapur has set up a voca-
tional training centre at Lohia
Talab. During the inaugural
function of the centre, presi-
dent of the club Aparajita
Singh announced to allocate a
part of the Daffodils Public
School and provide all neces-
sary facilities to the trainees,
including raw material, train-
ers, market etc. She apprised
that at the centre the training
in collage, sewing, art, embroi-
dery, toy making, ‘mehndi’,
beautician etc will be given
and other training courses
will be started as per the
need of the trainees. The club
members who also graced
the function were Pooja
Agrawal, Sarita Agrawal, Riya
Raidani, Ranjana Jaiswal, Arati
Khandelwal, Alka Singhania,
Deepa Sarraf and others.
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As per the instructions of the
Railway Board the target of

complete vaccination for pre-
vention of Covid-19 infection
is to be achieved till July 31.
Vaccination has an important
role in the prevention of Covid-
19. Besides, the vaccination of
railway employeess, their fam-
ily members, retired railway
personnel and their families,
including those related to the
working of the railways, such as
porters, vendors besides
labourers of private parties in
goods sheds is being done on
a large scale by the North
Eastern Railway (NER) admin-
istration. In NER under the
vaccination campaign which
started at the end of January
this year so far 45,963 railway
personnel, dependents of

36,173 railway personnel and
about 1,200 porters, vendors
besides workers working on
contract have been vaccinated.
In order to ensure 100 per cent
vaccination of railway person-
nel along with their family
members, vaccination was
done in Diesel Lobby here on
Thursday. Besides, fully on-the-
spot vaccination camp will be
organised on July 26 in General
Manager’s Office, at Railway
Protection Special Force, Rajhi
Camp, on July 27  and at
Carriage and Wagon Depot,
Gorakhpur, on July 28 from 10
am to 03.00 pm.

On the other hand,
General Manager, NER, Vinay
Kumar Tripathi has directed
the heads of departments and
Divisional Railway Managers
(DRMs) to motivate the offi-
cers and employees working in

their departments for vaccina-
tion. Railway workers should
get themselves and their fam-
ily members vaccinated on the
above dates and motivate their
colleagues too for it.
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The railway administra-

tion has changed the
arrival/departure timings of
05073 Shaktinagar-Tanakpur
and 05075 Sigrauli-Tanakpur
special trains at Chopan sta-
tion, Chief Public Relations
Officer (CPRO) Pankaj Kumar
Singh said. As per the changed
timings, 05073 Shaktinagar –
Tanakpur special train will
arrive at Chopan at 18.20 hrs
and depart at 18.30 hrs and
05075 Sigrauli – Tanakpur spe-
cial train will arrive at Chopan
at 18.20 hrs and depart at
18.30 hrs.
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Ganesh Shankar Vidyarthi
Memorial Medical College

Principal Prof Sanjay Kala,
while addressing a workshop
organised by the Indian
Academy of Paediatrics in asso-
ciation with IAP, Medicine,
TB, Anaesthesia and
Paediatrics, at the Maternity
Wing Hall on GT Road on
Friday, said in view of the
apprehended third wave of
COVID-19 and the bitter expe-
riences of the first two waves,
it had become essential to be
fully prepared to tackle the

third wave if it struck the
country.

He said it was essential to
vaccinate the population as
early as possible and ensure
they stuck to the Covid proto-
col.

He said vaccine was the
most potent tool that one had
against COVID-19 infection.
He said despite the doubts it
was true that vaccination would
certainly provide a degree of
protection against severe infec-
tion and thus it was the best
way to combat the third wave.
He said besides vaccination, in
the short and medium term,

one should also aim to increase
the testing capacity and only
rapid identification of cases and
strict isolation could help to
flatten the curve till the vaccine
rollout was adequate.

The action plan suggested
to overcome the above includes
ramping up production of ven-
tilators and allocations through
the PM-CARES fund. On beds,
oxygen and medicines, it calls
for increasing production,
maintaining daily updated
online records, ensuring cen-
tralised availability.

He said there was an
imperative need for ensuring

oxygen supply and strength-
ening medical facilities, in par-
ticular, ventilators, oxygen con-
centrators and oxygen plants
and generators and developing
healthcare infrastructure, espe-
cially in rural areas.

He said this comprised
emergency beds, critical care
medicines, supplies. 

Prominent among those
who took active part in the
workshop were Dr Ambrish
Gupta, Dr Yeshwant Rao, Dr JJ
Tambe, Dr Anurag Bharti, Dr
Vivek Saxena, Dr Ranjit Nim,
Dr Rupa Dalmiya, Dr Pratibha
Singh and Dr Neha Agarwal.
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The Central Board for
Secondary Education

(CBSE) had decided to take up
capacity building of the teach-
ers of its affiliated schools.
The online programme trains
the current teachers to use
artificial intelligence, and the
CBSE has joined hands with
Intel for this. The CBSE has
decided to lean heavily on AI
to literally fix several loopholes
in the education sector in the
country. It is of the view that
due to the acute crisis of teach-
ers the standard of curriculum
and teaching has not improved
at the desired pace.

This was stated by CBSE
coordinator Balwinder Singh
while informing press persons
about the new schedule of the
Board for capacity building of
the teachers.

He said artificial intelli-
gence was the capacity of a
machine to imitate intelligent
human behavior which would
make digital,  automated
processes even smarter. He
said under this project soft-
ware would be developed to
create individual lesson plans
for students based on their
performance. He said this
could in simple terms be stat-
ed as machine learning which
had been used in certain areas
to track vital issues pertaining
to education. 

He said the most impor-
tant reason was that AI sys-
tems could adapt to individ-
ual student learning and
grasping abilities and could
also find out strengths and
weaknesses of the student.

He said one teacher for 60

students would no longer
work. 

He said this engendered
the need to enable students
with AI systems in schools
and classrooms or at their
homes which could be an
alternative to solve the prob-
lem of poor quality.

As per the CBSE circular
released under Dr Biswajeet
Saha, the present teachers
currently handle multiple
responsibilities such as evalu-
ation, grading, paper setting,
creating mark sheets and
tracking the performance of
every student. 

He said if these tasks were
made easy for them, then
they would focus more on
course development, teaching
quality and skill development.
Thus, he said, AI systems
could assist teachers in all
these tasks, and it would be
easier for teachers to focus on
students rather than mun-
dane administrative tasks.

AI education can become
more accessible and inclusive
at the same time. Learning
applications with skill-based
curriculum are being devel-
oped and these AI-enabled
systems will bring global class-
rooms at one's fingertips. It
will not only empower stu-
dents but also teachers in
upgrading themselves with
current trends. 

The policy will highly
benefit the rural education as
students living in the most
remote parts of India will be
able to learn the way it is
learned in an urban setting.

Singh said moves were
afoot to take up remote proc-
toring which was the new
technology that could help to

simplify the exam invigilation
process. 

He said under this the stu-
dents could appear for exams
from either classroom or
home and the system would
be able to invigilate such
exams remotely using remote
proctoring. 

He said under this a web
camera was attached to the
computer system to monitor
remote students.

UMMED KI KIRAN
FOR STRAY ANIMALS:
Thousands of stray animals,
especially dogs and old hors-
es, are left on the street to not
only die of hunger but also
due to diseases and injuries
which they receive on roads.
Animals and humans co-exist
and this means that animals
are dependent on the people.
Ironically dozens of dogs and
cows are hit by speeding cars
and trucks and often they are
incapacitated, leading to star-
vation to death or death due
to disease.

This was stated by Gaurav
Bajpai, key person for Team
Kanpur for voiceless animals
while addressing a medical
camp held at Vishwa Bank,
Barra on Monday to donate
medicines, sprays, bandages
and ointments for the stray
animals and also to animal
homes.

He said it was a matter of
concern that out of every six
puppies born to a dog five
were crushed to death under
the wheels of cars. He said
only one survived and often
continued with injuries and
disease. 

He said similarly every
day in Kanpur city limits
alone, over 50 dogs, cats and

squirrels were crushed to
death and those which sur-
vived died of their injuries.

He said Team Kanpur had
decided to come to the rescue
of the injured and sick animals
and ensure that they were
provided medical care. He
appealed to car drivers, dri-
ving at breakneck speed espe-
cially during early morning or
late night to see that no ani-
mal was crushed to death by
their vehicles.

He said Ummed ki Kiran
was an organisation which
was working in this direction
and thus TKV had decided to
donate bulk medicines, ban-
dages, sprays and other equip-
ment needed for the treatment
of stray animals. He said it had
been decided to regularly hold
camps and appealed to the
people to inform them about
sick and injured street animals
so that the team can provide
them medical help.

Pallavi Shukla said in the
meeting it was also decided
that the members would pre-
pare videos of injured and sick
animals and approach the
elected representatives for
help. She said the members
would also try to shift the
injured animals to shelter
homes.

Mayank Tripathi said
Ummed Ki Kiran was basi-
cally a ray of hope to the des-
titute animals and appealed to
the citizens to be kind and try
to help animals if they were in
pain and needed medical care.

Prominent among those
present included Aman
Shukla, Harshit Awasthi,
Ananya Trivedi, Ankita Yadav,
Ramit Seth, Deepika and
Kanika Bajaj.
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As many as 28 children,
who lost their parents dur-

ing COVID-19 pandemic, were
given sanction letters to mark
the launch of Mukhyamantri
Bal Seva Yojana and a sum of
Rs.12,000 at a function organ-
ised in the collectorate com-
pound here on Thursday.

Launching the scheme,
Minister of State for Higher

Education Neelima Katiyar
said it was launched to take care
of the destitute children and
keep their future secured.

She said around 4,000 chil-
dren had lost their parents to
COVID-19 during the second
wave of the pandemic in the
state which prompted the UP
government to launch the
scheme for them.

She said, "UP is the first
state in the country which has

started this scheme for the
welfare of the children who
have lost their parents to coro-
navirus. The state government
has transferred a sum of
Rs.12,000 into their accounts
for the first three months.
They will get Rs.4,000 per
month till they attain the age of
18 years.” She said the destitute
girls who had attained the age
of 18 years would also be given
Rs.1.01 lakh for their mar-

riages. Bharatiya Janata Party
legislators Surendra Maithani
and Bhagwati Sagar, State
Commission for Women mem-
bers Poonam Kapoor, Ranjana
Shukla, District Magistrate
Alok Tewari, Municipal
Commissioner Akshay
Tripathi, Chief Development
Officer Dr Mahendra Kumar,
SP (Outer) Ashtabhuja Prasad
Singh and other district offi-
cials were present. 
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KANPUR (PNS): Professors
Ashish Dutta from Indian
Institute of Technology-Kanpur
and KJ Maria Das from Sanjay
Gandhi Post-Graduate Institute
of Medical Sciences in
Lucknow have developed a
programmable 3D robotic
motion platform for quality
assurance of respiratory motion
management in radiation ther-
apy.

The 3D robotic platform
can simulate human lung
motion during breathing to
deliver focused radiation to
cancer patients.

The programme was con-
ceived with support from the
Advanced Manufacturing
Technologies programme of
the Department of Science and
Technology of the Government
of India and is currently under
final testing at SGPGIMS,
Lucknow.

IIT-K Director Prof Abhay
Karandikar said, “This 3D
robotic platform shall enable
doctors to simulate the lung
motion of a cancer patient,
which in turn will help verify
the delivery of focused radia-
tion in the upper abdomen or
thoracic region. The focused
radiation for a patient could be
further customised by simu-
lating the lung movement of
individual patients and then
orienting the radiation delivery
so that it can be more effective
with minimal dosage to adjoin-
ing tissue.”

The 3D robotic platform is
more affordable than other
imported products available
in the market and the phantom
can be programmed to produce
different types of human lung
motion during breathing. The
phantom is a part of the plat-
form and it not only emulates
the human lung motion as a
patient is breathing but can also
be used to check if the radia-
tion is being correctly focused
on a moving target.

The phantom is placed
inside a CT scanner on the bed
in place of the human, and it
emulates human lung motion
as it is irradiated during ther-
apy. During irradiation, con-
sistently high-quality images of
advanced 4D radiation thera-
py treatments are obtained
with minimum exposure of the
patients and workers. Before
the targeted radiation is deliv-
ered to a human subject, its
effectiveness in focusing only
on the tumor is checked with
this phantom, said a statement
from DST.

The major part of the
phantom is a dynamic platform
over which any dosimetric or
imaging quality assurance
devices can be placed, and the
platform can mimic 3D tumor
motion by using three inde-
pendent stepper-motor sys-
tems. This platform is placed
on the bed where the patient
lies during radiation therapy.
As the phantom emulates the
lung movement, a moving or
gating window is used to focus
the radiation from the radiation
machine on the moving
tumour. Detectors placed in the
phantom help detect whether
the radiation is localised on the
tumour, and the dose effec-
tiveness is checked during ther-
apy.

The innovators are fur-
ther trying to commercialise
the product, which can be
used in place of the overseas
model that is very much more
expensive and does not give
access to the control software.

KANPUR (PNS): Under the
Swachh Bharat, Swastha Bharat
campaign, activists of Support
Foundation carried out a san-
itation drive at the historical
Mama Talab in Dhami Kheda
on Friday. The drive received
overwhelming support from
local residents.

Speaking on the occasion,
national president of Support
Foundation, Jyoti Shukla, said
she was committed to carrying
out similar drives in other
places of the city. 

She added that the cam-
paign would greatly help in
eradicating various diseases
and spreading awareness
among masses about the pre-
cautionary measures to contain
them.

On Tuesday, the organisa-
tion had organised a seminar
on filariasis eradication and
vaccination wherein, apart
from WHO team, hundreds of
representatives from different
social organisations had also
participated.
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U.P. POWER TRANSMIS-
SION CORPORATION LTD.
E-TENDER NOTICE
Following E-Tenders are invit-

ed from the experienced/reputed contrac-
tors for execution of following works  For
more details login on website
www.etender.up.nic.in. 1- E-Tender
No.16/AETC/2021-22:-  Work for
Construction of 1 No 132 kv line bay for
132 kv Rani ki Sarai - Sarai Rani TSS line
at 132 kV Rani Ki Sarai under ETD,
Azamgarh.Earnest Money: Rs. 3000.00
(Rs. Three Thousand) only. Tender Cost:
Rs. 354.00 (Rs. Three Hundred Fifty
Four) only. 2- E-Tender No.17/AETC/2021-
22:-   Work for Erection of structure and
Construction of 2 Nos. 132kV line bay with
132 bus bar for under construction of 132
kV Machhalishahar (400 kV S/sJaunpur)
— Shahganj D/C line at 132 kV S/s
Shahganj under ETD-II Jaunpur. Earnest
Money: Rs. 8000.00 (Rs. Eight Thousand)
only.Tender Cost: Rs. 944.00 (Rs. Nine
Hundred Forty Four) only. 3. E-Tender No.
18/AETC/2021-22:- Carriage of stub and
structure parts from EFU Naini to 132 kV
S/s Rani ki Sarai under ETD, Azamgarh.
Earnest Money: Rs. 1000.00 (Rs. One
Thousand) only.Tender Cost: Rs. 236.00
(Rs. Two Hundred Thirty Six) only.  Earnest
money will be in the shape of RTGS/NEFT
duly pledged in favour of Superintending
Engineer, Electy. Transmission Circle,
UPPTCL, Azamgarh.Tenderers can upload
their tender bids against E-Tender No 16
to 18 upto 17.00 hrs. of 25.08.2021 and the
same will be opened on dated  26.08.2021
at 13.00 Hrs. 14.00 Hrs & 15.00 Hrs.
respectively. Intimation regarding opening
of Tender Bid Part-II i.e. Price Bid will be
given on above e-website in due course of
t ime. Please visit website
www.etender.up.nic.in for details/down
load and for any other corrections/ amend-
ments /modification/ time extension till the
date of submission of tender. In case the
tender opening date is holiday or the under-
signed remains out of headquarters, the
date of opening of the tender will stand
extended to next working day. Undersigned
has the right to reject/divide any tender
without assigning any reason thereof.
Conditional tenders shall not be accepted.
SUPERINTENDING ENGINEER (TRANS.)
Hafizpur, AZAMGARH No. 983 Date
23.7.2021  SAVE ELECTRICITY IN THE
INTEREST OF NATION

Advertisement Notice No.ADM/CON/S-1(8)/ 
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One post of Assistant Library and Information Officer
(Gujarati Language) shall be filled up by deputation
(including short-term contract) basis in the pay Structure
of Rs.44,900-1,42,100/-, Level - 7 in the National Library,
Kolkata.
Details about the essential qualification, work experience,
eligibility criteria and terms and conditions etc. can be
downloaded from the official website of National Library,
Kolkata i.e. www.nationallibrary.gov.in. Interested candi-
dates can submit the application within 60 days from the
next date of advertisement of the vacancy circular. 
Davp- 09122/11/0003/2122
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Ajoint team of security
forces on Friday gunned

down two Lashkar-e-Taiba
(LeT) terrorists in the Warpora
area of Sopore in Baramulla
district. The operation was
launched late Thursday
evening on the basis of a spe-
cific intelligence input about
the presence of terrorists in the
Warpora area of Sopore. 

The slain terrorists were
involved in a number of attacks
on civilians including the one
that killed four innocent civil-
ians and a policeman in Sopore
on 12 June 2021.  

According to a police
spokesman, "both the terrorists
have been identified as Fayaz
Ahmad War @Rukana @Umar
son of Gh Mohi-Ud-Din War
resident of Warpora a top com-
mander of proscribed terror
outfit LeT and Shaheen Ahmad
Mir @Shaheen Molvi son of
Mohd Kamal Mir resident of
Cherpora Budgam".                  

According to a police

spokesman,Fayaz Ahmad War
had a long history of terror
crime cases, as he was associ-
ated with terrorism since year
2008. Although he had surren-
dered earlier with arms &
ammunition yet after his
release he again worked as ter-
rorist associate for proscribed
terror outfit HM and was
detained under PSA. However
after his release, in March-2020
he again joined terrorist ranks
of proscribed terror outfit LeT.
Besides being part of groups
involved in several terror crime

cases, he was very instrumen-
tal in planning and executing
terror attacks on security estab-
lishments and civilian killings
and figured among the list of
most wanted terrorists in North
Kashmir.

As per the police records,
the LeT Commander was the
last active terrorist who perpe-
trated a series of various terror
crimes and violence in North
Kashmir, He was also involved
in a series of grenade attacks on
Police/Security establishments
in Sopore.
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APakistani drone fitted with a ready
to be used Improvised Explosive

device (IED) was shot down by the alert
cops of Jammu & Kashmir police near
Kanachak area of Jammu late Thursday
night.  

The drone, which  a senior police
officer claimed was assembled with
spare parts from China,Taiwan and
Hongkong, had penetrated approxi-
mately 6-7 kms inside the Indian terri-
tory before it was shot down near Gurah
Pattan village of Kanachak area in
Jammu. After the drone attack on Air
Force Station, Jammu on June 27, 2021
the security of several vital installations
was beefed up and anti drone technolo-
gy was installed to prevent the similar
strike. Preliminary investigations of the
drone assembly revealed, the strings used
to drop the payload fitted with the drone
was similar to the one recovered by the
investigation agencies from the site of
drone attack inside the Air Force station,
Jammu on June 27, 2021.

Additional Director General of Police
Mukesh Singh told reporters in Jammu,
"so far 25 to 30 drone sorties have been

detected and according to intelligence
agencies at least Sixteen AK 47 rifles, 3
M4 US made rifles, 34 pistols, 15
grenades and 18 IEDs, 4 lakh currency
recovered so far in the last 18 months".

Sharing details of the operation,
ADGP Singh said, 'late Thursday night,
we got specific inputs that a Pakistan
based terror outfit Jaish-e-Mohammad
was planning to drop some payload via
a drone in Akhnoor sector. Singh said,
``We rushed  a police party to maintain

a strict vigil. At about 1 am, the drone was
spotted in the Kanachak area and  when
it made a low flight to release the payload
it was shot down by our policemen".

ADGP Mukesh Singh said the drone
was carrying a payload of five-kg IED
material in a semi-assembled state and
only wires had to be connected to it to
trigger a blast.“Preliminary analysis of the
drone revealed that it was a hexacopter
with six wings and a flight controller and
GPS.” Singh said the drone shot down in

Kanachak was assembled with parts
made in China, Hong Kong, and Taiwan.
He added these drones can travel up to
20 kilometres with a payload of 10 to 12
kg. The aerial distance between the
place where the drone was shot down and
the border is about six to seven 
kilometres.

Security forces have fired at several
drones since June 27, but this is the first
time that police have shot down such a
flying object carrying a payload. There
is a difference of a digit between the flight
controller serial number of the drone shot
down on Friday and that of another
brought down a year ago in Kathua’s
Hiranagar sector. “It establishes beyond
doubt that the terror group has procured
many flight controllers with similar
series for the purpose of installing them
in drones.” Responding to a direct ques-
tion whether there was any common link
with the drone attack on the Air Force
Station Singh said as per preliminary
investigations We have recovered the
same threads and it is now confirmed that
a similar drone had dropped the payload
at IAF station. The National Investigation
Agency is investigating the case, he
added.
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To mark the 30th anniver-
sary of India's economic

liberalisation, former Prime
Minister Manmohan Singh on
Friday said the road ahead is
even more daunting than dur-
ing the 1991 economic crisis
and the nation would need to
recalibrate its priorities to
ensure a dignified life for all
Indians.

In a statement, Singh said
he was deeply saddened at the
devastation caused by the
Covid-19 pandemic and the
loss of millions of fellow
Indians and livelihoods.

Recalling that as the
Finance Minister in 1991, he
ended his budget speech by
quoting Victor Hugo, 'No
power on Earth can stop an
idea whose time has come',
and said, "Thirty years later, as
a nation, we must remember
Robert Frost's poem -- 'But I
have promises to keep, And
miles to go before I sleep'."

"It is not a time to rejoice
and exult but to introspect and
ponder. The road ahead is
even more daunting than dur-
ing the 1991 crisis," Singh said
in the statement.

"Our priorities as a nation
need to be recalibrated to fore-

most ensure a healthy and dig-
nified life for every single
Indian,"said the former PM.

He said that on this day, 30
years ago in 1991, the Congress
ushered in significant reforms
of India's economy and paved
a new path for the nation's eco-
nomic policy.

Over the last three
decades, successive govern-
ments have followed this path
to catapult the nation to a USD
3 trillion economy and into the
league of the world's largest
economies, the former prime
minister noted.

More importantly, he said,
nearly 300 million fellow
Indians have been lifted out of
poverty in this period and
hundreds of millions of new
jobs have been provided for the
youth.

Singh said the reforms
process unleashed the spirit of
free enterprise which has
helped produce world-class

companies and help India
emerge as a global power in
many sectors.

"The economic liberalisa-
tion process in 1991 was trig-
gered by an economic crisis
that confronted our nation
then, but it was not limited to
crisis management. The edifice
of India's economic reforms
was built on the desire to
prosper, the belief in our capa-
bilities and the confidence to
relinquish control of the econ-
omy by the government," he
said.

Singh said he was fortu-
nate to play a role in this
reform process along with sev-
eral of his colleagues in the
Congress party.

"It gives us immense joy to
look back with pride at the
tremendous economic
progress made by our nation in
the last three decades. But I am
also deeply saddened at the
devastation caused by the
COVID-19 pandemic and the
loss of millions of fellow
Indians," he said.

The social sectors of health
and education have lagged
behind and not kept pace with
our economic progress. Too
many lives and livelihoods
have been lost that should not
have been, Singh lamented.
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As fighting rages in
Afghanistan with the

Taliban controlling many parts
of the country, External Affairs
Minister S Jaishankar on
Friday held parleys with top
Afghanistan peace negotiator
Abdullah Abdullah. They dis-
cussed the overall situation
there.

Abdullah, the chairman
of the powerful High Council
for National Reconciliation,
has been playing a key role in
negotiating with all the stake-
holders to bring lasting peace
and stability in Afghanistan.

It is learnt that the influen-
tial Afghan leader is in India
on a private visit.

"Always good to meet
Chairman HCNR
@DrabdullahCE. Appreciate
his sentiments and support for
our relationship.Value his
insights on the region,"
Jaishankar tweeted.

Incidentally, Jaishankar
some days ago in a conclave of
the Shanghai Cooperation
Organisation(SCO)suggested
a three-point way forward to
restore peace in the strife-
torn country.

Afghanistan has been wit-

nessing a series of terror
attacks since the US began
withdrawing its troops on 
May 1. The US has already
pulled back the majority of its
forces and is looking to com-
plete the drawdown by August
31, ending nearly two-decade
of its military presence in the
country.

With the situation deteri-
orating in Afghanistan in the
last few weeks, India has been
in touch with leading interna-
tional players as well as the
Afghan government on the
overall developments in that
country.

A day ahead of Jaishankar-
Abdullah meeting, External

affairs ministry spokesperson
Arindam Bagchi on Thursday
said India supports the govern-
ment and the people of
Afghanistan in realising their
aspirations for a peaceful,
democratic and prosperous
future that protects the inter-
est of all sections.

India has been a major
stakeholder in the peace and
stability of Afghanistan. It has
already invested nearly USD
three billion in aid and recon-
struction activities in the coun-
try. India has been supporting
a national peace and reconcil-
iation process which is
Afghan-led, Afghan-owned
and Afghan-controlled.
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India and the US will discuss
the entire range of bilater-

al strategic ties during the
two-day visit of Secretary of
State, Antony J Blinken start-
ing July 27. He will meet
External Affairs Minister S
Jaishankar and National
Security Advisor(NSA) Ajit
Doval.

Giving details of Blinken’s
visit, the External Affairs
Ministry said here on Friday
this is his first visit to India

after assuming charge as U.S.
Secretary of State. Blinken's
visit is an opportunity to con-
tinue the high-level bilateral
dialogue and bolster the India-
US global strategic partner-
ship, the Ministry said. Both
sides will review the robust
and multifaceted India-US
bilateral relations, and poten-
tial for consolidating them
further.

Discussions will focus on
regional and global issues of
mutual interest – including
recovery from the Covid-19

pandemic, the Indo-Pacific
region, Afghanistan and
cooperation in the UN, the
ministry statement said.

Blinken and Jaishankar are
also likely to do the ground
work for the Quad summit and
bilateral meetings between
Prime Minister Narendra
Modi and US President Joseph
Biden due to be held in
Washington later this year,
sources said.  Incidentally,
Jaishankar and Blinken are in
touch on the phone for some-
time now, they added. The US

President has said the
America’s Indo-Pacific strate-
gy that includes India is an
area of importance, particular-
ly given increasing tensions
between the U.S. and China.

Underlining the growing
ties between the two countries
in various fields including
defence, Defence Secretary
Lloyd Austin was the first
senior official of the Biden
administration to visit Delhi in
March followed by Biden’s spe-
cial envoy on climate change
John Kerry.
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The India Meteorological
Department (IMD) has

said that Mahabaleshwar, in
Satara district,  one of
Maharashtra's most well-patro-
nised hill stations, experienced
its wettest day ever on Friday.
Ending at 8.30am on Friday,
the 24-hour rainfall recorded
was 594mm. 

The IMD has issued an
alert for the next 24 hours for
the distr ic ts  of  Raigad,
Ratnagiri and Sindhudurg in
coastal Konkan and also for
Pune, Satara and Kolhapur in
Western Maharashtra.  The
Met Department has predict-
ed isolated extremely heavy
falls are very likely over
Konkan, Goa and central
Maharashtra in the next two
days. The Met Department
also predicted thT heavy rains
WOULD batter several parts
of  west  and south 
India.

According to the IMD,
Mahabaleshwar, some 260
kilometres from here, got 482
mm of rainfall on Wednesday
and 461 on Thursday. In the
last 10 days, Mahabaleshwar
has received 1886.6mm —
which was 40 per cent of the
total July rain quota. Between
2000 and 2021, on seven
occasions extreme heavy rain-
fall events (more than 400mm
in 24 hours) were reported
either in July or August. Even
though it is a high rainfall
receiving area, with June and
September average of
5130mm, this trend of intense
spells within a short duration
is on a rise.

The IMD predicted scat-
tered to fairly widespread
rainfall with isolated heavy
falls are likely to continue
over Gujarat till July 23, but
its intensity will increase from
July 24. "Fairly widespread to

widespread rainfall with iso-
lated heavy to very heavy
falls very likely to continue
over west coast during next 2-
3 days with reduction there-
after," the IMD said.

"Isolated extremely heavy
falls are also very likely over
Konkan, Goa, the adjoining
ghat areas of central
Maharashtra during July 23-24
with reduction thereafter and
over coastal and south interi-
or Karnataka, (from) today
July 23," it said.

Maharashtra, especially
the Konkan region, has been
witnessing a deluge. In neigh-
bouring Goa, several parts,
including Sattar i  and
Bicholim tehsils in north and
Dharbandora in south, are
reeling under a flood-like
situation. A large number of
houses was inundated as the
water level of some rivers rose
following heavy rains over the
past few days.The IMD said
scattered to fairly widespread
rainfall with isolated heavy
falls are likely to continue
over Gujarat till July 23, with
an increase in intensity from
July 24.

"It is likely to increase to
fairly widespread to wide-
spread rainfall with isolated
heavy to very heavy falls on
July 24-26. Isolated extremely
heavy falls also likely over
Gujarat region July 25," the
IMD added.

It said fairly widespread to
widespread rainfall with isolat-
ed heavy to very heavy falls are
likely to continue over east and
adjoining central India during
July 23-25 with reduction
thereafter.

Isolated extremely heavy
falls also likely over west
Madhya Pradesh on July 23
and July 24 and east Madhya
Pradesh, Telangana and
Odisha on July 23, the IMD
added.

Guwahati: A total of 42 children from Assam have been res-
cued in Sikkim and brought back to the state on Friday, Chief
Minister Himanta Biswa Sarma said. 

The parents of the children, hailing from four villages of
Chirang district along the Indo-Bhutan border, were lured by
two persons who assured that their education would be taken
care of, but they ended up as domestic helps, Sarma told
reporters here. The two accused have been arrested and dur-
ing interrogation, one of them claimed that in the last two years,
80 children have been trafficked from the state, with some sent
to Dubai as well, officials said. 

The operation to rescue the children was initiated by
Chirang Police under the guidance of Bodoland Territorial
Council Chief Promod Bodo and Special DGP LR 
Bishnoi, while Sikkim Police provided the necessary help and
cooperation. PTI 
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Kerala on Friday reported
17,518 fresh Covid-19

cases, pushing the tally to
32,35,533 and taking the Test
Positivity Rate (TPR) past the
13 per cent mark.     The TPR
was 13.63 per cent, up from
12.38 per cent recorded on
Thursday.

It had crossed 11 per cent
on July 19 after remaining
below it for several weeks

The number of people who
succumbed to the virus rose to
15,871 with 132 more deaths
being recorded today.    

As many as 11,067 people
have been cured of the infec-
tion, taking the total recover-
ies to 30,83,962 and the num-
ber of active cases in the state
to 1,35,198, State 
Health Minister Veena George
said.
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Taking a serious note of high air fares,
especially during the festive season,

a Parliamentary Standing Committee
on Transport, Tourism and Culture in
its report ‘Status of Aviation
Connectivity in the country’, has asked
to fix an upper limit of air fares for every
sector especially in the economy class.

The Committee also expressed con-
cern that there is no uniformity in the
cancellation charges levied by the air-
lines. The Committee also recom-
mended that five Star/three Star hotels
and multiplexes should be constructed
near the new airports and asked the
Ministry should consider mandatorily
earmarking minimum 100 acres of
land, while making plans for future air-
ports.

The Committee chairman TG
Venkatesh, presented its report in the
Parliament on Friday. On the exorbitant
air fares, the Committee expressed
hope that the Ministry should consid-
er fixing an upper limit for every sec-
tor, especially in the economy class of
air fares.  The Committee also noted
that even after reduction of the Aviation
Turbine Fuel (ATF) prices over a peri-
od of time, the airlines have not passed
on the benefit of reduction in ATF
prices to the consumers. The
Committee recommended that the
Ministry should take effective steps to
ensure that the airlines pass on the ben-
efit to the travelers by reducing the air
fares and inform the Committee about
the specific steps taken in this regard
and the outcome thereof.

The Committee emphasized the
need for rationalizing the cancellation
charges and prescribing an upper limit
of cancellation charges that can be col-
lected from the passengers.

The Committee has reiterated its
recommendation in this regard, made
in its 276th and 291st Reports, requir-
ing the airlines to restrict not more than
50% of the base fare as cancellation
charges. The tax and fuel surcharge col-
lected should be refunded to the pas-
sengers on cancellation of tickets. The
Committee hopes that the Ministry
would be able to persuade the airlines
for such rationalization in the interest
of the passengers.

The Committee also recommend-
ed that the Ministry should ensure that
designated holding areas should be
made available at all airports to accom-
modate passengers who are stranded at
the airport due to cancellation or
rescheduling of flights. The Committee
impressed upon the Ministry to urge
upon the airlines to make sure that facil-
ities such as food, water, medical help
and accommodation are available to
stranded passengers.

As per the information provided by
the ministry of civil aviation to the
committee members, India’s domestic
passenger throughput has reached
around 137 million in  2019-20 from 61
million in 2013-14 and international pas-
senger traffic has reached 67 million in
2019-20 from 47 million in  2013-14.
Prior to the outbreak of COVID-19 pan-
demic, the Indian civil aviation sector
was growing at a Compound Annual
Growth Rate of 14 percent and was
among the fastest growing civil aviation
sector in the world. “Despite India
being the world’s fastest growing avia-
tion market, its airports are grappling
with serious capacity constraints because
such a pace of growth has resulted in a
strain on the aviation infrastructure,
resulting in traffic congestions and
delays at a majority of the airports,” it
said.
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The Centre on Friday informed the Parliament that
only 22 heritage trees had to be relocated because

of the Central Vista Avenue redevelopment project.
Responding to a question in Lok Sabha on the relo-

cation of trees to the Badarpur Eco-Park, Union
Environment Minister Bhupender Yadav said accord-
ing to information received from the Central Public
Works Department, "only 22 number of trees have
been relocated from the Central Vista Avenue to the
eco-park, Badarpur, and there is no other proposal to
relocate trees from the Central Vista Avenue to
Badarpur". He said there is a proposal to plant 10 saplings
for every tree uprooted or removed, and the compen-
satory plantation will be done at the Badarpur Eco-Park,
Badarpur.

The redevelopment project of the Central Vista --
the power corridor of the country -- includes the revamp-
ing of the three-km-long Rajpath from the Rashtrapati
Bhavan to India Gate. It also envisages a new triangu-
lar Parliament building, a Common Central Secretariat

and new residences for the prime minister and the vice
president.

On another query on census of trees, Yadav said, "As
per available information, no tree census has been con-
ducted in the recent past."

"However, the Forest Survey of India (FSI) carries
out sample plot based regular inventory of trees in forests
and outside forests in the country under its National
Forest Inventory Programme," he said.
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Union Agriculture Minister
Narendra Singh Tomar on

Friday informed Parliament that the
Government has no record of farm-
ers who have died during the agita-
tion at Delhi's borders against three
new farm laws since 2020. 

The Minister said the
Government has not undertaken
any study to ascertain the appre-
hensions in the minds of farmers
about the three farm laws.

Asked if the Government was
aware of the total number of farm-
ers who have died during farm
protests since 2020, Tomar said:
"The Government of India has no
such record."    However, the Central
Government during discussions
with farmers' unions had appealed
to them that children and elders,

especially women, should be
allowed to go home in view of the
cold prevailing at that time and the
Covid-19 situation, he said in a writ-
ten reply in the Rajya Sabha.      

Further, in a separate reply,
Tomar said, "No study has been
undertaken to ascertain the reasons
for apprehensions created in the
mind of farmers on account of these
farm laws. However, the Centre has
proactively undertaken efforts to
reach out the farmers to remove their
apprehensions, he added.

Asserting that the government is
serious and sensitive towards farm-
ers’ issues, the minister said the
Centre has been engaged in active
discussions with the farmers 
unions.

Further, allaying concerns over
farmers' privacy data under a new
initiative 'Agristack', Tomar said the

government has not involved any pri-
vate company in developing the
digital ecosystem on agriculture.
Tomar also said his ministry in
consultation with the Ministry of
Electronics and Information
Technology is in the process of
bringing out a data policy for the
agriculture sector.

Agristack is a digital ecosystem
for covering everything related to
agriculture, including farmers' data-
bases, land records, soil types, and
crops. In a written reply to the
Rajya Sabha, Tomar said his ministry
has commenced the work for creat-
ing 'Agristack' in the country and is
in the process of finalising the 'India
Digital Ecosystem of Agriculture
(IDEA)', which will lay down a
framework for Agristack. "No private
sector companies are involved in
building the Agristack," he said.
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Seeking Opposition parties to
ensure that people were vac-

cinated, Union Health Minister
Mansukh Mandaviya on Friday
said in the Lok Sabha that there
should be no politics over the
Covid-19 pandemic.

Responding during zero
hour amidst noisy Opposition
protests , the Minister said the
Government is still in talks
with US company Pfizer with
respect to making its vaccine
available in India.

"There should be no poli-
tics on the issue of Covid and
vaccination. The Prime
Minister has said this several
times," Mandaviya said in
response to a question asked by
Shiv Sena MP Rahul Shewale.

The Minister detailed how

Prime Minister Narendra Modi
interacted with the Chief
Ministers over 20 times before
allowing them to float tenders
for 25 per cent of the vaccine
as demanded by them. He said
on Jul 21 the Centre started a
new vaccine policy when the
states conveyed  that they were
not able to get vaccines pur-
chased at their end.

"I will also not want to
indulge in politics on this issue
but I want to present the facts,"
he said, adding that the Prime
Minister till date has held over
20 meetings and discussions
with the State Governments
and Chief Ministers.

He said some opposition-
ruled states raised the issue that
health is a state subject and they
should be taken into confi-
dence.

"Many said Health is a
State subject, States said we also
need permission to buy vac-
cines. We said that we have no
problem with this. The States
said that we want to go out for
tender to buy the vaccine.
Modi ji said that we are ready
to do whatever help is needed,"
the Health minister said.

He said accordingly, the
states were allowed to buy 25
per cent and 25 per cent by the
private (sector). The Centre
was to procure 50 per cent for
the people.

"For the 25 per cent, states
issued tenders and we said we
will provide all possible help.
The suppliers were limited and
the Indian government too
was holding talks," he said. 

Many issued global ten-
ders. But there were only two

Indian companies which had
started vaccine manufactur-
ing, the Serum Institute of
India (Covishield) and Bharat
Biotech (Covaxin), Mandaviya
said. He said  Moderna has reg-
istered in India and taken per-
mission. Johnson and Johnson
has tied up with Biological E
and work on technology trans-
fer has begun.

"With Pfizer, the Indian
government was holding talks
with it. But the company said
it will not deal with the states
and the Indian government is
holding talks with us. Even
today, an experts group is hold-
ing talks with the company,"
Mandaviya said.

In a meeting with the
states, the chief ministers said
they were not getting adequate
supply of vaccines and the

Centre should procure 25 per
cent, which the states were to
earlier acquire, of the vaccines.

So a new policy came into
being from June 21 under
which the Centre decided to
vaccinate all the citizens, he
said."The issue is about politics.
There should be no politics on

this issue. Our goal is to vacci-
nate 100 percent people above
the age of 18 years. We all need
to work on it together. It is not
the time to indulge in politics,"
said the new health minister
who replaced  Dr Harsh
Vardhan  on the  July seven
cabinet reshuffle at the centre.

����� ��������	

Amidst disruption of the
Lok Sabha business and

slogan-shouting, the Joint
Committee of Parliament (JCP)
examining the Personal Data
Protection Bill was on Friday
given an extension till the
Winter Session to submit its
report.

The Personal Data
Protection Bill seeks to regulate
the use of individual's data by
the Government and private
companies.

This is for the fifth time the
committee's tenure has been
extended.  The JPC was con-
stituted in the Lok Sabha in
December 2019 and was
expected to submit its report in
the Budget Session.

P P Chaudhary of the
ruling BJP moved a motion
in the house seeking extension
up to the Winter Session
of Parliament for the 30-mem-
ber panel to submit its
report.

"That this House does
extend up to the first week of
Winter session of Parliament,
2021, the time for the presen-
tation of the report of the Joint
Committee on the Personal
Data Protection Bill, 2019,"
the motion read.  It was passed
by a voice vote.

The lower house was
adjourned till 1200 hours and
than  adjourned for the day  as
order could not be restored in
the house.
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New Delhi (PNS): The

Supreme Court on Friday
directed the CBI Director to set
up a monitoring mechanism to
ensure that appeals are filed
without delays. The apex
court's direction came when
the CBI filed an appeal 647
days after the High Court ver-
dict. As per rules appeals
against HC orders are to be
filed in SC within 60 days. 

A Bench of Justices DY
Chandrachud and MR Shah
while dismissing the appeal on
account of delay asked the CBI
Director to ensure that steps are
taken on the administrative
side to monitor filing of
appeals.

“We are of the view that the
CBI must take all necessary
steps to ensure that these kinds
of delays do not occur in the
future. Delays are liable to
cause grave misgivings on rea-
sons for delay. We direct
Director CBI to take necessary
administrative steps to moni-
tor filing of appeals on an ICT

platform so that delays don't
take place,” the Court said. 

In November 2018, a
Special CBI judge at Raipur had
convicted the accused for three
years in a corruption case. The
High Court by its judgment of
June, 2019, reversed the judg-
ment and acquitted the
accused. The appeal against it
was filed by CBI after 647
days. As per rule, appeal against
trial court judgment has to be
filed in High Court in 180 days
and appeal against the High
Court Judgment has to be filed
in Supreme Court in 60 days. 

When CBI stated that delay
was on account of COVID, the
bench said, “There is a delay of
647 days. In application for
condonation of delay, explana-
tion given is on grounds of
Covid which doesn’t explain
the entire duration of delay.
Explanation of delay on
account of Covid is not accept-
able since the judgment was
much before the onset of the
pandemic in March 2020."
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been carried out. However,
since the crop damage caused
by wild boar is increasing, the
wild boar is estimated to be
overpopulated.”

Further, experience
shows that once killing is per-
mitted, villagers or designat-
ed hunters have frequently
not followed the methods
prescribed. An example is
the case in Kerala where a
pregnant cow elephant died
following several days of
intense agony after she had
bitten on a pineapple filled
with explosives. Enquiries
revealed that the pineapple
was intended to kill a wild
boar which, as a species, had
been declared “vermin”. Also,
such a barbaric way of killing
was not permitted even in the
case of wild boars.

State Governments have
doubtless laid down restric-
tions on the methods and
guidelines governing killings
— such as only rifles and pis-
tols to be used and no killing
of injured animals running
away to forests, and hunting
only after receiving permis-
sion from the forest depart-
ment concerned and the vil-
lage pradhan. But who is to
ensure compliance? The fact
is, methods that are not per-
mitted are often used. These
include laying out live wires

for animals to be electrocut-
ed, trapping them for murder
and poisoning them. There is
no guarantee that animals
other than those declared as
“vermin” would not come
into contact with such wires
or consume the poison.

The argument that State
forest department personnel
should watch out for the
transgressors and deal harsh-
ly with them hardly holds
water. It would take a very
large number of people and
vehicles for doing that. Given
that most forest departments
have to make do with numer-
ically inadequate staff,
deployment on such an
errand would leave them
with very few people to carry
out essential functions like
curbing poaching and pre-
venting illegal felling of trees.
The result may be a serious
diminution of protected
species like elephants (for
tusks), rhinos (for their
horns) and tigers for their
body parts which are sought
for the manufacture of so-
called aphrodisiacs.

Apart from the fact that
declaring an entire species of
wildlife as vermin is contrary
to the spirit and content of
Article 51 A (g) of the
Constitution which enjoins
upon both the Government

and all citizens to show com-
passion to all living crea-
tures, animals can hardly be
blamed for damaging stand-
ing crops and attacking peo-
ple. The loss of the vegetation
they feed on following the
destruction of their habitats
through encroachment by
expanding human settle-
ments, roads and industries,
as well as droughts and for-
est fires, has driven them to
agricultural fields for food.

Humans do not realise
that their own predatory
exploitation of nature is
increasing areas of human-
animal conflict and making
non-human species extinct at
the rate of 3,000 a year. In this
process, they are also destroy-
ing the environment and the
conditions that have made
human life possible. They
need to realise that they are
not the lords of the universe
and must live in harmony
with the world around them,
including plants and animals.
The Greek sophist
Protagoras’ famous aphorism
“Man is the measure of all
things” needs to be amended
to read, “Humans are the
preservers and protectors of
all things.”

(The author is Consulting
Editor, The Pioneer. The views
expressed are personal.)
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Sir — This has reference to your edito-
rial on ‘Rallying forces’ (July 23). “I will
win Bengal with one leg and Delhi with
two legs,” claimed Didi. NCP leader
Sharad Pawar has ruled out to be the con-
sensus presidential candidate with an eye
on the Prime Minister’s post in case of a
fractured mandate in the 2024 general
election. The coming together of the
Opposition leaders is a mirage. Though
they have different ideologies, every
State’s prominent Opposition leader has
an eye on the Prime Minister’s chair. It
was a failed attempt for them earlier in
2019 too. They have to really unite, sink-
ing their differences, to fight the BJP. 

Furthermore, the coalition form of
Government is a failure in our country.
Corruption always compromises strict and
honest adherence to the coalition dharma.
To be fair to it, the BJP has no serious cor-
ruption charges against it in the past seven
years of its rule. But the ruling party has
failed to arrest the fuel price hike, spurt
in the prices of essential commodities,
handling of the COVID-19 pandemic and
the Pegasus expose is embarrassing it now.
The Opposition does not put in a strong
effort to highlight the Government’s
shortcomings and misses. But it disrupts
Parliament, thus wasting the taxpayers’
money, which won’t help these leaders.
Moreover, even a united Opposition lacks
a leader of mass appeal at the national level. 

Sravana Ramachandran | Chennai
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Sir — At the age of 107 years and India’s
one of the first recipients of the presti-
gious Nari Shakti Puraskar by the Union
Government for her exceptional contri-
bution towards women’s empowerment,
Kerala’s “oldest learner” Bhageerathi
Amma is no more. Famous as Akshara
Muthashi, or Literacy Grandmother,
Bhageerathi Amma inspired many by
passing the Level Four equivalency
examinations at the age of 105, conduct-
ed by the State-run Kerala State Literacy
Mission (KSLM) in 2019.

Prime Minister Narendra Modi had

also spoken about her during his 62nd
episode of his Mann Ki Baat programme.
In her examination at Kollam, she came
out with flying colours with 205 out of a
total of 275 marks and full marks in
mathematics. As she went on till 107 years
of age, she had recently began preparing
for her Level Seven exam through digi-
tal classes, but one sorrow remains that
Amma left without fulfilling the dream
of passing the 10th standard equivalen-
cy exam. Bhageerathi Amma was one of
the few learners in the world who taught
others that age is no bar in education.
Amma, you are still living in our hearts.
May your soul rest in peace and may your
movement find success!

Bidyut Kumar Chatterjee | Faridabad
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Sir — It refers to the editorial, ‘A stitch in
time’. When Kerala Chief Minister

Pinarayi Vijayan can take the tough
decision of not inducting former Health
Minister KK Shailja in his Government
(while it is to be noted that she was one
of the best performing Minister in the last
five years) after creating history of sorts
in the last 45 years by winning back-to-
back elections and retaining power, then
he should not have had any issue in oust-
ing Forest Minister AK Saseendran.

Ultimately, Pinarayi Vijayan is in the
early days of his second term in succes-
sion and he should not allow the
Opposition parties any issue on a platter
that the latter could use to criticise him.
Moreover, when he is not at the mercy of
other parties for his Government’s survival,
then there is no reason for him to not act
strictly and set a strong precedent. 

Bal Govind  | Noida
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Apractice that continues
despite strong and rea-
soned opposition is that
of proclaiming species

of wild animals as “vermin” and
thus putting them out of the
ambit of the protective umbrel-
la of the Wildlife (Protection)
Act, 1972, the principal instru-
ment for protecting wild animals
in India. The wild boar and nil-
gai have been proclaimed as
“vermin” in Uttarakhand, the
nilgai and boar in some districts
of Bihar, and the rhesus macaque
in parts of Himachal Pradesh.

The Act does not define the
term “vermin” in terms of what
it connotes. It just states in
Section 62: “The Central
Government may by notification
declare any wild animal other
than those specified in Schedule
I and Part II of Schedule II to be
vermin for any area and for such
period as may be specified there-
in and so long as such notifica-
tion is in force, such wild animal
shall be deemed to have been
included in Schedule V.” Animals
included in Schedule V can be
freely hunted.

The Central Government
declares an animal as vermin fol-
lowing requests from State
Governments and the ground
which has been invariably cited
is that it causes damage to crops
and poses a danger to human
life. There have no doubt been
cases in which the Centre has
withheld permission. The funda-
mental question, however, is
whether there should at all be a
provision for designating an
animal as “vermin”.

There are several reasons for
asking this. For one thing, an
article by Anupam Chakravartty,
Rajeshwari Ganesan and Rajit
Sengupta, published under the
heading ‘Enemies of the state?’ in
the DownToEarth on June 15,
2016, cites animal rights groups
as saying that the drive for
killing then underway was based
on popular perception rather
than data. The country had no
data both on the populations of
animals proposed to be killed
and the extent of crop damage
they were supposed to be caus-
ing. The article stated that, in
fact, Uttarakhand’s proposal on
the basis of which the Centre
permitted the killing of wild
boars, clearly said, “There is no
scientific survey or census of the
wild boar population that has
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On the very same day that Prime
Minister Narendra Modi effect-
ed a massive reconstitution of
his council of ministers, India

got in the shock in the form of a French
court freezing residential properties
belonging to the Indian government in
Paris following a retrospective tax dispute
with British power and energy giant Cairn
Energy.

The decision will impact 20 proper-
ties valued at Euro 20 million (�177
crore), as part of a guarantee of the debt
owed to Cairn that exited India a few
years ago. The company with a market
capitalisation of £755 million (about
�7,800 crore) - has filed cases in several
countries to pursue the unpaid interna-
tional arbitration award of $1.7 billion
(�12,750 crore). The company also filed
cases in New York, seeking judicial con-
firmation that Air India can be classed as
the alter ego of the Indian state and there-
by jointly liable for the arbitral award.

The French court decision is unfor-
tunate as it is feared it can start a new
diplomatic conflict and it also impinges
on the sovereignty of the country. It might
create an image that India can be taken
lightly by MNCs and other private play-
ers. 

And that is what exactly happened. A
case similar to Cairn is that of Devas
Multimedia, floated by ex-ISRO execu-
tives. It had entered into a deal with
ISRO's Antrix Corp. and the National
Company Law Tribunal said the 2005
spectrum lease deal was fraudulent.
Deutsche Telekom later picked up its
stake. 

Devas moved an arbitration tribunal
saying that its multi-million-dollar invest-
ments lost value because of the annul-
ment. In 2020 the tribunal awarded
Devas $1.2 billion. It is now seeking pay-
ment from India (now stayed by Supreme
Court) in a New York court, asking Air
India to pay the amount or forfeit its prop-
erty, including planes, cargo handling,
equipment, and artwork.

In both cases, the authorities in India
bungled in pursuing the case. In the case
of Cairn and Devas, they moved the
courts in Germany and The Hague even
as the Indian arguments on jurisdiction
and criminality in two arbitrations under
Bilateral Investment Treaty (BIT) under
India-Mauritius and India-Germany
agreements were lost.  

Cairn and Devas have chosen flagship
Air India planes and its prime property
as a pressure tactic to force India into pay-
ment negotiations. Trying to seize planes
or property to realise unpaid dues may be
an extreme tactic but there are precedents.
Aircraft are valuable, mobile, and relative-
ly easy to sell. A few years ago, US hedge
fund Elliott Capital Management seized
an Argentine naval vessel to collect on
bonds on which the country defaulted in
2001. 

The Cairn matter is one of the irra-
tional tax system. The company is in dis-
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Agricultural and allied
activities continue to
be the backbone of the

Indian economysupport-
ingthe livelihood of 60 per
cent of the population and-
contributing 1/6th of GDP. It
used to account formore than
half of GDP in 1951.

Half of the arable area con-
tinues to depend on the mon-
soon for irrigation. The propor-
tion of gross irrigated area to
total cropped area could
increase from 31 per cent in
1984-85 to only 45 per cent, as
per the agriculture census of
2010-11.The total operated
area under agriculture
decreased from 16 crore
hectares in 2010-11 to 15.8
crore hectares in 2015-16.

With succession not based
on primogeniture, population
explosion has resulted in frag-

mentation of landholdings.
Total operational holdings
increased from 13.8 crore in
2010-11 to 14.6 crore in 2015-
16. The average size of an
operational holding declined to
1.08 hectares in 2015-16 from
1.15 hectares in 2010-11.

Small and marginal farm-
ers suffer from the absence of
economies of scale, access to
information, and their inabil-
ity to participate in the price
discovery mechanism. Their
participation is restricted by
poor vertical and horizontal
linkages, limited access to the
market, and poor information
flow along the value chain.
The challenge now is to opti-
mize benefits through effec-
tive and efficient means of
aggregation models. 

Farmer aggregation
assumes significance due to

the shift of Indian agriculture
towards high-value com-
modities as a result of the
growing importance of the
agri-food market caused by
liberalization, globalization,
improved purchasing power,
demand for safe and quality
food, and expansion of niche
markets. 

Integrating small farmers
with agricultural markets is a
big challenge. Many forms of
farmer producer organizations
have been experimented with
like cooperatives, self-help

groups, Farmer Producer
Companies, and commodity
interest groups to aggregate
farmers to help them benefit
from economies of scale and to
link them to the markets. 

Contract farming and
direct marketing are other insti-
tutional interventions that can
be undertaken by organised
groups of farmers. I have come
across even Whatsapp groups
being used to connect farmers
and consumers, bypassing mid-
dlemen and getting better
pricesfor farmers. A Farmer
Producer Company (FPC)
seems to be the most useful for
the aggregation of small farm-
ers. The FPCs offer more ben-
efits compared to other formats
of aggregation. Its members are
able to leverage their collective
strength and bargaining power
to access financial and non-

financial inputs and services
and appropriate technologies
leading to a reduction in trans-
action costs.  They can tap high-
value markets and enter into
partnerships with private enti-
ties on equitable terms. 

The performance of coop-
eratives has been generally
poor with the exception of
cooperative sugar factories
and dairy cooperatives in
Maharashtra and Gujarat.
Amalsad cooperative Society
for sapota and farming coop-
erative Gambhira in Gujarat,
MAHAGRAPES in
Maharashtra, HOPCOMS
and CAMPCO in Karnataka,
Mulkanoor womens’ cooper-
ative groups in combined
Andhra Pradesh, etc., have
performed well. These suc-
cessful models could not be
emulated else where in the

country. In Budget 2019-
20,the government
announced new central sector
schemes to facilitate the for-
mation and promotion of
10,000 new Farmer Producer
Organisations (FPOs) and
handholding of each FPO for
five years from its aggregation
and formation.

Rainfall deficit, unsea-
sonal rains, floods are natur-
al and continuing risks.
Agricultural production has
increased but productivity is
generally lower than interna-
tional benchmarks. Water-
use efficiency is particularly
low. Some progressive farm-
ers are de-risking themselves
by diversifying their produce.
However, many relatively
well-off farmers continue with
water-guzzling crops like rice
and sugarcane in water-defi-

cient regions. How to incen-
tivize farmers to move away
from the over-production of
cereals (particularly rice and
wheat)? How to go about
agricultural diversification to
boost oilseeds, protein, and
fruits/vegetable production?
These are policy challenges.

Rejuvenation of our agri-
cultural sector needs appro-
priate diversification and
value-addition and loosening
of outdated controls on agri-
cultural markets. It is hoped
that protests against the farm
laws -misguided or mischie-
vous or partly both - abate
soon and a sensible farmer
leadership works on connect-
ing farmers with FPOs.
Farmers' apprehensions about
the entry of big corporates can
be addressed if they become
members of the FPOs.
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pute with the government over a
2014 retrospective tax demand.
The income-tax department seized
a 10 per cent stake in Indian oper-
ations that Cairn was trying to sell.
After a long dispute, it went for
international arbitration and Cairn
won the $ 1.7 billion award. 

The issue of high taxation, as
recently mentioned by President
Ramnath Kovind, retrospective
tax, and confusion on predating
taxes is an unresolved quagmire.
There is an OECD move to have
a global minimum tax on corpo-
rates at 15 per cent or higher. The
UPA government introduced the
controversial retrospective tax in
March 2012. The NDA II was
expected to correct it after 2014 but
the bureaucratic system continued
with the supposed oddity.

The Supreme Court of India
on January 20, 2012 ruled in
favour of Vodafone overturning a
2010 decision of the Bombay High
Court which ruled that Vodafone
was liable to retrospectively pay $2
billion income-tax because Indian
capital gains taxes (CGT) applied
on the share transfers between two
non-resident entities.  

But the smitten tax officials
took a different route to circum-
vent the SC ruling with the intro-
duction of the retrospective tax in
March 2012, allowing the govern-
ment to levy CGT — a move that
was piloted by former finance
minister Pranab Mukherjee in
2012. 

In March 2018 the then
finance minister, the late Arun
Jaitley, said that the decision to tax
Vodafone retrospectively by UPA
was erroneous and also that the
“present government will not be
going down that path”. On July 18,

2014, he had said that India would
not levy any tax with a retrospec-
tive effect that creates an addition-
al burden. But Jaitley made no
move to repeal the 2011 law. 

The statements of Jaitley and
Prime Minister Narendra Modi
pledging not to use retrospective
taxation to overturn on Cairn
Energy were used by a three-
member tribunal at the Permanent
Court of Arbitration in The Hague
on December 20, 2020, to rule that
the 2006 reorganisation of Cairn
Energy’s India business before
listing on local bourses was not
“unlawful tax avoidance” and
ordered the tax authorities to drop
the tax demand. This did not hap-
pen due to bureaucratic audacity. 

Cairn has moved for imple-
mentation of the arbitration award
in several jurisdictions on differ-
ent continents, including the US,
the UK, Canada, Singapore,
Mauritius, France, and the
Netherlands as the company
intends to focus on high-value
assets. Cairn has submitted
detailed series of proposals to the
Indian government for settlement
of the case. The NDA government
is now opposing its stand appar-
ently under pressure of officials.

It rattles India. Would the
country lose its flagship aircraft
carrier and other prime assets?
Technically it maya be so but
authorities say that they are yet to
receive a notice or communication
from the French court and the gov-
ernment would vigorously defend
its case. It translates into more lit-
igations as well as negotiations.
Director of Cairn’s corporate com-
munication David Nisbet says that
the company is keen on an agreed
settlement with India and keep the

trust of its shareholders. 
So, it has identified $70-billion

worth of Indian assets to retrieve
the $1.7 billion award. However, an
international company knows that
while it is important to contest
governments, it also needs their
goodwill to be in business. 

The government is also in
negotiations since January 2021,
even before the present French
order was flashed. It may give
Cairn Energy one of the surren-
dered oilfields — Ratna R-series —
in the Arabian Sea that was taken
away from Essar-Premier Oil in
2016 instead of an arbitration
payment. Cairn had spudded the
biggest inland oil wells in Barmer,
indicated in a survey by NGRI. It
exited the country after it was
given �10247 crore retro-tax
demand. Apparently, the govern-
ment wants that the biggest oil
company with one of the lowest
operational costs come back to
India to shore up its image as also
create a show window for the inter-
national investors.

It is also looking at the other
option of giving it the Barmer oil-
field. Vedanta, which now operates
the field, has so far has not agreed
to the government conditions for
extending its contract.   Under
Vedanta, Rajasthan oilfields have
seen a steady decline in output.
Cairn has protested against the
high $9 cess per barrel on the oil
produced.

The bureaucrats had the issues
mired in a web. A political decision
to annul retro-tax under Prime
Minister Narendra Modi can
ensure that a Cairn, Vodafone,
Devas, or Vedanta is not repeated
and bureaucrats do not muddy the
waters.
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Script Open High Low LTP
IDEA 9.32 9.54 7.87 8.36
INFY* 1590.00 1598.70 1586.10 1590.35
ITC 207.30 213.60 206.45 212.35
TATAMOTORS 301.80 301.80 295.00 295.65
SAIL 127.00 131.00 126.00 126.55
BHARTIARTL 549.00 560.50 532.85 548.55
MPHASIS 2520.00 2692.35 2472.70 2526.05
FEDERALBNK 85.30 87.00 83.75 85.40
TATASTEEL 1279.50 1295.45 1274.20 1281.90
RELIANCE 2135.00 2135.00 2102.85 2105.20
IBREALEST 164.00 171.65 155.00 170.05
ADANIENT 1438.00 1438.00 1385.85 1403.55
JUBLFOOD 3419.50 3638.40 3399.50 3569.55
WIPRO 586.10 601.50 584.00 599.15
HCLTECH 983.20 1003.65 983.20 994.25
JSWSTEEL 727.00 727.35 712.05 717.40
ICICIBANK 656.50 677.75 650.85 676.65
PERSISTENT 3021.00 3125.00 2924.45 3039.55
HDFCBANK 1450.80 1457.70 1435.50 1442.85
NAUKRI 5269.50 5360.00 5120.75 5141.20
TCS 3225.00 3240.90 3206.30 3212.05
SBIN 423.40 430.00 419.50 429.15
SIEMENS 1996.10 1996.65 1966.35 1972.95
BAJAJFINSV 12980.00 13236.15 12945.50 13200.00
BAJFINANCE 6194.00 6223.00 6139.05 6179.65
JSWENERGY 220.90 246.40 217.60 240.95
IRCTC 2359.00 2382.75 2316.70 2325.90
KOTAKBANK 1708.65 1728.30 1694.55 1723.10
ADANIPORTS 700.95 700.95 677.20 679.65
ULTRACEMCO 7590.00 7630.00 7474.00 7494.00
BHEL 65.00 65.10 63.65 63.95
NMDC 176.45 179.05 172.70 173.60
IEX 449.25 454.85 436.00 443.20
GUJGAS 718.00 742.00 716.60 730.55
ACC 2294.00 2375.00 2294.00 2337.40
INDUSINDBK 993.10 1000.00 977.20 988.70
IBULHSGFIN 277.50 285.10 272.25 283.50
TATACOFFEE 205.65 210.60 201.50 208.10
SHREECEM 28098.20 28168.85 27875.00 27919.00
PNB 40.25 40.30 39.65 40.10
JSL 148.10 158.00 139.05 154.65
HAVELLS 1156.00 1166.55 1139.05 1143.85
NTPC 119.10 120.05 118.25 118.50
NATIONALUM 85.45 85.60 81.90 82.45
TATAPOWER 125.00 125.45 122.60 122.90
JINDALSTEL 398.00 400.50 394.15 397.75
INTELLECT 815.35 870.00 814.70 852.65
HINDUNILVR 2385.00 2391.25 2355.90 2359.25
AXISBANK 749.75 763.95 740.50 755.25
DLF 330.95 335.10 325.05 333.95
ONGC 116.50 116.70 114.80 115.20
SCHAEFFLER 5935.00 6882.80 5843.60 6568.55
CADILAHC 622.00 622.55 612.00 615.05
LAURUSLABS 657.10 659.00 646.00 647.55
SPARC 248.00 268.45 247.90 265.70
LT 1643.15 1645.35 1607.20 1612.00
PETRONET 222.20 222.20 219.40 220.25
CROMPTON 479.00 484.95 453.90 458.85
RAIN 252.95 255.70 247.50 253.90
SBILIFE 1028.45 1053.85 1026.55 1050.55
HINDCOPPER 139.95 147.20 139.10 144.40
BSOFT 410.00 418.00 396.85 398.15
AARTIIND 884.00 896.80 881.00 890.95
AMBUJACEM 405.00 409.50 401.00 402.25
SOUTHBANK 11.80 11.80 11.20 11.30
GMRINFRA 29.70 29.70 28.65 29.00
IDFC 58.55 59.35 57.10 58.75
BPCL 465.00 465.80 459.50 461.30
JUSTDIAL 985.25 990.50 961.00 969.10
ASIANPAINT 3115.00 3129.95 3078.45 3087.60
HDFC 2495.35 2500.00 2470.05 2484.10
SUNTECK 371.80 386.30 368.25 378.20
VEDL 264.60 270.20 263.15 267.75
ARVINDFASN 209.00 213.90 194.50 197.10
TECHM 1124.70 1141.00 1116.45 1129.70
ADANIPOWER 102.00 104.50 97.20 100.50
MINDTREE 2764.90 2786.85 2709.60 2730.00
TATACONSUM 766.10 776.50 766.10 775.20
SBICARD 959.80 962.35 937.15 957.00
HFCL 76.30 77.85 73.10 73.10
MFSL 1056.50 1120.00 1056.50 1081.00
MUTHOOTFIN 1616.00 1617.50 1560.00 1568.00
MOTILALOFS 1090.00 1091.35 1050.00 1055.85
MANAPPURAM 197.90 198.35 191.70 195.45
SWSOLAR 284.00 284.95 277.00 278.45
GLENMARK 671.95 674.35 645.35 649.85
TITAN 1717.00 1725.00 1696.60 1700.65
MOTHERSUMI 238.55 238.70 232.45 235.70
HDFCLIFE 662.70 667.90 661.80 665.45
CHOLAFIN 496.05 505.60 491.35 498.95
ISEC 749.00 759.00 715.40 725.90
DALBHARAT 2244.30 2300.00 2238.75 2291.00
BOMDYEING 106.10 106.90 101.95 103.00
IDFCFIRSTB 52.20 52.55 50.05 51.15
BATAINDIA 1598.30 1607.30 1571.60 1596.65
MARICO 533.00 537.15 528.15 533.30
INDIGO 1700.00 1750.05 1680.05 1726.00
IOB 24.65 26.20 23.95 25.75
CAPPL 753.05 800.00 742.45 793.70
SUNPHARMA 687.00 698.65 681.75 694.00
BANKBARODA 80.50 80.60 79.00 79.85
BANDHANBNK 306.00 309.30 303.25 305.05
PEL 2235.00 2277.00 2207.75 2253.75
ALLCARGO 171.15 179.80 165.95 178.50
FSL 228.50 228.90 219.65 220.95
BAJAJ-AUTO 3899.00 3924.80 3826.45 3846.75
INDUSTOWER 232.10 233.55 215.55 220.60

BALRAMCHIN 341.65 345.85 336.75 342.85
DRREDDY 5394.00 5433.45 5360.10 5420.50
AUBANK 1158.55 1173.05 1146.85 1170.00
KPITTECH 279.95 298.00 277.25 285.25

TATAMETALI 1264.20 1289.30 1255.05 1261.55
BIOCON 392.00 401.45 387.90 397.50
POLYCAB 1934.80 1969.60 1884.30 1891.50
ICICIGI 1516.15 1516.15 1469.00 1491.00
GODREJCP 978.20 983.50 962.05 980.00
DEEPAKNI 1939.70 1953.50 1926.40 1933.55
ESCORTS 1167.95 1169.00 1155.20 1160.80
DELTACORP 177.00 182.45 175.30 179.35
HINDALCO 395.85 396.50 391.00 391.85
JINDALSAW 131.40 131.40 127.50 129.45
COFORGE 4685.10 4764.25 4671.00 4683.15
PIIND 3020.00 3128.00 3014.05 3024.70
INFIBEAM 49.05 49.25 44.65 45.20
RADICO 849.90 874.85 843.00 862.40
VSTIND 3472.50 3532.20 3448.40 3516.35
BEML 1285.50 1293.95 1277.85 1288.10
RBLBANK 206.00 207.00 204.00 204.70
JSLHISAR 266.25 275.10 249.45 268.80
GRASIM 1580.80 1588.70 1545.05 1549.25
ALKYLAMINE 3875.00 4127.80 3874.95 4031.40
NESTLEIND 17999.00 18218.00 17890.90 18070.00
INDIAMART 7300.00 7359.80 7100.10 7236.00
GRAPHITE 650.60 680.40 650.60 659.75
MARUTI 7297.25 7375.00 7279.80 7290.20
CRISIL 3170.00 3233.00 2984.35 3066.95
BRITANNIA 3425.00 3452.05 3425.00 3443.00
LUPIN 1179.95 1186.00 1176.30 1181.35
MGL 1160.00 1166.30 1142.00 1142.90
CANBK 145.80 146.25 143.85 146.05
COLPAL 1784.40 1811.05 1780.45 1796.00
RALLIS 326.35 328.85 316.20 318.90
CENTRALBK 25.10 26.15 24.25 25.40
KRBL 279.85 284.00 277.45 279.85
NAM-INDIA 399.90 413.95 398.35 401.35
IGL 543.80 545.35 535.20 538.50
ZENSARTECH 381.45 386.65 372.85 378.25
CSBBANK 317.60 357.00 317.60 350.10
HAL 1109.30 1149.30 1097.90 1103.55
APOLLOHOSP 3991.00 3997.85 3911.70 3915.00
HSCL 55.10 55.55 53.60 53.95
SRTRANSFIN 1400.00 1406.40 1370.00 1390.95
ICICIPRULI 635.45 647.35 632.00 644.50
OBEROIRLTY 680.00 701.00 663.05 698.45
SUZLON 7.64 7.64 7.27 7.35
GAIL 143.00 145.00 142.00 142.40
LICHSGFIN 458.00 461.65 453.45 454.45
GRANULES 385.00 387.40 378.10 379.50
GODREJPROP 1567.40 1579.00 1544.20 1560.70
AMARAJABAT 722.30 728.00 720.85 723.30
MHRIL 309.50 338.55 303.00 324.90
SYNGENE 627.80 637.85 614.40 627.80
ZEEL 205.00 207.30 204.65 205.85
TRENT 924.95 924.95 887.65 895.00
CYIENT 1038.00 1065.00 998.00 1002.60
LTI 4406.00 4425.70 4344.85 4352.05
MAHLIFE 750.00 793.10 710.15 720.30
LALPATHLAB 3332.30 3483.10 3332.30 3445.30
BEL 184.90 185.25 181.65 182.60
FORTIS 242.00 243.60 238.20 242.15
M&M 763.80 767.80 758.30 764.25
GREAVESCOT 165.50 170.40 161.60 168.85
ASHOKLEY 124.60 125.05 123.40 124.30
TATACHEM 763.60 768.00 752.00 755.15
JUBLPHARMA 721.00 723.00 692.15 696.90
RCF 80.45 81.05 79.30 80.00
LUXIND 3940.00 4120.00 3908.80 4053.95
LTTS 3539.90 3579.75 3476.90 3491.70
IOC 106.95 107.15 105.50 105.95
TATAMTRDVR 135.80 135.80 132.00 133.90
VAIBHAVGBL 796.10 805.40 774.35 783.95
HINDZINC 331.40 335.85 326.00 329.05
BHARATFORG 802.00 808.75 786.60 789.90
ALKEM 3388.00 3430.00 3346.95 3406.50
BAJAJELEC 1080.00 1130.00 1074.00 1120.30
CESC 832.00 833.05 815.10 815.10
BERGEPAINT 861.70 863.90 851.25 854.45
HEROMOTOCO 2864.95 2864.95 2821.95 2836.30
SKFINDIA 2732.00 2855.70 2683.95 2740.70
GODREJAGRO 656.35 656.35 643.85 651.50
TVSMOTOR 582.75 585.10 574.65 581.30
ABCAPITAL 121.80 121.80 118.20 118.60
IPCALAB 2152.00 2210.00 2152.00 2194.25
VTL 1812.00 1820.00 1766.90 1792.55
INDIACEM 200.40 202.45 196.35 196.95
IIFL 275.00 283.95 274.95 283.95
UPL 829.70 829.70 816.30 818.00

EDELWEISS 92.85 92.90 90.00 90.65
ORIENTELEC 351.00 363.00 346.25 348.15
SOBHA 616.00 634.95 594.35 603.40
CONCOR 668.50 674.50 660.85 663.40
L&TFH 88.65 88.90 88.00 88.20
AMBER 3040.00 3040.00 2895.10 3005.10
BIRLACORPN 1450.00 1560.00 1450.00 1473.25
BAJAJHLDNG 3900.35 4060.00 3759.05 3828.05
CCL 410.00 428.00 399.70 421.70
PIDILITIND 2316.00 2327.10 2301.65 2307.00
TATAELXSI 4318.00 4318.00 4233.00 4253.45
M&MFIN 154.60 156.85 153.75 154.20
EICHERMOT 2574.95 2575.00 2543.10 2553.55
CIPLA 950.30 957.50 947.10 948.50
HDFCAMC 2885.75 2911.50 2883.00 2901.90
FINCABLES 515.50 544.00 515.50 525.20
AVANTI 620.10 639.75 616.55 624.40
PAGEIND 32989.25 33756.25 32650.00 33420.15
ABFRL 221.70 221.70 215.50 218.25
SHANKARA 534.50 553.20 532.10 542.95
ATUL 9339.00 9590.00 9200.00 9254.30
NAVINFLUOR 3949.00 3955.00 3884.35 3945.00
SPICEJET 78.50 78.70 77.10 77.65
JBCHEPHARM 1840.00 1855.00 1800.00 1822.00
JAICORPLTD 163.50 163.65 155.70 157.35
GNFC 363.00 371.80 362.75 364.45
JKPAPER 223.90 223.90 216.05 219.50
POWERGRID 234.40 234.40 232.05 233.50
WOCKPHARMA 562.00 562.00 543.80 547.85
MCX 1678.00 1692.20 1639.00 1645.00
DBL 569.70 571.00 556.00 565.20
TRIDENT 18.00 18.00 17.45 17.60
DMART 3439.50 3439.50 3393.50 3415.00
WELSPUNIND 129.90 129.90 125.00 127.15
PRESTIGE 347.85 356.00 340.60 349.25
UFLEX 531.95 539.10 518.80 520.95
NLCINDIA 59.10 59.40 58.00 58.10
RAJESHEXPO 578.80 584.50 576.00 581.45
SRF 7890.00 7958.55 7879.75 7910.00
CGCL 526.80 531.55 521.95 524.80
PNCINFRA 327.40 328.80 315.20 319.00
MMTC 50.65 50.65 48.20 48.70
SCI 112.95 115.55 111.60 112.85
HATHWAY 26.00 26.10 25.25 25.90
MAHABANK 23.50 23.60 23.00 23.25
NOCIL 249.05 253.00 248.50 249.40
PFC 129.80 129.80 128.10 128.35
RVNL 30.70 30.95 29.95 30.35
UJJIVANSFB 30.10 30.10 28.95 29.10
RAYMOND 457.25 461.60 446.80 448.55
CENTURYTEX 708.00 722.90 700.50 704.60
SUMICHEM 439.80 439.90 426.30 428.00
PHILIPCARB 238.60 238.65 232.05 233.60
CEATLTD 1371.05 1384.95 1366.60 1372.50
BAJAJCON 285.55 293.15 283.70 290.35
PVR 1350.00 1350.00 1316.05 1320.25
WELCORP 144.00 149.40 142.95 146.15
STLTECH 306.00 309.70 298.40 299.75
IRB 179.40 179.40 170.35 172.35
COALINDIA 144.65 145.05 143.40 144.10
GLAXO 1629.00 1688.00 1629.00 1681.70
STAR 775.85 775.85 765.90 769.00
BALKRISIND 2368.45 2368.45 2318.00 2319.05
HINDPETRO 276.65 278.90 275.30 277.45
METROPOLIS 2804.00 2866.00 2804.00 2822.05
AUROPHARMA 969.70 975.50 960.50 964.00
MAHSCOOTER 3842.50 4135.00 3818.50 4047.70
UBL 1432.00 1452.95 1418.35 1445.00
KANSAINER 625.00 631.70 620.15 623.55
CHENNPETRO 130.65 130.65 123.00 123.35
APOLLOTYRE 227.00 227.70 224.30 227.00
MIDHANI 202.00 208.45 199.55 200.40
FRETAIL 64.50 65.50 62.50 63.05
NBCC 51.80 51.80 50.20 50.35
DCAL 212.45 217.00 207.65 209.70
JKLAKSHMI 705.05 712.30 692.20 695.10
SUNTV 536.30 538.10 530.40 532.20
MINDAIND 733.00 739.00 721.90 732.75
EQUITAS 128.45 128.45 122.25 124.65
ATGL 890.00 890.00 854.90 877.05
AFFLE 4385.00 4395.00 4305.00 4363.00
COROMANDEL 866.85 882.00 866.85 867.50
VENKYS 3103.10 3165.10 3035.05 3070.80
BOSCHLTD 15194.45 15194.45 15043.95 15059.00
CARBORUNIV 648.30 671.30 636.40 666.40
ASTRAL 2061.15 2065.45 2002.80 2012.00
APLLTD 945.00 958.50 939.75 946.65
MAHLOG 582.00 629.65 581.10 594.00
CUMMINSIND 864.90 869.80 853.00 858.00
GSFC 114.50 118.55 114.50 117.85
REDINGTON 332.95 332.95 318.50 322.40
GSPL 331.95 343.55 330.60 336.00
UNIONBANK 36.45 36.60 35.75 36.50
IDBI 37.80 37.90 37.35 37.45
PFIZER 5623.50 5645.40 5565.00 5580.00
TORNTPHARM 3011.95 3068.55 2997.80 3047.10
DIVISLAB 4854.00 4854.00 4801.70 4825.00
CANFINHOME 550.00 550.40 529.20 533.00
DCMSHRIRAM 958.00 984.35 936.85 955.80
CUB 154.55 156.90 154.25 155.75
RECLTD 153.30 154.85 152.50 152.80
HUDCO 50.90 51.55 50.15 50.65
FINOLEXIND 178.75 178.90 174.35 176.55
EXIDEIND 179.00 180.30 178.40 178.70
IRCON 45.00 45.55 44.55 44.75
WABAG 349.75 353.85 341.00 346.15
SPANDANA 665.05 707.90 659.15 676.95
VBL 774.20 774.20 730.00 734.95

OIL 162.70 163.65 156.70 160.10
J&KBANK 38.35 38.40 37.20 37.35
NCC 91.40 91.40 87.85 88.30
KEC 435.00 437.60 420.80 432.05
HONAUT 43200.00 43200.15 42500.00 42599.65
VOLTAS 1054.00 1055.00 1043.55 1045.00
VINATIORGA 1971.95 1976.70 1934.00 1944.05
DIXON 4595.00 4595.00 4535.00 4547.70
TV18BRDCST 41.95 41.95 40.15 40.40
MAHINDCIE 242.50 248.00 240.10 244.05
JMFINANCIL 107.90 107.90 102.05 102.30
WHIRLPOOL 2244.95 2244.95 2178.25 2195.20
UJJIVAN 235.50 242.25 232.05 236.00
CARERATING 714.30 722.40 709.35 714.65
TAKE 61.80 65.25 61.40 64.05
MRF 82453.10 82453.10 81000.00 81141.90
ABBOTINDIA 17509.30 17846.75 17432.15 17793.00
VIPIND 418.00 422.65 408.10 414.90
KEI 725.50 725.50 716.15 718.80
SONATSOFTW 800.00 800.00 779.35 782.00
EIDPARRY 413.00 417.50 411.15 412.45
UCOBANK 13.55 13.75 13.40 13.55
INDIANB 141.50 141.50 138.60 138.95
BANKINDIA 72.00 73.75 71.65 72.75
OFSS 4090.00 4100.65 4002.00 4013.10
APLAPOLLO 1656.25 1663.00 1603.00 1618.50
TATACOMM 1360.00 1395.00 1355.00 1361.15
NATCOPHARM 1113.50 1113.50 1078.30 1091.60
INDHOTEL 146.00 147.25 145.30 147.00
COCHINSHIP 375.05 378.95 371.50 373.80
KNRCON 269.00 273.70 264.80 271.85
QUESS 789.60 812.00 789.60 797.80
AEGISLOG 324.80 324.80 318.00 321.30
GUJALKALI 465.00 477.00 463.45 467.00
DABUR 589.50 593.00 586.00 591.00
HEG 2219.90 2255.00 2205.00 2223.00
AAVAS 2747.90 2790.80 2656.55 2685.70
PRSMJOHNSN 145.95 147.00 141.15 142.55
GILLETTE 6094.05 6210.05 6039.80 6100.00
ASTRAZEN 3543.70 3562.85 3467.75 3507.10
GODREJIND 555.75 557.00 535.90 547.60
IFCI 14.98 14.98 14.16 14.30
ENGINERSIN 76.35 76.40 74.70 74.90
GHCL 298.00 313.00 298.00 305.90
ABB 1712.85 1716.20 1691.65 1696.00
VGUARD 252.00 256.75 249.20 251.45
CHAMBLFERT 307.00 307.00 302.65 303.90
PCJEWELLER 26.20 26.45 25.65 25.75
FLUOROCHEM 1629.90 1629.90 1570.00 1570.70
FORCEMOT 1511.40 1518.45 1456.45 1468.45
SYMPHONY 1089.95 1115.00 1065.80 1069.00
RAMCOCEM 1110.00 1115.15 1091.30 1095.40
PARAGMILK 143.30 143.50 137.60 138.65
FINEORG 2946.80 3004.95 2906.00 2971.90
DEEPAKFERT 416.00 416.00 403.15 411.05
SUPREMEIND 2092.00 2123.00 2092.00 2109.95
SUDARSCHEM 763.00 763.00 751.10 755.05
GICRE 175.00 176.90 172.85 173.90
EPL 252.00 252.05 244.40 245.20
ASHOKA 106.95 106.95 104.10 104.90
GESHIP 361.70 366.15 361.10 362.40
TCIEXP 1674.35 1695.40 1627.00 1646.50
ADANITRANS 968.00 990.00 921.00 961.20
KAJARIACER 977.00 1005.00 967.00 990.00
BDL 406.20 407.50 392.70 394.60
ORIENTCEM 157.95 157.95 149.55 151.25
RELAXO 1174.90 1178.10 1162.95 1168.50
SCHNEIDER 125.35 129.35 124.00 126.70
PNBHOUSING 710.00 714.00 680.00 693.00
LEMONTREE 40.50 40.80 40.40 40.55
MASFIN 838.00 849.00 821.25 824.05
PHOENIXLTD 861.10 886.85 854.40 878.80
DBCORP 104.60 105.95 100.00 100.35
STARCEMENT 116.05 117.75 113.20 113.60
GODFRYPHLP 1046.95 1047.65 1031.50 1032.00
FCONSUMER 9.14 9.18 8.81 8.83
DHANUKA 1006.00 1028.35 986.45 1008.00
BASF 2717.30 2776.10 2696.70 2724.90
SWANENERGY 139.75 142.60 138.25 142.50
INOXLEISUR 304.00 306.65 294.55 297.35
AJANTPHARM 2115.00 2178.45 2115.00 2167.00
BLUEDART 5734.40 5780.00 5677.25 5703.95
INDOSTAR 342.75 360.00 341.75 345.20
RHIM 325.40 345.00 305.00 323.00
JKTYRE 146.00 146.85 142.65 142.70
GMM 4600.00 4619.30 4562.45 4571.40
ADANIGREEN 1005.00 1005.00 951.00 978.30
RITES 280.00 284.75 277.00 278.00
NBVENTURES* 113.15 115.65 112.90 113.60
HIMATSEIDE 252.30 258.40 238.10 240.65
VARROC 344.80 346.00 340.00 342.25
TTKPRESTIG 9200.00 9333.00 9188.50 9323.00
DISHTV 14.05 14.14 13.80 13.83
PGHH 12985.00 12985.00 12780.10 12810.35
EIHOTEL 112.50 114.00 108.10 113.90
KPRMILL 1852.25 1852.25 1811.25 1813.90
THYROCARE 1324.25 1324.25 1306.85 1310.05
TORNTPOWER 469.70 475.35 468.55 470.70
GALAXYSURF 3149.00 3149.00 3055.00 3067.35
NHPC 26.10 26.20 25.85 26.05
ITI 129.20 130.00 127.30 127.60
TATAINVEST 1169.80 1172.10 1133.00 1165.95
FDC 387.10 388.75 378.55 379.70
POWERINDIA 1967.40 1967.40 1862.60 1865.00
MOIL 181.60 184.35 180.40 183.00
SOMANYCERA 720.00 720.00 680.25 713.50
VMART 3479.50 3479.50 3279.35 3367.95
HEIDELBERG 265.00 265.00 258.00 260.50

NESCO 610.00 616.10 600.70 602.00
SJVN 27.75 27.75 27.10 27.15
JAMNAAUTO 86.00 86.95 84.10 85.65
JKCEMENT 3145.00 3205.00 3057.80 3080.45
NIACL 162.10 162.10 158.10 158.50
NILKAMAL 2568.35 2568.35 2498.95 2521.60
BRIGADE 321.10 324.00 312.90 316.70
HAWKINCOOK 5983.00 5983.00 5850.00 5850.25
KALPATPOWR 479.00 479.70 468.55 475.75
BALMLAWRIE 137.90 138.45 136.70 137.05
NH 495.35 506.10 493.55 499.95
SUPRAJIT 316.00 316.00 310.00 312.00
BAYERCROP 5829.40 5895.00 5764.60 5840.00
LAXMIMACH 7800.00 7974.00 7743.00 7753.75
ENDURANCE 1646.20 1662.50 1627.75 1658.50
IIFLWAM 1392.30 1398.30 1307.00 1317.55
GRINDWELL 1250.80 1281.00 1221.35 1264.25
PGHL 5512.00 5535.00 5463.05 5492.80
EMAMILTD 550.00 558.70 549.00 551.40
THERMAX 1433.25 1442.85 1404.60 1432.45
3MINDIA 24258.60 24317.95 23999.95 24317.95
GULFOILLUB 658.80 660.00 647.60 650.00
ADVENZYMES 400.00 404.55 398.35 399.35
GMDCLTD 67.40 67.40 65.60 66.30
PTC 100.65 100.95 99.45 99.75
SIS 499.95 504.30 490.05 491.80
CHOLAHLDNG 690.00 690.00 662.10 664.20
TASTYBIT 18581.55 18671.10 18430.65 18519.95
MRPL 46.75 46.75 45.40 45.55
BBTC 1287.80 1292.05 1267.00 1267.20

JYOTHYLAB 174.30 175.90 172.85 175.00
TIINDIA 1147.00 1147.00 1095.00 1101.00
GDL 275.40 284.40 267.30 274.60
DCBBANK 104.00 105.25 103.15 104.25
RATNAMANI 2061.30 2061.30 2010.05 2060.00
GEPIL 329.10 329.50 323.05 325.00
JCHAC 2270.05 2290.00 2258.10 2269.20
CASTROLIND 142.70 144.35 142.70 143.65
ECLERX 2227.00 2227.00 2150.00 2170.00
BLUESTARCO 853.05 854.70 843.60 850.00
ZYDUSWELL 2219.85 2244.40 2210.05 2217.15
CENTURYPLY 427.50 439.70 423.05 425.05
INDOCO 457.75 457.75 441.00 443.50
TIMKEN 1527.05 1558.40 1495.40 1555.00
ASTERDM 160.25 162.40 159.25 160.05
TIMETECHNO 84.40 84.40 82.10 82.70
JTEKTINDIA 111.90 112.30 109.35 109.50
MINDACORP 137.00 137.00 132.60 132.60
SHOPERSTOP 254.25 254.75 245.35 248.15
GPPL 107.25 107.95 105.85 106.10
KTKBANK 60.75 61.35 60.20 60.55
LINDEINDIA 1717.55 1717.60 1671.70 1675.00
CERA 4500.00 4500.00 4340.00 4385.50
ERIS 761.15 767.60 757.60 763.80
SANOFI 7960.05 8019.00 7954.60 7993.00
SHK 163.20 165.85 161.00 161.50
TNPL 151.95 151.95 144.20 144.70
CREDITACC 705.80 708.15 700.70 703.75
HERITGFOOD 466.50 477.00 461.00 462.10
JAGRAN* 64.00 64.45 63.20 63.50
VRLLOG 303.00 304.35 295.45 296.50
ITDC 399.70 410.05 388.65 395.30
REPCOHOME 362.90 366.80 355.00 359.25
GARFIBRES 3464.95 3512.95 3416.95 3446.40
AKZOINDIA 2306.00 2306.00 2263.55 2291.00
BLISSGVS 112.20 112.85 110.60 111.45
MAHSEAMLES 308.55 314.95 305.85 306.15
WESTLIFE 532.00 538.55 521.00 521.00
WABCOINDIA 7221.30 7221.30 7125.20 7165.90
GRSE 206.00 206.00 202.00 203.05
SUNDRMFAST 770.00 774.85 760.45 761.00
TEAMLEASE 3908.00 3990.00 3844.60 3962.75
ESABINDIA 1893.70 1924.00 1855.95 1900.40
SOLARINDS 1620.00 1625.90 1603.40 1621.40
LAOPALA 274.35 276.70 270.00 275.70
GET&D 137.30 138.25 134.50 135.90
IFBIND 1063.95 1080.00 1035.60 1040.00
KSB 1043.25 1054.60 1032.80 1034.15
TVTODAY 302.05 320.00 298.70 300.30
TVSSRICHAK 2189.00 2202.85 2167.80 2198.25
OMAXE 90.35 90.40 87.60 88.90
SFL 2393.40 2408.35 2354.60 2354.60
AIAENG 2040.05 2040.05 2015.00 2018.05
NAVNETEDUL* 96.80 97.20 95.15 96.75
TCNSBRANDS 594.00 594.00 582.55 583.10
SHRIRAMCIT 1782.60 1797.10 1775.95 1797.10
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SCRIP OPEN HIgh LOW LTP CHANGE
NIFTY 50 15856.80 15899.80 15768.40 15856.05 32.00
ICICIBANK 655.95 677.85 650.75 676.40 20.45
ITC 207.00 213.60 206.50 212.45 5.45
WIPRO 586.50 601.80 583.70 598.00 13.80
SBILIFE 1025.50 1053.95 1023.55 1048.95 22.95
TATACONSUM 767.15 777.00 766.00 776.85 12.65
HCLTECH 984.70 1003.90 982.60 994.00 15.40
SBIN 422.90 429.95 419.50 428.50 6.45
AXISBANK 749.00 764.00 740.10 755.30 8.55
SUNPHARMA 686.20 698.95 681.60 695.00 7.70
BAJAJFINSV 13044.00 13243.95 12945.05 13208.00 143.40
TECHM 1123.95 1141.50 1115.10 1129.00 10.40
M&M 758.50 767.85 758.25 764.40 5.95
DRREDDY 5381.50 5432.00 5360.10 5419.00 34.50
KOTAKBANK 1710.00 1727.30 1694.15 1717.50 10.30
ULTRACEMCO 7599.80 7638.95 7470.00 7497.85 38.85
HDFCLIFE 662.10 667.95 661.80 665.50 3.40
TATASTEEL 1279.35 1295.50 1274.00 1279.05 6.05
BRITANNIA 3427.00 3452.50 3425.30 3441.80 16.50
NESTLEIND 17930.35 18224.00 17882.25 18071.85 77.05
JSWSTEEL 726.90 727.00 712.00 717.40 0.85
BHARTIARTL 547.70 560.65 532.75 546.80 0.10
BPCL 464.80 465.80 459.30 460.90 0.00
POWERGRID 233.75 233.95 232.05 233.15 -0.10
TITAN 1714.65 1725.95 1697.00 1700.75 -1.00
INFY 1588.55 1598.50 1585.05 1589.00 -1.20
HEROMOTOCO 2850.05 2864.00 2821.00 2835.90 -2.35
HDFC 2497.80 2501.60 2470.00 2485.80 -4.50
CIPLA 952.00 957.70 946.95 948.00 -1.90
TCS 3230.00 3241.55 3206.65 3210.00 -6.35
MARUTI 7300.00 7375.00 7277.00 7283.50 -16.05
EICHERMOT 2565.95 2578.00 2542.00 2553.45 -6.65
ONGC 115.50 116.75 114.75 115.15 -0.35
BAJFINANCE 6189.00 6225.00 6140.00 6177.05 -18.50
BAJAJ-AUTO 3873.00 3925.00 3825.05 3840.00 -13.20
COALINDIA 144.70 145.00 143.35 144.15 -0.55
HDFCBANK 1451.50 1457.45 1435.30 1443.00 -5.70
HINDALCO 394.10 396.55 390.80 391.85 -1.65
DIVISLAB 4843.45 4850.00 4801.70 4823.15 -20.10
NTPC 119.40 120.10 118.30 118.65 -0.55
SHREECEM 28085.10 28227.65 27855.20 27913.00 -167.00
INDUSINDBK 996.00 1000.00 977.00 985.50 -6.65
ASIANPAINT 3106.00 3129.60 3078.05 3085.15 -21.60
RELIANCE 2134.45 2134.45 2102.05 2104.00 -16.70
HINDUNILVR 2382.00 2391.75 2354.70 2358.95 -19.20
IOC 106.70 107.20 105.45 105.80 -0.90
UPL 827.50 827.60 816.00 819.20 -8.80
LT 1644.00 1645.95 1606.85 1617.00 -25.15
ADANIPORTS 700.00 700.00 677.20 678.80 -13.00
GRASIM 1580.00 1588.95 1545.15 1550.00 -32.05
TATAMOTORS 300.50 301.90 295.00 295.80 -6.75

SE 500B
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SCRIP OPEN HIgh LOW LTP CHANGE
NIFTY NEXT 50 39444.30 39521.85 39122.00 39312.35 -47.40
JUBLFOOD 3408.00 3638.55 3390.05 3564.95 135.00
ACC 2296.15 2375.00 2292.50 2338.00 47.75
VEDL 263.90 270.25 263.25 267.55 4.75
INDIGO 1694.15 1750.90 1680.00 1724.00 29.85
ABBOTINDIA 17480.00 17850.00 17418.55 17820.00 290.35
ICICIPRULI 636.25 647.50 632.00 644.85 9.45
SBICARD 955.00 961.95 937.10 956.00 13.15
DLF 331.95 335.50 325.00 334.85 4.35
UBL 1434.80 1453.70 1418.20 1446.00 16.20
GODREJCP 979.00 984.00 962.25 980.00 10.35
TORNTPHARM 3012.00 3069.00 2995.95 3045.00 31.45
ALKEM 3369.70 3431.95 3344.00 3399.50 31.35
MARICO 532.00 537.35 528.20 533.90 4.70
MCDOWELL-N 680.00 688.40 663.80 680.25 5.60
PEL 2239.95 2278.40 2207.20 2253.25 18.60
YESBANK 13.10 13.20 13.00 13.10 0.10
AMBUJACEM 403.25 409.50 400.50 402.80 2.60
HDFCAMC 2891.00 2911.85 2883.00 2901.00 15.25
DABUR 590.90 594.10 585.65 591.45 3.00
DMART 3417.85 3425.00 3393.05 3407.00 9.65
HINDPETRO 275.45 279.00 275.05 277.00 0.60
LUPIN 1179.45 1186.00 1176.05 1181.90 2.45
COLPAL 1797.55 1811.90 1780.00 1792.05 3.40
PIDILITIND 2310.00 2327.70 2300.60 2310.20 -0.20
PETRONET 221.00 221.65 219.35 219.95 -0.05
BANDHANBNK 305.95 309.45 303.20 304.75 -0.15
IGL 540.00 545.70 535.10 538.70 -0.80
BERGEPAINT 855.70 864.00 851.35 854.00 -1.70
SIEMENS 1982.20 1996.95 1965.55 1972.30 -3.95
PGHH 12917.15 12917.15 12780.00 12798.00 -38.60
PNB 40.10 40.30 39.70 39.85 -0.15
BOSCHLTD 15182.70 15192.15 15040.00 15070.10 -67.20
HAVELLS 1158.90 1166.95 1139.25 1144.60 -6.70
MRF 81879.95 81969.75 81000.00 81080.00 -492.00
CADILAHC 621.40 622.50 612.00 616.00 -4.20
BAJAJHLDNG 3945.00 3995.85 3755.05 3839.60 -26.80
AUROPHARMA 974.10 976.00 960.30 963.40 -8.70
NMDC 177.00 179.10 172.65 173.90 -1.70
ADANITRANS 950.00 990.00 922.60 955.00 -9.55
LTI 4411.50 4425.00 4344.00 4359.95 -46.20
ADANIENT 1430.00 1434.85 1386.20 1399.95 -16.80
GAIL 144.00 145.00 142.00 142.00 -1.80
BIOCON 392.00 401.55 387.30 397.25 -5.75
APOLLOHOSP 3985.30 3999.75 3913.00 3918.20 -67.10
NAUKRI 5258.00 5359.75 5120.00 5135.00 -90.35
ADANIGREEN 989.00 991.00 951.25 969.50 -18.75
MUTHOOTFIN 1616.00 1616.05 1560.00 1565.20 -39.45
GLAND 4150.00 4172.00 3941.90 4014.65 -132.05
ICICIGI 1510.00 1511.95 1469.80 1490.00 -53.85
INDUSTOWER 233.00 233.95 215.45 221.15 -10.45
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The Sensex and Nifty mus-
tered gains for the second

straight session on Friday,
propped up by banking, FMCG
and pharma stocks, but closed
lower for the week as the surg-
ing Delta variant cases sapped
risk appetite globally. 

Overcoming a choppy
start, the 30-share BSE Sensex
ended 138.59 points or 0.26 per
cent higher at 52,975.80. 

On similar lines, the broad-
er NSE Nifty advanced 32
points or 0.20 per cent to fin-
ish at 15,856.05.

ICICI Bank topped the
Sensex gainers’ chart with a
jump of 3.18 per cent ahead of
its results on Saturday. ITC,
SBI, HCL Tech, Axis Bank,
Bajaj Finserv, Tech Mahindra

and Sun Pharma were among
the other winners, advancing
up to 2.56 per cent.

On the other hand, L&T,
HUL, Reliance Industries,
NTPC, Asian Paints and
HDFC Bank were the promi-
nent losers, dropping up to 1.80
per cent. 

During the week, the
Sensex declined 164.26 points
or 0.30 per cent, while the Nifty
slipped 67.35 points or 0.42 per
cent. 

“The markets today wit-
nessed a bumper listing of one
of the most awaited IPOs in
recent history, Zomato. The
exuberance though was not
broad based, the market
breadth remained negative for
the day. The weekly trend too
remained marginally negative
as all the major market cap

based broader indices closed
marginally in the negative for
the week.  

“The strong show of IT
stocks continued whereas slip-
pages in reported asset quality
and expectations of rising NPA
risks dragged down the bank-
ing stocks. The expected rise in
NPAs may have broader mar-
ket implications as it exposes
the pandemic-caused vulnera-
bility of both household as
well as corporate balance
sheets,” said Joseph Thomas,
Head of Research at Emkay
Wealth Management. 

Vinod Nair, Head of
Research at Geojit Financial
Services, said, “Domestic
indices continued to advance
ahead tracking rising global
risk appetite and higher domes-
tic inflows from local investors.”  
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Supreme Court on Friday
dismissed the petition of

telecom majors Airtel and
Vodafone-Idea for re-compu-
tation of dues, claiming errors
in Adjusted Gross Revenue
(AGR) calculation. Airtel owes
due of �8,000 crore and
Vodafone-Idea owe �58,000
crore to Department of
Telecom. In the petition, Airtel
claimed only �18,000 crore
and Vodafone-Idea claimed
�25,000 seeking 
re-computation. 

“All the miscellaneous
applications are dismissed,” a
bench headed by Justice L
Nageswara Rao said while
pronouncing the order.
Shares of cash-strapped
Vodafone Idea plunged as
much as 10% to � 8.10 per
share post the verdict that
came as a setback for the tel-
cos, whereas that of Bharti
Airtel was trading over 1%
higher at ?552 on the BSE.
Under invoicing of Telecom
companies were caught by
CAG in 2011 during their
audit on 2G Scam. As per the
licensing agreement on every
call certain portion (Adjusted
Gross Revenue - AGR) of the
bill, the companies have to
share with Government. The
telecom companies went up to

Supreme Court against CAG
auditing of their revenue and
lost the case. 

After the 2016 CAG report
finding huge under invoicing
and DoT issued notice to all
companies to pay a total of
�1.45 lakh crores.  Supreme
Court Bench headed Justice
Arun Mishra also ratified the
Government’s claim in
October 2019 and ordered
companies to start paying
immediately, citing that this
money was collected telecos
from public already per call.

Later Government
informed Supreme Court that
20 year installment can be
given to the companies. In
September 2020, Justice
Mishra’s Bench allowed 10
years installment starting

from March 2021. The bench
had asked the Managing
Directors (MDs) or Chief
Executive Officer (CEOs) of
the telcos concerned to fur-
nish undertaking or personal
guarantee for payment of
dues. 

After getting 10 year
installment, biggest defaulters
Vodafone-Idea and Airtel
approached Supreme Court
seeking re-computation of
their dues, claiming errors in
DoT’s calculations.   

The apex court on Friday
had held that demand raised
by the DoT in respect of AGR
dues will be final and said
there shall be no dispute
raised by the telcos and that
there shall not be any re-
assessment.
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With the first quarter gross tax mop-
up reaching �5.6 lakh crore, Icra

Ratings on Friday said the Government
is set to exceed the budgeted tax col-
lection target of �22.2 lakh crore for
2021-22, led by indirect taxes.

The government has budgeted a
modest 9.5 per cent growth in tax col-
lections at �22.2 lakh crore for FY22,
over FY21 collections of �20.2 lakh
crore. However, despite the second
wave of the pandemic, the April-June

quarter tax collections rose to �5.6 lakh
crore, which is 39 per cent higher than
Q1 of FY20. As stated differently, this
is 107 per cent more than Q1 of FY21
and 25.1 per cent of the full-year tar-
get, according to an analysis by Icra.

The first quarter is traditionally
moderate for tax collection, as the eco-
nomic activity remains tepid. 

The revenue department is yet to
officially release tax collection data, but
the finance ministry informed the Lok
Sabha on July 19 that Q1 tax revenue
mop-up reached �5.6 lakh crore. 

The ministry also informed the
House that the excise duty on petrol and
diesel fetched �94,181 crore in Q1.

“Given that tax inflows in Q1 were
39 per cent higher than the pre-Covid
level (of Q1 of FY20), we expect the
gross tax revenue to surpass FY22
budget estimate of �22.2 lakh crore.
Growth in tax mop-up is led by indi-
rect taxes, primarily taxes on petrole-
um products,” Icra chief economist Aditi
Nayar said.   According to her, Q1 col-
lections at �5.6 trillion is 107 per cent
higher than �2.7 lakh crore in Q1 of

FY21, when the whole country was
under lockdown last year.

“But more meaningfully, this is a
full 39 per cent more than the pre-
COVID level in Q1 of FY20,” she said.
She further said while corporation tax,
personal income tax and Central GST
receipts in Q1 stood at 21-22 per cent
of the budget estimates, excise and cus-
toms collections already crossed 30 per
cent of the budget estimate, boosted by
the high taxes on fuels as well as a rel-
atively faster recovery in international
trade.
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Beijing: Pakistan Foreign
Minister Shah Mahmood
Qureshi will hold talks with his
Chinese counterpart Wang Yi
to discuss several bilateral
issues, including progress of a
joint probe and increasing
security for thousands of
Chinese workers after a blast in
a bus in northwest Pakistan
killed nine Chinese engineers
and jolted the ties between the
two all-weather allies.

Qureshi, who is due to arrive

on Friday night for the two-day
visit, will hold talks with Wang
in western China’s Chengdu city,
Chinese Foreign Ministry
spokesman Zhao Lijian said.

China rushed a special
team to Pakistan to probe the
July 14 blast in a shuttle bus at
Dasu area of Upper Kohistan
district of the restive Khyber
Pakhtunkhwa province where
a Chinese company is building
a 4320-MW dam on the Indus
river. PTI
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The Taliban say they don’t
want to monopolise power,

but they insist there won’t be
peace in Afghanistan until there
is a new negotiated government
in Kabul and President Ashraf
Ghani is removed.

In an interview with The
Associated Press, Taliban
spokesman, Suhail Shaheen,
who is also a member of the
group’s negotiating team, laid
out the insurgents’ stance on
what should come next in a
country on the precipice.

The Taliban have swiftly
captured territory in recent
weeks, seized strategic border
crossings and are threatening a
number of provincial capitals,
as the last US and NATO sol-
diers leave Afghanistan. 

This week, the top US mil-
itary officer, Gen. Mark Milley,

told a Pentagon press conference
that the Taliban have “strategic
momentum,” and he did not rule
out a complete Taliban takeover.
But he said it is not inevitable.
“I don’t think the end game is yet
written,” he said.

Memories of the Taliban’s
last time in power some 20 years
ago, when they enforced a harsh
brand of Islam that denied girls
an education and barred women
from work, have stoked fears of
their return among many.

Afghans who can afford it
are applying by the thousands
for visas to leave Afghanistan,
fearing a violent descent into
chaos. The US-NATO with-
drawal is more than 95 per cent
complete and due to be fin-
ished by Aug. 31.

Shaheen said the Taliban
will lay down their weapons
when a negotiated government
acceptable to all sides in the

conflict is installed in Kabul and
Ghani’s government is gone.

“I want to make it clear that
we do not believe in the
monopoly of power because
any governments who (sought)
to monopolise power in
Afghanistan in the past, were
not successful governments,”
said Shaheen, apparently
including the Taliban’s own
five-year rule in that assess-
ment. “So we do not want to
repeat that same formula.” 

But he was also uncom-
promising on the continued
rule of Ghani, calling him a war
monger and accusing him of
using his Tuesday speech on
the Islamic holy day of Eid-al-
Adha to promise an offensive
against the Taliban. 

Shaheen dismissed Ghani’s
right to govern, resurrecting
allegations of widespread fraud
that surrounded Ghani’s 2019
election win. After that vote, both
Ghani and his rival Abdullah
Abdullah declared themselves
president. After a compromise
deal, Abdullah is now No 2 in the
government and heads the rec-
onciliation council.

Ghani has often said he will
remain in office until new
elections can determine the
next government. His critics —
including ones outside the
Taliban — accuse him of seek-
ing only to keep power, caus-
ing splits among government
supporters. 
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Washington: The US carried
out airstrikes across
Afghanistan in the last sever-
al days as part of an effort to
support the Afghan security
forces fighting Taliban insur-
gents, the Pentagon has said.   

The news of US airstrikes
in Afghanistan came a day
after America’s most senior
military officer admitted that
the Taliban had gained “strate-
gic momentum,” with their
forces now controlling about
half of Afghanistan’s more
than 400 district centres.

The Pentagon, however,
refrained from giving any
specifics of its airstrikes in
Afghanistan.

“Without speaking to
specifics, I can say that in the
last several days, we have acted
through airstrikes to support
the ANDSF (Afghan National
Defense and Security Forces)
but I won’t get into tactical
details of those strikes,”
Pentagon Press Secretary John
Kirby told reporters at a news
conference here.

“But we continue to be
able to and we continue to, as
the Secretary said yesterday,
conduct airstrikes in support
of the ANDSF,” he said. 

The commander of US
forces in the region, Central
Command’s General Kenneth
“Frank” McKenzie, would
retain the authority to call for
airstrikes in support of Afghan
forces until the US withdraw-
al from Afghanistan was com-
plete. According to a defence
official, the US military has
carried out approximately six
or seven strikes in the past 30
days, mostly using drones to
launch the strikes, CNN
reported.

A US defence official on
Thursday said that the strikes
targeted “captured military
equipment that the Taliban
[were] able to seize from the
ANDSF,” the Voice of America
reported.

“There were enemy forces,
enemy personnel targeted”
alongside the captured equip-
ment, the official added,
speaking on the condition of
anonymity because of the sen-
sitive nature of the informa-
tion. The Taliban in recent
days swept across Afghanistan,
pushing back the Afghan mil-
itary and taking over signifi-
cant swaths of territory as the
US nears the ends of its with-
drawal. PTI
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Unfazed by Republican
threats of a boycott, House

Speaker Nancy Pelosi declared
Thursday that a congressional
committee investigating the
Jan 6 Capitol insurrection will
take on its “deadly serious”
work whether Republicans par-
ticipate or not. 

The Republicans’ House
leader, Kevin McCarthy, called
the committee a “sham process”
and suggested that GOP law-
makers who take part could
face consequences. 

McCarthy said Pelosi’s
rejection of two of the
Republicans he had attempted
to appoint was an “egregious
abuse of power.”  

The escalating tension
between the two parties —
before the investigation has
even started — is emblematic
of the raw partisan anger that
has only worsened on Capitol
Hill since former President

Donald Trump’s supporters
laid siege to the Capitol and
interrupted the certification of
President Joe Biden’s victory. 

With most Republicans
still loyal to Trump, and many
downplaying the severity of the
violent attack, there is little
bipartisan unity to be found. 

McCarthy said Wednesday
that he would withdraw the
names of all five Republicans he
had appointed after Pelosi
rejected two of them, Reps. Jim
Banks of Indiana and Jim
Jordan of Ohio. Pelosi made
clear on Thursday that she
won’t relent, and Democrats
mulled filling the empty seats
themselves. 

“It is my responsibility as
the speaker of the House to
make sure we get to the truth
of this, and we will not let their
antics stand in the way of that,”
Pelosi said of the Republicans. 

It is unclear, for now,
whether Pelosi will try to appoint
more members to the select

panel, as she has the authority to
do under committee rules. She
left open that possibility, saying
that there are other members
who would like to participate.
But she said she hadn’t decided
whether to appoint Illinois Rep.
Adam Kinzinger, one of only two
Republicans who voted in sup-
port of creating the panel last
month.

The other, Wyoming Rep.
Liz Cheney, has already been
appointed by Pelosi to sit on the
committee along with seven
Democrats — ensuring they
have a quorum to proceed,
whether other Republicans par-
ticipate or not. 

Cheney praised Kinzinger,
saying he would be a “tremen-
dous addition” to the panel.
Several Democrats on the panel
also seemed to support the
idea, with Chairman Bennie
Thompson of Mississippi say-
ing the military veteran is a “the
kind of person we’d want to
have.”
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Prisoners inside Myanmar’s
most notorious jail held a

protest Friday, singing popular
songs opposing the military
government and chanting
political slogans, according to
nearby residents and to video
uploaded to social media.

One video showed a street
close to Insein Prison in
Yangon with clear audio of
voices shouting support for
ousted leader Aung San Suu
Kyi and ousted President Win
Myint.

According to a lawyer rep-
resenting some of those
detained, the prisoners were
demanding the release of all
those held on political charges,
an easing of prison regulations
and medical treatment for
those who have fallen sick
amid spiralling cases of the

coronavirus. The lawyer asked
not to be named due to the sen-
sitivity of his position. He said
he believed talks were under-
way. A resident, who asked not
to be named out of fear of pos-
sible repercussions, told The
Associated Press by phone that
she cried when she heard the
chants, which lasted for around
two hours.

Prison authorities did not
respond to a request for com-
ment. Witnesses said military
vehicles entered the compound
and soldiers were stationed
outside.

Myanmar is currently reel-
ing from soaring numbers of
Covid-19 cases and deaths that
are badly straining the coun-
try’s medical infrastructure,
already weakened when many
state medical workers went on
strike to protest the army’s
seizure of power.
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Iran’s Supreme Leader
Ayatollah Ali Khamenei on

Friday said he understands
protesters’ anger over a drought
in the country’s southwest, as
a fourth death related to ongo-
ing demonstrations there was
reported.

The remark, reported by
state television, was the first

direct comment on the protests
by Khamenei since they began
in the Khuzestan region a week
ago. Semiofficial news agency
Fars reported a man was killed
by shotgun fire in street vio-
lence in the nearby city of
Aligoudarz, which police
blamed on “counterrevolu-
tionary elements.” 

“People showed their dis-
content, but we cannot have any

complaint since the issue of
water in the hot climate of
Khuzestan is not a minor issue,”
Khamenei was quoted as say-
ing. He accused Iran’s enemies
of trying to exploit the situation.

He praised the people of
the region for their loyalty and
efforts during the devastating
war against Iraq in the 1980’s,
adding that “the people should
not face problems” anymore.
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UK health officials on Friday
issued a warning of an

increased risk of catching the
Delta variant even if someone
has had Covid-19 before and
urged caution as further inves-
tigations remain ongoing.

Public Health England
(PHE), which monitors all
variants of concern (VOC) in
the country on a weekly basis,
found the Delta VOC cases
have risen by 33,716 since last
week to a total of 286,765 and
continues to account for
approximately 99 per cent of
coronavirus cases across the
UK. It also revealed that 897
cases out of 68,688 infections of

the Delta variant – first iden-
tified in India – recorded in an
11-week period from April to
June were possible reinfec-
tions.

“The Delta risk assessment
has been updated to reflect
early signs of increased risk of
reinfection with Delta com-
pared to Alpha [variant previ-
ously dominant in the UK],”
the PHE said.

“National surveillance
analysis, adjusted for different
variables including age and
vaccination, shows a prelimi-
nary signal of increased risk of
reinfection with Delta com-
pared to Alpha. Further inves-
tigations are being undertaken,”
it noted.

Istanbul: A boat carrying 45
migrants has sunk in the south-
eastern Aegean Sea and rescue
units were deployed, Turkey’s
defense ministry said Friday.

The ministry tweeted that
the boat capsized about 60
miles (nearly 100 kilometers)
south of the Greek island of
Karpathos. It said two ships
and one plane was involved in
the rescue attempt.

Migrants have tried to
cross the Aegean Sea from
Turkey to Greece in the hopes
of starting new lives in Europe.
The journey is a deadly one. AP

Lahore: A Pakistani man was
hospitalised after his nose and
ears were chopped off with a
knife for allegedly having an
affair with a married woman in
the country’s Punjab province.

The incident took place on
Thursday in the village of
Muzffarghar. According to
police, Abdul Qayum suspect-
ed that Muhammad Akram of
his village had an affair with his
wife.

“On Thursday, Qayum,
along with his other accom-
plices, intercepted Akram on
his way to home and took him
to a deserted place where they
cut off his nose and ears with
a knife and left him in a criti-
cal condition,” police said. PTI
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The UN Security Council
has rejected a resolution

put forward by Russia and
China that would have imme-
diately stripped the powers of
the international high repre-
sentative overseeing imple-
mentation of the 1995 peace
agreement that ended the dev-
astating war in Bosnia, and
eliminated the position entire-
ly in one year.

The draft resolution failed
to get the minimum nine “yes”
votes for adoption on

Thursday. The vote was 2-0,
with only Russia and China
voting “yes” and the 13 other
council members abstaining.

The rejected resolution said
the powers given to the high rep-
resentative at a conference on
implementing the Dayton peace
agreement in 1997 “are no longer
required given the progress
achieved by the Bosnian parties”.
It supported the appointment of
High Representative Christian
Schmidt of Germany “until July
31, 2022, with closure of the
Office of the High
Representative”.
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From Page 1
At the same time, Sidhu made an

attempt to bypass his run-ins with the
Chief Minister by making it clear that his
focus areas are the farmers protesting in
Delhi, the problems of doctors and nurs-
es and teachers, drivers and conductors,
who were protesting on roads. At the same
time, he declared that he has no ego issues
and will take everyone along and work
shoulder-to-shoulder. “The Congress party
is united today, contrary to what our
Opposition is saying,” he said, in the pres-
ence of former PPCC presidents, includ-
ing his predecessor Sunil Jakhar, Cabinet
Ministers, party MPs and MLAs among
other senior leadership.

From Page 1
Replying to another question on Indian SARS-CoV-2

Genomics Consortium (INSACOG) — a consortium of 28
genome sequencing laboratories of the Department of
Biotechnology (DBT), Department of Science and Technology
(DST), Ministry of Health and Family Welfare (MoHF&W),
CSIR, Ministry of Education, Indian Council of Medical Research
(ICMR) and State Governments — he said the overall aim of
the consortium is to monitor the genomic variations in coro-
navirus in India. “Since the inception of INSACOG till now the
INSACOG has sequenced 57,476 SARS-CoV-2 genomes. Out
of these, 44,334 samples have been analysed and assigned
Pangolin lineage classification and submitted to the National
Centre for Disease Control (NCDC) for public health correla-
tion,” he said. 

From Page 1
Casualties were reported

from places like 15 in Poladpur
in Raigad district (15), at Khed
in Ratnagiri district (11), at
Mirgaon in Satara district (12)
and Mumbai (4). There were
also unconfirmed incidents
from other places in the State. 

As the State reeled under
one of the worst-ever flood sit-
uations, the Indian Army, Navy,
Air Force, Coast Guard, NDRF
and Maharashtra government
agencies launched extensive
rescue and relief operations in
the coastal Konkan region and
western Maharashtra.    

All through Friday, heli-
copters of different agencies
hovered in the skies of the
coastal Konkan region looking
for marooned people, while
rescuers swam in water to reach
out to the stranded people.
Hundreds of stranded people
were rescued by the relief agen-
cies using helicopters and other
means, while as many as 22 peo-
ple trapped in a bus in Raigad
were rescued in the afternoon. 

In all, 14 NDRF teams, two
each of the Army, Indian Navy
and Coast Guard are involved in
rescue and relief operations in
various affected areas of the
State. As many as 59 boats
were pressed into service to res-
cue marooned people in various
flooded areas of the State. 

Meanwhile, after taking
stock of the situation in the rain-
ravaged areas in the State,
Maharashtra Chief Minister
Uddhav Thackeray announced
a compensation of Rs 500,000
for the next of kin of each
deceased and free treatment for
all the injured in these 
disasters.  

The Chief Minister said
the situation that prevailed in
Raigad, Ratnagiri, Palghar,
Thane, Sindhudurg, Satara,
Kolhapur and Sangli was of var-
ied nature. “The overall situa-
tion in the state is grim,” he said. 

The Chief Minister urged
the people in the districts and
Sangli and Kolhapur to be extra

vigilant as the discharge from
the Koyna Dam discharge has
also started. “We have given
orders to the local authorities to
evacuate all the flood victims,
ensure accommodation in tem-
porary camps with food, water,
medicines and other require-
ments,” he said.  PM Narendra
Modi and Home Minister Amit
Shah spoke to the Chief
Minister and Deputy Chief
Minister Ajit Pawar and offered
full help for the flood victims,
while Shah met Defence
Minister Rajnath Singh to coor-
dinate rescue efforts through the
armed forces for the State.

Traffic between Mumbai
and Goa - both by way of road
and rail -- virtually came to a
standstill for the second day on
Friday, as the passengers
remained stranded at various
places between the two places.
While the Mumbai-Goa
Highway has been closed for
traffic due to severe flooding,
the Konkan and Central
Railways cancelled at least 30
trains 30 trains, diverted a
dozen trains and short-termi-
nated eight trains due to heavy
rain.  

While the boulder slide
that took place at Tali village in
Raigad district was the worst
rain-related mishap, the neigh-
bouring Ratnagiri district con-
tinued to reel under intense
flooding. At Chiplun town
where many areas remained
submerged under water, at
least 11 Covid-19 patients died
at Kamathe Hospital at
Chiplun, as they could not be
treated on time owing to the
flood situation in the town.

There were reports of
casualties in western
Maharashtra where more than
20 persons were feared at
Ambegar and Mirgaon in
Phatan taluka of Satara district
in western Maharashtra. At
le+ast 25 major roads in the
neighbouring Sangli districts
remained under thick sheets of
water, resulting in the author-
ities closing down Sangli-
Kolhapur by-pass road for
traffic.
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From Page 1
“The Olympic Games Tokyo 2020

are a light at the end of this dark tun-
nel.”

He added, “Today is a moment of
hope. Yes, it is very different from what
all of us had imagined. But let us cher-
ish this moment because finally we are
all here together.”

Even as the opening ceremony
took place, protestors gathered outside
the stadium and made their voices heard
after blocking one of the city’s busiest
roads, forcing the police to act.

Although there were no spectators
inside the Olympic Stadium, there were
fireworks and music, from famous
Japanese video games, to which each of
the competing nations walked in, led by
Greece, home of the Ancient Olympic
Games, with host nation Japan entering
the stadium last.

A total of 19 Indian athletes, includ-
ing flag-bearers iconic boxer MC Mary
Kom and men’s hockey team captain
Manpreet Singh, besides six officials,
participated in the ceremony. The
country has a 228-strong delegation in
Tokyo, including over 120 athletes.

Deviating from the norm, Vanuatu
and Tonga’s male flagbearers created
quite a flutter after they walked in shirt-
less and bodies smeared with oil.
‘United by Emotion’ was the theme of
the evening which opened with a
countdown video dating back to the
time when Tokyo won the bid to host
the Games in 2013 before persevering

through a year of postponement due to
the pandemic.

It was followed by a 20-second indi-
go and white fireworks display, high-
lighting the colours of the Tokyo 2020
emblem and shaped like a fan, which is
an auspicious symbol in Japanese cul-
ture.

Japanese emperor Naruhito walked
in with International Olympic
Committee head Thomas Bach.
Olympic rings made from the wood of
trees planted from seeds brought to the
country the last time it hosted the
Olympics in 1964 were formed before
the traditional Parade of Nations.

Unlike previous Games held in
Japan, where participating nations
marched into the stadium in the English
order of their names, Tokyo 2020 fol-
lowed Japan’s writing system.

After the Olympic oath was taken
by athletes, officials and coaches, and the
Games were officially declared open, a
spectacular artistic display greeted the
viewers as the flame entered the city’s
Olympic Stadium and the lighting of the
cauldron took place.

Tennis star Naomi Osaka lit the
cauldron on the main stage, atop an
octagonal mountain inspired by Mount
Fuji. The sphere opened like a flower to
embody vitality and hope, a visual rep-
resentation of the start of the Tokyo
Games.

One of the best moments was
when a staggering 1824 drones lit up the
sky above the Olympic Stadium to form
the Tokyo 2020 emblem in a spectacu-
lar show.

Then there was a rendition of
timeless classic ‘Imagine’ as the Suginami
Junior Chorus performed John Lennon’s
masterpiece, and joining them were
renowned musicians from the five con-
tinents, including American singer-
songwriter John Legend, Spanish singer-
cum-composer Alejandro Sanz,
Angelique Kidjo, and Keith Urban.

The Beatles’ founder Lennon and
his Japanese wife Yoko Ono, an award-
winning multimedia artist, co-wrote the
critically acclaimed song that became a
rage in the 1970s after it was recorded
in their Berkshire home in 1971.

The two big screens inside the sta-
dium outlined the Covid-19 counter-
measures which have been implement-
ed to ensure the Games go ahead with-
out any hiccups.

Japanese Prime Minister Yoshihide
Suga message ahead of the Games was:
“By hosting a safe and secure Tokyo
2020 Games, we hope to show the world
that through sport, people can redis-
cover their connection with the planet
and share their hopes and dreams with
one another.”There was a lot of focus on
unity in diversity, peace and solidarity
during the ceremony, with the message
‘you may be apart, but not alone’, to the
athletes who have for long trained in iso-
lation because of the fear of contracting
the Covid virus.

The Japanese flag was carried out by
eight children, four eminent athletes of
the country, a person with an impair-
ment and health care professionals in
recognition of their relentless service
during the pandemic.

From Page 1
Talking about his phone being tapped,

he said it was not just about the breach of
his privacy but an attack on the people
whose voices he raises. 

He claimed the Government used the
spyware against the Supreme Court as well
as the former Central Bureau of
Investigation (CBI) Director (Alok Verma)
when a case was about to be registered in
the Rafale deal. 

“I have said very clearly that there has
been gross theft in Rafale. For whatever rea-
son, none of you people supported me. But
truth has a way of coming out. There is an
inquiry in France and the Prime Minister
himself is responsible for corruption in
Rafale,” he said. 

“The real question is why on the last
minute when the CBI Director was about
to file an FIR, why was his phone tapped
and why was he blackmailed? And who did
it? That’s the real question,” said Rahul
Gandhi.

Meanwhile, BJP’s National spokesper-
son and former I & B Minister
Rajyavardhan Rathore told newspersons
that Rahul  should submit his phone to
probe agency, and investigation will take
place as per the Indian Penal Code (IPC).

The Congress cannot accept the coun-
try’s development and has been stalling
Parliament’s functioning often on one pre-
text or another, he alleged.

Rathore said the Congress was deter-
mined to stall Parliament for one reason or
another after being rejected twice by peo-
ple in Lok Sabha polls of 2014 and 2019..

From Page 1
The Wire was able to conduct forensic

analysis on the phones of two separatist lead-
ers Bilal Lone and the late SAR Geelani, who
worked as a lecturer in Delhi University and
died in 2018,” said the report.Lone’s phone
data was examined by Amnesty
International’s Security Lab. Even though this
phone set was not the same as the one he
used at the time his phone was potentially
targeted as per the leaked database, foren-
sic analysis revealed signs of Pegasus tar-
geting. “The signs appear in 2019, and are
likely the outcome of a process initiated by
an India-based client of the NSO Group,” said
the report published by The Wire portal.
Geelani’s phone showed clear signs of

Pegasus spyware activity between February
2018 and January 2019, forensic analysis
showed.  The days and months in which the
infection was detected on his phone match
with his appearance in the leaked data, the
report added. J&K Apni Party president Altaf
Bukhari’s brother Tariq Bukhari also makes
an appearance in the list and was of con-
siderable interest to the agency which added
his name between 2017 and 2019. In addi-
tion, at least four members of Kashmir’s most
influential separatist leader Syed Ali Shah
Geelani’s family - including his son-in-law,
journalist Iftikhar Gilani and his son, scientist
Syed Naseem Geelani - were of consistent
interest to the Indian client of the NSO group
between 2017 and 2019. Waqar Bhatti, a
prominent human rights activist from the
Valley, was also potentially a target of 
surveillance. 

From Page 1
They also showed their cell

phones to the Speaker.
Harsimrat Kaur Badal (SAD)
was holding a placard demand-
ing rollback of the three farm
laws.

Slogans included “jasoosi
karna band karo” (Stop
indulging in spying). As dis-
ruptions continued, the Speaker
adjourned the House till 12
noon at 11.20 am.

As the House reassembled
at 12 noon, Kirit Solanki, who
was in the Chair, asked protest-
ing members to take their
respective seats. During the
brief period for which the
House functioned, resolutions
were passed to appoint and
elect new members in various
parliamentary panels as some of
the members have become
ministers in the recent reshuf-
fle of the Union Council of
Ministers.           
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Ranveer Brar recently joined the
Clubhouse app to be a part of the

Aman ki Asha campaign. In the
series, Brar talks about how India
and Pakistan share history, culture,
language, and cuisine and how food
has the power to blur the differences
between the two.

Brar shares details of the show
and how India and Pakistan have a
lot in common when it comes to
food culture. 

�Tell us about your debut on
Clubhouse and being a part of
Aman ki Asha series?

It feels fantastic to debut on
Clubhouse, I think it’s a great plat-
form. As a kid I’ve always been fas-
cinated by audio media, having
grown up listening to a radio. The
power of audio has been a big dri-
ving force in my life and it’s good to
see audio coming back to the fore-
front again. So, yes, I am excited to
be a part of it.

�Your recent video, where you
posted the recipe of Lahori malai
kofte, also spoke about the unity
that food builds between two dif-
ferent countries/cultures, how do
you connect yourself with different
cultures?

I’d say it’s serendipity that I put
up a recipe of Lahori malai kofta
when I did and spoke about Punjab
on both sides of the border, and then
Aman ki Asha came up. For me, as
a chef, and a food explorer, it’s
important to connect with culture as
much as with cuisine. Food doesn’t
stand alone. It has evolved and con-
tinues to evolve along with geo-
socio-political factors. Hence, when
I study the food history and cultur-
al evolution of any region, it helps me
connect to the dish better.

�India and Pakistan practise a sim-
ilar food culture. According to
you what are the similarities or dif-
ferentiation?

A: With respect to similarities,
both countries share similar climates,
terrain and agriculture and the last
one is the dominant factor behind
what you eat. We’ve grown up on this
side of Punjab, listening to stories

about the other side, more so, in
terms of food. I think the similari-
ties lie with the spices, spice-mixing
and elaborate cooking methods that
are primarily born out of similarities
in climate and agriculture.

�Your favourite dish from
Pakistan?

A: My favourite dish is Murgh
choley, a dish I got introduced to in
New York.

�You are one of the fastest-grow-
ing content creators in the culinary

space with over 5 million followers
on your social media platforms.
How is the transition to digital
space treating you?

Social media or digital medium,
in general, helps me express myself
beyond a format and showcase con-
tent unlike on television or other
mediums. The volatility that social
media brings with it is an advantage
and allows you to start afresh each
day despite making mistakes. I’d say,
I’m very trend-agnostic but plat-
form-friendly. For me, trends are rel-
atively short-lived, you just have to

continuously say what you are say-
ing, do what you are passionate
about and keep finding newer ways
of being in touch with people who
want to be in touch with you.

�How was your experience cook-
ing with celebs in You Got Chef ’d
Season 3?

It was a fun experience, to say
the least. Given the hard times over
the past year, it’s great to reconnect
with people in the physical space,
cook in a different setup. All the
celebs I cooked with were super fun,
especially Arjun Kapoor. And Myles
Carrol’s highball concoctions are the
icing on the cake.

�How has your journey in the
industry been so far?

When you are truly passionate
about something, you just pursue it
wholeheartedly. I am someone who
started by romancing food in the
lanes of Lucknow, roughing it at
Munir Ustad’s kebab stall and
worked my way up the ranks. All I
knew through it all, was that I was
doing what I love and wanted to do
it for the rest of my life. And I’ve
always believed that food is a giver.
When you invest so much in it
unconditionally, it will surely give
back. Above all, God has been kind.
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Say Manjot Singh, and most of us
would be at sea. But say Lali, and
the audience would perk up

immediately as they recall the popu-
lar character that Manjot played in
Fukrey and Fukrey Returns. He
returned with Chutzpah, the web
series, which was released on SonyLIV
yesterday. 

His entry in Bollywood is in
itself a filmy story. Before starring in
films such as Udaan and Student Of
The Year, Singh made his debut as the
boy who grows up be the super-chor
Lucky, in Oye Lucky! Lucky Oye!
Born in Delhi to a Sikh family, he went
to audition for Dibakar Banerjee’s film
without having ever acted before, even
in school plays. After the audition,
while the casting director rejected him
for the role of little Lucky, Dibakar
insisted, later saying, ‘Even though the
casting director wasn’t convinced, I
just put my foot down.’ It turned out
to be an incredible call, as Singh went
on to receive rave reviews for his per-
formance in the film.

The actor, who was in Mumbai,
initiated the telephonic conversation
with the fair warning that as much as
he would like to divulge spoilers and
other details about Chutzpah, he
can’t. While the professional in him
would not share something he should
not but, the other part was that, he was
yet to watch the show. Naturally, what
he was able to talk about centred
around his experience. “For a major
portion of the shooting, which
wrapped up in January this year, I was
by myself on the set created for my
character. It took me some time to get
my head around the way we shot for
Chutzpah. You might be aware that the
series follows five stories, which are
interconnected by the internet. Most
of my bit involves me being by myself,
in front of my computer, in the set cre-
ated for the show. From an outsider’s
perspective, I was really intrigued by
the trailer. While I am aware of the
finer details concerning the story
revolving around Rishi, my character
in the series, I cannot wait to watch
the whole thing as soon as it is
released,” shared Singh. 

His account tickled our curiosity
and we asked him how strenuous was
the experience of shooting for some-
thing as unconventional as Chutzpah?
“I have been working in this industry
for over 12 years now and I believe this

was the most challenging project
that has come my way. On the first day
of the shoot, I could not really under-
stand the process that was underway;
you could very well say that I was clue-
less. I had a tough time dealing with
the fact that I did not get to interact
with my co-actors for a major chunk
of the production. For scenes
in the series, where I am
shown interacting with some-
one via my computer, their
lines were read to me and I
cannot explain how difficult
it is to respond to someone
else’s dialogue when they are
not around. The reactions
that come naturally, by
responding to someone else’s
dialogue, or before and after
your own dialogue had to be
consciously expressed. It was
extremely challenging to create
those reactions by way of imagina-
tion, and you would get tired of
counting the retakes we did," he
chuckled.

“All in all, production was a
painstaking process. But that is a part
and parcel of life. If you want some-
thing worth cherishing, you have to

pour every ounce of your being into
it. I would say shooting for Chutzpah
was like climbing a mountain. With
time, I got used to it. From the sec-
ond day, I got a hang of
the technicalities. I
was pretty nos-
talgic on the
last day of
the shoot. I
h a d
g r o w n
attached
to the
h o u s e
(set) that
was creat-
ed for me.
I had made
it my own. I
recall lying on
the bed at
the set

af ter

we were done shooting my bits.
While another set alongside mine was
lit up, the lights were switched off on
mine and I remember feeling numb
thinking that since we are done with

the shoot, this will be the last
time I get to lie down on this

bed and this set will proba-
bly be dismantled tomor-
row. I had grown extreme-
ly attached to the home
that was created for me
and I don’t remember
ever being this close to a
set, before,” Manjot rumi-
nated. 

When we ask him for
more information about his

character, Rishi, he
unabashedly obliges us. “He is

very naïve. Humble and down to
earth, he is under the misconcep-
tion that just because he is a nice

person, everyone else is as
good and helpful as he is.

As the story progress-
es, little by little,

that perception
is corrected.
He realises that
the world bears

a stark contrast
to how he pic-

tured it and it is a
coming of age expe-

rience for him to
understand that no

one, barring a few
exceptions, will support

you in this world. He
wants to bare his heart to

someone he likes but he
lacks chutzpah and hence he

has some trouble communicat-
ing his feelings. He goes on to
meet an online camgirl, Wild
Butterfly, portrayed by Elnaaz

Norouzi, who provides some abstract
guidance, of sorts. You have to witness
how he goes on to gain some chutzpah
which changes his life,” he expressed.

We ask Manjot for his take on the
internet, whether it is a curse or a boon,
and he said, “I think just about every-
thing has its pros and cons. In mod-
eration, everything is good. Frankly, I
feel that the advantages outweigh the
disadvantages. But those disadvantages
are potent and can ruin someone’s life.
Talking in particular about social
media, we all know what trolling is and
it has also been represented in the
show. Now, while at face value it
might be disregarded but it may result
in a chain reaction of sorts which may
lead to some serious consequences. I
believe that is partly why people sub-
consciously choose to not reveal their
real selves on social media. However,
once again, the advantages cannot be
ignored. We all have seen how the
internet proved to be a lifesaver for
scores of people against the backdrop
of the pandemic, earlier this year.”

He went on to highlight that the
series is something worth your while.
He laughed as he said, “I know every-
one keeps raving on about how good
their show/film is but have you seen the
trailer? While it might seem somewhat
amusing, I would say Chutzpah is an
incredible social drama and the trail-
er serves as a wonderful teaser to what’s
in store for viewers. Well, while I
haven’t seen the series, I can vouch for
it since it is directed by Simarpreet
Singh sir and written by Mrighdeep
Singh Lamba, who also wrote Fukrey.
Additionally, the work done by the
DOPs, Amit Babbar and Gianni
Giannelli lent a Black Mirror-esque feel
to the trailer. Chaa jayega ye show, you
wait and watch.”

Manjot shared that he is just as
eagerly waiting for the third part of
Fukrey, but it all depends on the
impending third wave of the pandem-
ic. “Just like the fans of the franchise,
we too are waiting for the film to get
a little better before we start working
on it. We believe we will start shoot-
ing sometime next year. Additionally,
I have another unnamed project which
might commence shooting before
Fukrey,” he disclosed, as we wrapped
up the conversation.

We just have one question for you.
Were you also watching Chutzpah
with Manjot Singh yesterday? 

Veteran producer Anand
Pandit has put the release

of his much-anticipated film,
Chehre, starring Amitabh
Bachchan, on hold and says
most production houses would
like to wait for conducive cir-
cumstances before they release
potential blockbusters.

“The industry has a
tremendous amount of
resilience and patience and
we know that a pandemic is
not the right time to take
unnecessary risks. I am waiting
for the government’s direc-
tives regarding the opening of
theatres and then will take a
call as to when Chehre will be
released,” he says.

Pandit, who has worked to

speed up the vaccination drive
within the industry and helped
create oxygen centres across
Mumbai, is well aware of the
dangers posed by a possible
third wave of COVID-19. He
voices his thoughts, “At this
time, the more careful we are,
the better it will be for all con-
cerned. Yes, the industry needs
to go back to work and it is
already doing that to some
extent but the exhibitors are an
important part of the ecosys-
tem and till they can open the-
atres to full capacity, we cannot
say that we have truly turned
a corner. Hopefully, better
times are ahead and we can go
back to the movies the way we
once did, sooner than later.
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Venezualan actor Édgar
Ramírez wants people to

understand that although the
world is starting to come out of
the pandemic, the fight is not yet
over.

“Many families, including
mine, continue to be affected ter-
ribly. At this very moment I have
family members dying of COVID,
so it is very important that we
remain alert and attentive to
this global health hazard,” he
said in a remote interview
from Los Angeles. 

While he did not speci-
fy which relatives he was
referring to or where they
were, he stressed the impor-
tance of avoiding fake
news, trusting sci-
ence and getting
vaccinated.

“Remember
that our grand-
parents and our
parents defeated
polio and small-
pox with vac-
cines and that it
is very impor-
tant to be very
careful because
in times of fear
there is a lot of
misinformation.
We need to trust
science and follow
the recommenda-
tions and be very
responsible with the
way we handle infor-
mation in times of fear
and uncertainty,”
Ramírez shared.

With White House
officials stating that

vaccination
drives are
b e i n g
ramped up,
hospita ls
in some
US states,
w h e r e
COVID-
19 cases
are soar-
ing, are
running
out of
s p a c e
b e c au s e
of the
delta vari-
ant, which

is ‘spreading
with incredible
efficiency.’

R a m í r e z
advised caution

against the spread of COVID-19
while promoting Disney’s upcom-
ing film Jungle Cruise, in which he
plays the villainous Spanish con-
quistador Aguirre opposite
Dwayne Johnson and Emily Blunt.

Jungle Cruise, an adventure
film inspired by the iconic
Disneyland theme park ride of the
same name, opens on July 30 in
US theaters and on Disney+ with
premier access.

Ramírez said that being in this
film ‘means a lot’ to him because
he grew up watching Disney
movies. He also hinted at the pos-
sibility of a sequel or new fran-
chise.

“It’s beautiful to be part of the
Disney universe in such an icon-
ic movie which we'll  hope
becomes the adventure saga of this
decade,” he shared.
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Indian watercolour artist
Rahul Chakraborty says that

the art world is still struggling
to survive the impact of lock-
downs, travel bans and social
distancing, one and a half years
into the lockdown. Add to it the
absence of artist royalties, and
the challenges increase even
more for the community in
India.

“It brings with it such a sce-
nario that there are no more
physical exhibitions, no more
physical workshops/classes, and
still artists have to continue to
earn enough to live. It’s painful
to see that the creator is not get-
ting any royalty for their art
pieces, whereas buyers and sell-
ers earn exponential amounts
of value in terms of art and
money,” he says. 

Chakraborty, who now
works as the COO of art-tech
organisation, Jumbish, quit his
financially stable nine-to-five
job to become a full time artist,
notwithstanding the financial
uncertainties of an artist’s life.
He has also established his
own art  school cal led
RahulOnkon. He says his artis-
tic traits were considerably
inf luenced by Fabriano
InAcquarello, and has become
the Asia — Continental Admin
of the International Watercolor
Museum platform.

“For the art domain, the
lockdown presents an unprece-
dented challenge, but it has also
brought a huge opportunity to
grow as new ways to reach the
audience via online can be
done by the artist themselves.
In the last couple of years,
multitudes of online galleries,
platforms, marketplaces and
even social media shops have
started distributing and selling
artworks through the internet.
A great opportunity for artists
everywhere to share their art
and broaden their audience. But
the competition is tough, and it
isn’t always easy to understand
how to make your art visible.”

“Forthcoming artists need
to educate and upgrade them-
selves about technology and its
implications. They need to
open up their outlook for the
NFT platform. In the coming
days, NFT is going to be the
gamechanger. Early adopters

can have an extra edge in this
era. I believe probable art buy-
ers would be the millennials,
who are now in their twenties.
We need to make our art visi-
ble to those platforms/mediums
where our would-be buyers
are,” says the artist.

Speaking about the concept
of artist royalties, he explains,
“Artist re-sale rights or Droit De
Suite, as known in French ter-
minology, is both an example of
an economic right as well as an
extension of the personhood
theory of Copyright Law, which
emphasises upon a work repre-
senting the character and per-
sonality of the artist/author. It
becomes an essential part of
moral rights, particularly for
visual artists.”

“This permits the authors
of artistic works to benefit
from the rising value of the

work, due to the nature of an
artwork being one, wherein,
value appreciates with time,
popularity and its varied inter-
pretation. The art market has
been argued to be too volatile
to predict when or to what

extent a piece of artwork may
rise in value, if it does at all, and
it needs exposure and multiple
sales to get to such a point.
Artists may initially sell their
unique, one piece, artwork for
a lower cost, however, the value
may appreciate upon garnering
popularity, and it is imperative
to not jeopardise their interest
in the same.”

According to Sonam
Chandwani of KS Legal and
Associates, information about
copyright and royalties is not a
widely-discussed topic in the
creative world, especially the art
market. The lawyer says that
artists are eligible to get royal-
ties upon the resale of their
works.

“The issue of royalty for
visual artists has been long
overdue. Like musicians and
authors, visual artists deserve to

be compensated for their intel-
lectual property and today with
blockchain technology, it seems
ver y possible.  This wil l
undoubtedly be a positive move
for the welfare of the artist com-
munity. This is a necessary
disruption that requires to hap-
pen to bring in more parity for
the artist in the secondary art
market.”

“According to me this is
inevitable — if not in the
immediate but definitely in the
distant future. The bigger ques-
tion is how it will shape the
market. The general perception
is that blockchain enabled roy-
alty system will challenge the
intermediaries, like galleries,
curators and dealers, because it
will force transparency in an
industry where much of the
market thrives on information
asymmetry. This might not
necessarily be the case. A
greater system generated trans-
parency will bring in more
professionalism within all the
players in the ecosystem,”
Lubna Sen, art curator and
founder of The Art Route,
shares.

How is Jumbish tackling
the issue? “Piracy, no royalty
and a long gestation period are
very common challenges faced
by an artist. We bring a solution
to these through our flagship
project — JDAT. This provides
better and paperless prove-
nance for our art collectors.
Remember royalty and prove-
nance are interrelated.
Provenance is a record of own-
ership of that art work, which
includes the owner’s history and
the painting details.”

“To keep track of it ,
Jumbish has brought a
microchip called Jumbish
Digital Authentication Tag
(JDAT) which is a highly
secured chip and it can be read
by any NFC reader device.
JDAT apparently looks like a
thin paper, once it pastes at the
back side of the painting then
the painting becomes itself an
authentication certificate.”

With pioneering technolo-
gy like JDAT, the artist can
expect to get paid a predeter-
mined percentage of the resale
amount, as soon as the sale is
sealed. ?$*��

If not as Farah in Chalte Chalte
or Tulika from Pagglait, one
would, undoubtedly, remem-

ber actor Meghna Malik as
Ammaji of Na Aana Is Des Laado
and Usha Rani Nehwal from the
biopic Saina. Before the world
television premiere of the film,
Malik gets candid about her
preparation process, a hunger
that drives her to the next role,
and much more. Excerpts:

��You must have spent a lot of
time with Ushaji to get into the
skin of character... 

Well, the fact is that I was not
able to meet Ushaji but Amolji
(Gupte) met Saina and her par-
ents. He was my guiding light
here. I prepared by watching a lot
of her interviews. I was shown
many old pictures of Saina and
Ushaji. Right from her dressing
sense, aura, dialect, energy to the
way she reacts to certain situa-
tions and the bond that she
shares with Saina, I noticed every
tiny detail about Ushaji.

Let me share one instance
that I clearly remember. When I
was shown her old family pic-
tures, I noticed that Ushaji had a
habit of carrying a bag with her
at all times. It was because she was
very cautious about Saina’s needs.
In the film, you would have
noticed her style of carrying a
bag. Just like how mothers are,
Ushaji always had the best inter-
est of Saina in her mind. She is
somebody who is unburdened by
the expectation of perfection. 

Ushaji herself was a sports
person, a district-level badminton
player. I can recall another small
but important detail about her;
she used to always put on sports
shoes on salwar kurta, exuding
remarkable confidence. Even
without meeting her in person, I
know that she is a woman of sub-
stance, comfortable in her own
shoes. I have tried hard to capture
all these intricacies. 

There’s one sequence in the
film where the mother (me) slaps
the child (Saina) because she
made some wrong move in the
tournament. This incident actu-
ally happened, and I got to know
it while watching Ushaji and
Saina’s interview, where they dis-
cussed this episode. Ushaji told
Saina ‘arey maine toh halke se

mara tha.’ But Saina responds by
saying, ‘Nahi nahi bhot zor se
mara tha, apko yaad nahi hai’.
And they were crazily laughing
about it. From that interview, I
got to know the bond that the
mother-daughter share with each
other. These were some of the
points that I have tried bringing
it out into the portrayal. 

��How was your experience of
playing such a boisterous char-
acter?

The experience was super
fun. It was really amazing to cap-
ture the spirit of a mother, who
has been always there for her
daughter. She has been there to
motivate her, scold her when
she’s wrong, praise her for her
achievements, and support her for
her failures. She was there to
ensure that she does not get dis-
tracted from anything. There
were really beautiful dialogues in
the film, which truly conveyed
her spirit.

��You have been a part of this
industry for nearly two decades.
What’s your process of picking
a film?

You are sounding as if mere
charon taraf scripts hi scripts rehti
ho (laughs). Sometimes, it’s the
money because, of course, you
need to pay your bills; sometimes,
it’s the ensemble cast, production
house or at times because of the
director... I mean it depends on
the project. For example, when I
did Pagglait, it was a very small
part and it got edited even further,
but it was about the script. I had
really loved it. And here, in Saina,
the character, script, director,
everything was amazing. Ushaji
coming from Haryana, I could
easily relate to that landscape. It
was almost to the point where I
made Amolji believe to cast me in
the film. I said ‘aap or kisi ko le
hi nahi sakte, yeh toh mujhe hi
karna hai’. And he said, ‘yehi
Usha Rani ki spirit hai jo mujhe
chahiye’.

��From Chalte Chalte to Saina.
How would you describe your
transition?

(After a long pause, she
says...) Over the years, the jour-
ney has been great. As I said, at
times you get very small parts,

and other times, you get interesting
roles, where you actually want to cap-
ture the soul of the character. But I feel
you have to be really lucky to always get
meaty roles where you can actually bite
into them and relish. It’s not always like
this, at least with me. I consider myself
a student even today. I am still learn-
ing. The more challenging role, the
more confident you eventually get. You
feel happy about the learning process.
I strongly feel that the audience should
love what you do, and you must enjoy
the process while you do it. And I have
always believed that the journey is often
more beautiful than the destination. 

I want to do so much more. I want
to play different characters, and learn
from them. I don’t think I have accom-
plished anything yet. But I still feel
lucky that people recognise me. God
has been kind to me that way. I am this
person who never gets disappointed by
rejections. I learn and move on. I
believe in focussing on tomorrow. It’s
not necessary that every time that you
want something, will come your way.
But what you can do is: Do your best
to achieve it. I can only put in the hard
work, rest is upon luck!

(The film premieres on Zee
Cinema on Sunday, July 25, 12 noon.)

Filmmaker Karan Malhotra, who has
directed the much-awaited big-screen

entertainer Shamshera, reveals the film to be
a visual spectacle for the audience.

He says, “I will be celebrating my birth-
day by finalising the mix of Shamshera, a
vision I have cherished for some time now.
I can’t wait to share this film with you all.
As a filmmaker, I have been fortunate
enough to be able to tell stories that I would
like to see as an audience and Shamshera is
definitely that kind of a story. It is a visual
extravaganza with complex human emotions
and it deserves to be on the big screen where
people have, for years, had a truly wholesome
cinematic experience of watching Hindi fea-
ture films.”

Malhotra feels lucky to have found the
right team for this action entertainer and he
hails Ranbir Kapoor to be a ‘generation-
defining actor’.

He says, “I’m fortunate to have found a
steadfast producer in Aditya Chopra and an
all determined cast and crew for Shamshera
who have always been by my side right from
the word go. Ranbir is a generation-defin-
ing actor and has given his best to
Shamshera. Vaani (Kapoor) plays her
strength and compliments him beautifully
in the film. As far as Sanjay (Dutt) is con-
cerned, you are in for a surprise.”

Karan believes that Shamshera celebrates
everything that a pan-Indian Hindi film
stands for and it will appeal to all audience
segments who would want to watch good
cinema on the big screen post-pandemic.

Karan says, “I have grown up on quin-
tessential Hindi cinema and I wanted to cre-
ate a true blue Hindi film that everyone can
enjoy in theatres. I feel confident that we
have achieved an entertainer that will appeal
to everyone. We are all waiting eagerly for
the COVID-19 situation to become better
in our country and then plan the release of
the film  in the grandest way possible.”

His archival photographs depict him as
a sturdy Indian man with a hand

twirling his moustache. We also know him
for his role in the Kakori train robbery and
the Legislative Assembly Bombing of 1929.
But there is more to Chandrashekhar
Azad (1906-1931) than most know.

On his 115th birth anniversary on July
23, Garuda Prakashan launched Azad:
The Invincible, a biographical novel trans-
lated from Kannada to English, building a
comprehensive portrait of the independent
revolutionary luminary through
anecdotes, letters, his con-
temporaries’ bio-
graphical refer-
ences, and news
sources from
p r e -
I n d e p e n d e n c e
India.

Written by leg-
endary Kannada
writer Babu
Krishnamurthy and
translated by Manjula
Tekal, author of
Devayani, the book details
Azad’s life and times, from
being born in a small no-
name village to poverty-
stricken parents, running away
from home as a young boy,
becoming a coolie in Mumbai
(then Bombay), learning Sanskrit
in Varanasi to his beginnings in the free-
dom struggle through participation in the
Non-Cooperation movement and suffering
flogging as a punishment.

The book’s original Kannada version,
titled Ajeya, was published several years ago
and has seen numerous reprints. Now, it is
coming to the readers in English.

Azad later became a revolutionary
and commanded a revolutionary movement
in North India for around a decade.
Chosen to command the Hindustan
Socialist Republican Association (HSRA)
after the death penalty of Ramprasad
Bismil — quotes from whose biography is
among the many rich research material in
the book — Azad was responsible for the
political assassination of Saunders to avenge

the death of Lala Lajpat Rai, who was beat-
en up brutally when he was protesting
peacefully in 1928. He was also responsi-
ble for orchestrating the bombing in the leg-
islative assembly to protest the introduction
of two highly oppressive and unpopular bills
designed to increase the dictatorial powers
of the British in India.

The book also details the politics at that
time and looks into the questions like how

and why he moved from being a
Gandhian to a revolutionary, choos-
ing the path of armed revolution
instead as the means of combating
the British colonial rule.

“Azad: The Invincible is the
exciting, thrilling, and ever-
inspiring saga of
Chandrashekhar Azad, the
embodiment of courage,
conviction and heroism of
the Indian freedom move-
ment which is ‘stranger
than fiction. It keeps the
reader on tenterhooks
from the first page to
the last page,” says
author Dr Babu
Krishnamurthy. The
young martyr, who

roared “Main Azad
hoon… Azad Hee Rahoonga

(I am free; I will remain free)”, and
lived up to his word, when he engaged with
the police in the Alfred Park of Allahabad
(now Prayagraj). The book chronicles the
episode in every single detail and also what
happened to Azad’s pistol.

“The book is a slice of history rendered
in an easy anecdotal form. In narrating the
story of Chandrashekhar Azad, Dr Babu
Krishnamurthy tells the story of his times,
his friends and associates, their struggles,
and achievements. It describes the values
Azad inherited, tried to uphold, and indeed
lived by throughout his young life,” shares
translator Manjula Tekal.

The book was launched in a virtual
panel discussion by the author, translator,
and Garuda Prakashan co-founders
Sankrant Sanu and Ankur Pathak.
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Tokyo: Former world champi-
on Mirabai Chanu will be in
focus for her high medal-win-
ning chances at the Tokyo
Olympics as the Indian hopes
to exorcise the ghosts of a dis-
appointing Rio Games and
write a new chapter in the
country’s weightlifting history.

Competing in the 49kg
category, Chanu is being con-
sidered a sure shot medal
prospect for India as her per-
sonal best of 205kg is only sec-
ond to China’s Hou Zhihui’s
effort of 213kg in the eight-
woman field.

The hype is similar to the
one five years ago in Rio, where
Chanu could manage only one
lift from her six attempts and

thus could not get
an overall

total in

women’s 48kg event.
The diminutive Manipuri

will desperately hope for a dif-
ferent script this time round,
one that involves a podium.

While Chanu will have
one eye on her competitors’
barbells, the 26-year-old’s main
battle will be with herself. In
recent times, her performance
in the snatch section has often
proved to be her downfall in
important competitions.

Chanu has managed to
match Zhihui, the favourite to
win the Gold, in the clean and
jerk category, but her person-
al best of 88kg in snatch pales
in comparison to the Chinese
lifter’s world record effort of
96kg.

Even USA’s Delacruz
Jourdan Elizabeth has a better
personal best — 89kg — than
the Indian’s, while Aisah Windy
Cantika of Indonesia had man-
aged to pip Chanu to win a
Bronze in the snatch section at
the Asian championship in

April.
It is expected that

Chanu will try to bet-
ter her world record
lift of 119kg in the
clean and jerk cat-
egory, should the
c o m p e t i t i o n
demand it.

Interestingly,
Chanu has set the

highest entry weight of
210kg, which is five kilo-

grams more than her person-
al best, followed by Zhihui
(205kg), who had lifted 213kg

(96g+117kg) at the Asian
championship. PTI

Tokyo: World No 1 Deepika
Kumari was inconsistent but the
male archers’ performance was
simply underwhelming in the
Olympics’ ranking rounds,
prompting a rejig of India’s
mixed pair combination on a
topsy-turvy day at the
Yumenoshima Park on Friday.

The Koreans, who stayed
away from all International
competitions in the build-up to
the Olympics since 2019,
reigned supreme, including a
top-three finish in the women’s
section where young sensation
An San shattered a 25-year-old
Olympic record.

The Indian men’s team of
Atanu Das, Pravin Jadhav and
Tarundeep Rai, however, did not
post particularly impressive
scores and just about managed
to sneak into top 10 in the team
rankings.

Deepika slipped from fourth
at the halfway mark to finish
ninth with 663 points which was
way below her best International
ranking score of 686. “I feel my
performance was good as well as
bad...It was in between I would
say,” Deepika said.

Deepika’s biggest challenge
is likely to be in the last-eight
where she might run into San
who is making her Olympic
debut. “I want to show my best
performance here and I will
show that in my next rounds,”
Deepika vowed to come back
strong.

In fact, there will be Korea
in waiting for the Indians in the
quarterfinals of both men’s team
and mixed pair competition.

The mixed team, is the country’s
best bet to win an elusive
Olympic medal in archery.

India had identical rankings
of ninth in both men’s team and
mixed pair competitions.

Deepika will not partner her
husband Das after the top Indian
male archer slipped behind
Olympic debutant Jadhav.

Jadhav was the best among
the Indian trio with 656 points
for a 31st place finish, three
points ahead of Das, while Rai,
in his third Olympics appear-
ance, took the 37th spot among
64 archers.

India had the option to
send entries of Das and Deepika,
who recently won a Gold medal
together at the Paris World
Cup, but the federation went
ahead with Jadhav based on his
current form.

“Simply put, we picked
Jadhav based on his current
form, it’s no rocket science,”
Archery Association of India
official Virendra Sachdeva, who

is accompanying the team said.
In all likelihood, the Indian

mixed pair team would run into
top seed Korea in the quarters
after overcoming eighth-ranked
Chinese Taipei.

Placed in the same half as
India, top seed Korea will open
their main event against 16th
ranked Bangladesh.

The men’s trio’s combined
performance was just enough to
finish inside top-10 as they
totalled 1961 for a ninth place
finish in their first Olympic
appearance since London 2012.

The Indian men’s team
might run into top seed Korea,
who got a bye into the quarters,
should they beat eighth-ranked
Kazakhstan in the opening
round.

In individual section, Jadhav
will face 34th ranked Galsan
Bazarzhapov of Russia, Das will
take on Deng Yu-Cheng of
Chinese Taipei, while Rai's open-
ing challenge will be against
Ukranian Oleksii Hunbin. PTI
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The men would be seeking to
reclaim a glorious past,

while the women would be
aiming to script some history of
their own when the two Indian
hockey teams begin their
Olympic campaign on Saturday
with expectations from both at
a high.

Men will be up against
eighth-ranked New Zealand,
followed by the women’s clash
with the Netherlands.

With a current world rank-
ing of four, the Indian men’s are
considered a bright medal
prospect this time around in
Tokyo.

ALL EYES ON VIKAS
The seasoned Vikas

Krishan (69kg) will open India’s
boxing campaign on Saturday
against local favourite
Sewonrets Quincy Mensah
Okazawa.

He will be the lone Indian
boxer in action on the opening
day of boxing competitions at
the Ryogoku Kokugikan arena.

Tokyo: The Indian table tennis
contingent produced an
unthinkable performance at the
Asian Games, considered as
‘mini-Olympics’ by the players.
Three years down the line, can
they pull off another miracle at
the Tokyo Games?

Asian Games may have the
presence of continental power-
houses like China, Korea and
Japan but the Olympics are a dif-
ferent ball game altogether.

Nevertheless, India exceed-
ed all expectations to win a men’s
team Bronze and mixed doubles
Bronze in Jakarta, ending the
country’s medal drought at the
Asian Games, but getting close

to even one medal here would
be a gargantuan task.

Before the paddlers arrived
in Tokyo, the only little hope was
in the mixed doubles category
but an opener against the world
number one duo from Chinese
Taipei has made the challenge a
lot tougher for A Sharath Kamal
and Manika Batra.

Sharath along with G
Sathiyan has also been handed
a tough draw in the men’s sin-
gles competition.

The 20th seed is drawn to
meet reigning champion Ma
Long in round three provided he
clears the second round (first
round bye) in his fourth

Olympics.
If Sathiyan, who will make

his Olympics debut, clears the
second round hurdle, he will
face Japanese sensation and
third seed Harimoto Tomokazu.

Manika and debutant
Sutirtha Mukherjee will repre-
sent India in women’s singles.

The unseeded Manika is
expected to beat Britain’s Tin-
Tin Ho in the first round and is
drawn to meet 20th seed
Margaryta Pestoska in the sec-
ond. Sutirtha, world number 98,
plays 78th-ranked Linda
Bergstroem from Sweden in
the opening round. PTI

Tokyo: Entering the Tokyo
Olympics on the back of an
unprecedented run that began
sometime after the inexplicable
meltdown in the Rio de Janeiro
Games, Indian shooters bagging
a medal or two, or, even three to
four, is a tangible reality.

All of the 15 shooters are
capable of winning medals, but
few are seen as sure shot to
secure podium finishes in the
events that start on Saturday.

One among them is the
highly-skilled Saurabh
Chaudhary, who will have a few
Olympic and world champions
standing in his way to glory at
sport’s biggest showpiece.

Alongside Abhishek Verma,
Chaudhary will be part of the
first competition day action in
the men’s 10m air pistol event.

But before that, the fate of
Apurvi Chandela and Elavenil
Valarivan — in the women’s 10m
air rifle event — will be decid-
ed. A good outing for either of
them means India will have won
their first medal in these Games.

Both Chandela and Elavenil
will enter the competition with
plenty to look forward to, despite
the occasional blips here and
there. The 21-year-old Elavenil,
world number 1 and considered
one of the country’s finest rifle
shooters after some fine perfor-
mances since breaking into the
senior team, will certainly fancy
her chances.

On the second competi-
tion day, India will have the sen-
sational Manu Baker and the
hard-working Yashaswini Singh
Deswal representing the coun-
try in the women’s 10m air pis-

tol competition.
The women’s 10m pistol

event has attracted maximum
number of entries but that
should not worry the two Indian
shooters given their skills and
consistency over the years.

In the men’s 10m air rifle
event, India will have the
teenaged Divyansh Singh
Panwar and the experienced
Deepak Kumar, with the former
especially seen as a strong con-
tender after his superb run of
form since breaking into the

senior team in 2019.
If these eight participants

fire on the first two days, India
can expect a handful of medals
at the Games, which will make
up for returning empty-handed
from the 2016 Rio Games.

In the middle and
towards the end of the
shooting events too,
India have in its
ranks strong con-
tenders in the form
of Rahi Sarnobat,
Aishwary Pratap
Singh Tomar,
Anjum Moudgil,
Tejaswini Sawant and
the seasoned Sanjeev
Rajput, besides the two
skeet shooters in Mairaj
Ahmad Khan and Angad Vir
Singh Bajwa.

The likes of Sarnobat, who
has won a Silver and Gold in the
ISSF World Cups in New Delhi
and Oisjek, Croatia respective-
ly, world number one in 10m air
rifle Divyansh Singh Panwar and
Aishwary Pratap Singh Tomar
are all gunning for medals. PTI
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Tokyo: Indian tennis players
need no less than a miraculous
performance to get close to the
medal rounds as an under-pre-
pared team of Sania Mirza and
debutant Ankita Raina faces a
tough Ukrainian challenge in
the opener while Sumit Nagal
has got a tough draw in the sin-
gles competition.

Mirza, who is making a
record fourth Olympic appear-
ance, and debutant Raina are
going into the Olympics with-
out playing a single competitive
match together this year, which
is far from ideal preparation.

They will open their cam-

paign against Ukraine’s twin
sisters Nadiia and Lyudmyla
Kichenok.

In the men’s singles, Nagal
is extremely lucky to get an
entry into the Olympics but his
recent performances do not
inspire confidence and he faces
Asian Games champion Denis
Istomin in his first round.
There is a possibility of him
getting past the 34-year-old
Uzbek but the Indian may
next face world number two
and Australian Open runner-
up Danill Medvedev from
Russia and that could be end of
the road for him. PTI
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Colombo: Brilliant bowling performances by
Akila Dananjaya and Praveen Jayawickrama
followed by half-centuries from Avishka
Fernando (76) and Bhanuka Rajapaksa (65)
helped Sri Lanka to a consolation three-wick-
et win in a rain-hit third ODI. It was Sri Lanka’s
first ODI victory at home against India in nine
years.

Sri Lanka’s spinners made best use of a rain
break to dismiss the visitors for a lowly 225
in 43.1 overs.

Sri Lanka nearly messed up a comfortable
chase towards the end but got over the line
with eight overs to spare. Rahul Chahar was
the pick of the bowlers for India, giving SL a
late threat with 3 for 54. India’s sloppy field-
ing cost them, as they put down five catches.

With the series pocketed, India coach
Rahul Dravid rejigged the bowling line-up
along with a couple of changes in the batting
order, but it was evident that the lack of game
awareness became their undoing on the day.

The rain-break at the end of the 23rd over,
which reduced the game to 47-overs per side,
helped the home team. The pitch suddenly
had a bit of freshness and the ball would both
grip and skid, making life easier for the spin-
ners, who rocked the middle-order.

The latest trend of young batters not being
able to cope up with slow bowlers was on
show as the middle-order looked clueless
against left-arm spinner Praveen
Jayawickrama (3/59 in 10 overs) and off-spin-

ner Akila Dananjaya (3/44 in 10 overs), who,
in his second spell, blew away the lower mid-
dle order with turn and bounce.

However, Prithvi Shaw (49 off 49 balls)
dazzled with his breathtaking array of strokes,
while Sanju Samson again made batting look
easy in his run-a-ball 46.

They added 74 runs in 13.2 overs and one
can’t fault anyone who was dreaming of some-
thing big as the duo injected life in a dead rub-
ber.

However, after skipper Dasun Shanaka
got one to skid and trapped Shaw, Manish
Pandey’s (11 off 19 balls) inclusion brought
about a break in momentum.

Samson was in no mood to relent but an
uppish inside-out check drive was plucked by
Avishka Fernando at extra-cover, like a fruit
from the tree.

Post the break, when India resumed at 147
for three, the spinners suddenly started getting
more turn and the rain had spiced up the pitch. 
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The Tokyo
Olympics were
declared open in
an eerily empty

stadium on Friday after
defying a year’s pandemic
delay and lingering coron-
avirus threats that will
make them perhaps the
most unusual Games in
history.

Japan’s Emperor
Naruhito made the
announcement against the
backdrop of thousands of
vacant seats at Tokyo’s
68,000-capacity Olympic
Stadium, after Covid-19
forced organisers to ban
spectators at all but a hand-
ful of venues.

“I declare open the
Games of Tokyo,” said the
monarch, wearing a white
surgical mask.

The stripped-down
ceremony, simplified to
reduce coronavirus risks,
unfolded in front of fewer
than 1,000 VIPs and sever-
al thousand athletes.

A reduced parade of
about 5,700 athletes, far
lower than the usual num-
bers, filed into the stadium,
not all of them socially dis-
tanced but all wearing
masks.

International Olympic
Committee president
Thomas Bach acknowl-
edged the Games would be
“very different from what
all of us had imagined.”

But “today is a
moment of hope”, he said
in an address.

The 16-day Games,
with 339 Gold medals
across 33 sports, have a
surreal air after the pan-
demic compelled organis-
ers to make this the first
Games with virtually no
spectators.
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